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This thesis focuses on improving shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring of syn-
chronous generators. The work presents theory for describing and modelling shaft
voltages using fundamental electromagnetic principles. A modern framework is
adopted in developing an online, automated and intelligent fault-diagnosis system.
Novel processing and inferential methods are used by the system to provide ac-
curate and reliable incipient-fault detection and diagnosis. The literature shows
that shaft-voltage analysis is recognised as a technique with potential for use in
condition monitoring. However, deﬁciencies in the fundamental theory and the in-
adequacy of methods for extracting useful information has limited its widespread
application. This work extends the knowledge of shaft voltages, validates the
merits of its use for fault diagnosis, and provides methods for practical applica-
tion. Validation of the model is completed using an experimental synchronous
generator, and results indicate that simulated shaft voltages compare well with
the measurements - i.e. total average error of the model combined with experi-
mental uncertainty is below 16%. The fault detection and diagnosis components
are tested separately and together as a complete shaft-voltage-based condition-
monitoring system in an experimental setting. Results indicate that the system
can accurately diagnose faults and it represents a unique and valuable contribution
to shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring. Additionally, techniques such as op-
timal measurement selection, multivariate model monitoring, and fault inference
developed for the investigations and system presented in this thesis, will assist
engineers and researchers working in the ﬁeld of condition monitoring of electrical
rotating machines.
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1.1 Overview
Condition-monitoring systems are essential for ensuring that generator units in
power stations are operationally sound. These systems diﬀer in complexity, cost
and capability. Early detection of problems in machines is a sought-after capabil-
ity and is the fundamental objective of predictive maintenance. The anticipation
of incipient faults and replacement of problematic components - prior to further
deterioration - eliminates the consequences of unexpected equipment failure.
Many condition-monitoring techniques have been found to exhibit capabilities
for diagnosing incipient faults such as shaft-voltage-based methods used on syn-
chronous generators [1]. Although the potential capabilities of shaft-voltage-based-
methods are recognised, development of these capabilities for practical application
has been subdued over the past decade. Advancement of this condition-monitoring
technique is hindered due to complexities surrounding the processing and analysis
of shaft voltage signals [2]. This is compounded by a lack of knowledge about
physical interpretation and modelling of these induced voltages.
The research presented in this thesis aims to improve shaft-voltage-based condition
monitoring of synchronous generators. In particular, it is focused on the develop-
ment of processing and inferential methods for use with the shaft-voltage-based
technique. A bottom-up approach is adopted for developing a system to provide
early fault diagnosis on these machines. This is achieved through ﬁrstly construct-
ing a framework for condition-monitoring system development. The shortcomings
of shaft-voltage theory are then addressed with the conception of a predictive
model. Thereafter, novel processing and inferential methods are used to design,
implement and test an automated, intelligent and online fault diagnosis system.
1.2 Problem Description
Due to rapid growth of energy demands globally, emphasis has been placed on
electricity providers in meeting projected load demands. This growth has led to
increased stresses on generation systems, many of which comprise of ageing ﬂeets.
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The integrity of these generation systems is therefore crucial in providing eﬃcient
and reliable electricity supply. In general, the foremost motivations for predict-
ive maintenance practice and increasing implementation of condition monitoring
equipment in industry, are [3]:
• Progression of modern plants towards automation and hence less staﬃng and
supervision.
• Avoidance of economic consequences as a result of unplanned shutdowns and
undetected deterioration of equipment.
• Lack of redundancy in certain machine installations - especially where the
machine is involved in a critical process.
• An increase in availability and a decline the in cost of advanced condition-
monitoring technologies.
The aforementioned motivations are especially relevant to synchronous machines
which are commonly utilised in power-generation schemes where the turbines are
driven by fossil fuel, hydro or wind energy systems. These type of electrical rotating
machines are critical components of power generation processes and it is therefore
essential to ensure reliability through the discovery of problems well in advance [4].
The potential of using shaft voltages to diagnose faults on synchronous generators
has been previously demonstrated. More recent works on the use of shaft-voltage
techniques include [5], [6] and [7]. These publications deal with speciﬁc faults on
electrical rotating machines and the eﬀects thereof on shaft induced voltages. The
most popular approach for identifying these eﬀects is through analysing variations
in the frequency components of the shaft-voltage signal. Furthermore, it has also
been found that this technique has the potential to not only diagnose a speciﬁc
fault, but also to do so when the fault is at an incipient level [8].
Although the establishment of these fault-frequency relationships has contributed
to a better understanding of shaft voltages, there is still a signiﬁcant lack of proﬁ-
ciency with the technique and suitability for practical application. The following
were identiﬁed, through a review of previous work and correspondence with practi-
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tioners, as the major obstacles preventing the progress and widespread application
of shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring on synchronous generators:
• Uncertainty in terms of the physical interpretation and inception mechanisms
of shaft voltages.
• Absence of a practical method for modelling shaft voltages.
• Insuﬃcient qualitative and quantitative evidence of the merits of shaft-voltage-
based fault diagnosis.
• Inadequate processing methods for extracting useful information from a shaft-
voltage signal.
• Lack of inferential methods that can utilise shaft voltages for reliable fault
diagnosis.
1.3 Hypothesis
“Shaft voltage based condition monitoring of synchronous generators can be im-
proved using a suitable model - together with processing and inferential techniques”.
In order to obtain clarity on “improved” and to avoid generalisation, the ques-
tion, “How is this condition monitoring technique improved?”, must be answered.
The answer is directly related to the current problems with the technique and over-
coming the aforementioned obstacles. Simply put, the shaft voltage is improved
when there is a signiﬁcant extension of fundamental knowledge, validation of the
merits for its use in fault diagnosis, and suitable processing and inferential meth-
ods to optimise its practical application. These processing and inferential methods
optimise shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring by increasing the reliability, ef-
ﬁciency and accuracy of the overall system.
1.4 Aims and Objectives
The research aims to address the aforementioned problems with the ultimate goal
of improving shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring for practical application.
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The major objectives of the research are to:
• Determine a modern framework for the development of a condition-monitoring
system to be used in the presented work.
• Develop and test theory using basic electromagnetic principles and FE meth-
ods, which suitably describes and models shaft voltages in synchronous gen-
erators.
• Determine a method for qualitatively and quantitatively assessing shaft-
voltage-based fault diagnosis, and in so doing investigate the limitations and
merits associated with this diagnostic technique, in the form of a comparison
to a widely used technique.
• Investigate optimum signal-processing techniques and determine a suitable
candidate for use in shaft-voltage-based fault diagnosis.
• Design, implement and test inferential methods which provide automatic and
intelligent fault diagnosis using shaft voltages.
Meeting these objectives will not only signiﬁcantly improve shaft-voltage-based
condition monitoring, but will also yield valuable contributions to the ﬁeld of con-
dition monitoring of electrical rotating machines. In other words, the forecasted
contributions are not constrained to the aforementioned objectives, but are expec-
ted to be potentially useful for other applications in condition monitoring.
1.5 Thesis Layout
1.5.1 Condition Monitoring of Electrical Rotating Machinery
Chapter 2 presents a review of condition-monitoring techniques used on electrical
rotating machines. This chapter also presents a framework for selection and devel-
opment of a modern condition-monitoring system. The framework deals with the
adoption of a maintenance strategy, investigation of common failure mechanisms,
and issues relating to system architecture. Details of the history and current the-
ory of shaft voltages are then presented. The shortcomings of previously proposed
theory and models are also given.
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1.5.2 Development of Theory for Shaft Voltages in Synchronous
Generators
Chapter 3 presents the development of theory for shaft voltages in synchronous
generators. A physical interpretation of shaft voltages is proposed - to address the
theoretical shortcomings discussed in the previous chapter. Thereafter, a novel
method for predicting shaft voltages is semi-analytically derived and implemented
using an Finite Element (FE) model. Investigations are conducted on the be-
haviour of shaft voltages under varying machine complexities and operating condi-
tions, in order to clarify previous uncertainties regarding shaft-voltage phenomena.
The proposed theory and model are then experimentally validated. Performance
of the model is also assessed for application in the diagnosis of an eccentricity fault.
1.5.3 Uncertainty Analysis
In Chapter 4, the uncertainties surrounding shaft-voltage-based monitoring are
analysed. Firstly, the merits of using shaft voltages for condition monitoring are
evaluated - both qualitatively and quantitatively. In order to perform such an
evaluation, a method for optimal measurement modality selection - which uses the
Cramér-Rao Lower Bound - is presented. This method is used to compare the
shaft voltage with the ﬂux-probe technique for diagnosis of static eccentricity.
Thereafter, the uncertainty in the diagnostic assessment which imposes limita-
tions on the practical application of shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring, is
analysed. A set of requirements are drawn from this analysis and are used to
specify fault detection and fault diagnosis subsystems.
1.5.4 Fault Detection with Principal Component Analysis
Chapter 5 presents an online fault-detection subsystem which improves the overall
eﬃciency and reliability of the presented shaft-voltage-based condition-monitoring
system. Classical principal component analysis (PCA) is modiﬁed for use in the
fault-detection algorithm. The algorithm is implemented and tested in an experi-
mental setting.
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1.5.5 Bayesian Diagnostics
In Chapter 6, the fault-diagnosis component of the condition-monitoring system is
presented. Firstly, the performance of the Bayesian spectrum estimation technique
is evaluated in the context of the application, and is compared to other modern
signal-processing techniques. Thereafter, a fault classiﬁcation algorithm is trained
and validated. Finally, the complete system is experimentally validated.
1.5.6 General Conclusions
Chapter 7 gives concluding remarks and a summary of the work presented in this
thesis. This is followed by suggestions for further research.
1.5.7 Appendices
Two Appendices are presented: Appendix A gives the details of the FE model of
the synchronous generator used for the presented work. Appendix B lists code
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2.1 Introduction
Electric motor-driven systems are estimated to account for 43% to 46% of total
global energy consumption [9]. The actual application of the motor consumes the
vast majority of the electricity supplied to these systems. The total global energy
demand is projected to grow by one-third from 2011 to 2035, as given by energy
policies described in [10]. These facts indicate the signiﬁcance of electric rotat-
ing machinery - from both a generation and demand side. Machines utilised in
core processes in power generation can feature capacities exceeding 1GW , whilst
machines utilised in support processes in other industries can exceed 100MW .
Furthermore, the advancement of these machines has come about through an in-
crease in demand for process optimisation and specialised requirements speciﬁc to
the application. Given the sensitive nature and invested interest with respect to
these applications, it is essential to have dedicated systems to monitor the machines
involved. Furthermore, the area of condition monitoring has inherently followed
this growth and advancement of machines - with new and progressive techniques
being made available.
There are diﬀerent types of methods used to prevent damage to equipment and
unintended process shutdown. These methods correspond to diﬀerent levels of se-
curity. For example, protection relays provide the interception of overcurrent faults
and may initiate a sequence which results in the machine being disconnected. Al-
though protection is essential in preventing catastrophic failure, in many cases
it only provides action once the fault has reached an advanced stage. Condition
monitoring diﬀers as it exhibits proactive characteristics and may be established
to provide predictive maintenance. This can prevent unplanned shutdowns and
additional costs using methods which anticipate faults, failure and damage. This
chapter focuses on the diﬀerent aspects of condition-monitoring systems for elec-
trical rotating machines. Section 2.2 brieﬂy reviews available techniques before
a general framework is presented in section 2.3. The framework considers the
various aspects and subcomponents of a condition-monitoring system, i.e. overall
maintenance strategy, failure modes, and system architecture. Section 2.4 presents
background information on shaft voltages.
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2.2 Review of Condition-Monitoring Techniques
Traditionally, condition-monitoring techniques are classiﬁed into four broad cat-
egories: chemical, thermal, mechanical and electrical.
2.2.1 Chemical monitoring
Insulation and lubrication are compound organic materials that can release a num-
ber of products upon degradation. Chemical techniques employ detection of mat-
ter or gases such as carbon monoxide and other hydrocarbons to determine early
signs of insulation wear and excessive heating. Thermal degradation of insulation
material occurs after exceeding a maximum allowable temperature, and gives oﬀ
vapours or gases of certain chemicals used during manufacture. This thermochem-
ical decomposition of organic material is termed pyrolysis [11].
Oil-analysis techniques are also used to diagnose wear on equipment. Chemical
properties of the lubricant such as viscosity, solids content, water content, acid
number and base number can be used to diagnose diﬀerent types of wear - e.g.
abrasive wear, cavitation, adhesive wear, and fatigue [12]. An example of a spe-
cialised instrument used to collect decomposition products in generator coolants
to diagnose wear, is the ion-chamber detector or ‘core monitor’ [13]. Other tech-
niques which use chemical indicators to detect wear are ferrographic [14] and X-ray
analysis [15].
2.2.2 Thermal monitoring
Thermal monitoring of a machine consists of temperature measurements and/or
thermal modelling. Localised temperature monitoring uses thermocouples, resist-
ance, or embedded temperature detectors. These are usually embedded in the
stator winding, stator core, or bearings [16]. A drawback here is that metal type
detectors require electrical isolation and must therefore be positioned a secure
distance away from the windings or any electrically conductive components. Heat-
ﬂow equations can then be used to determine a more accurate estimate of the
actual winding temperatures. Bulk monitoring is a method which utilises internal
and external coolant temperatures to determine the thermal state of a machine.
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Advancements in this area have seen the development of non-contact methods that
utilise infrared-sensors or infrared-cameras to measure rotor temperatures as given
in [17], [18] and [19].
Thermal modelling uses ﬁnite element-based models or lumped parameter mod-
els [20]. Finite element method (FEM) and ﬁnite diﬀerence method (FDM) tools
are tradionally used to optimise performance during the design stage of a ma-
chine. This is because these methods require signiﬁcant computational eﬀort -
especially for complex geometries and non-homogenous bodies. However, com-
ponents of the machine, e.g. rotor or stator, may be separately modelled quite
accurately. Lumped parameter models require less computational eﬀort and can
determine temperature changes in diﬀerent components of the machine [21]. Dy-
namic lumped parameter models can also use online information such as voltage,
current and surface temperature to non-invasively determine the internal thermal
state of the machine [18]. However, lumped parameter modelling is not feasible
for all applications, as parameter extraction requires either extensive temperat-
ure measurement or comprehensive knowledge of the machine’s construction and
dimensions [22].
2.2.3 Mechanical monitoring
Vibration, accoustic emissions, torque and shock pulses are commonly monitored
symptoms. Vibration faults can originate from two types of sources, i.e. mechan-
ical and electromagnetic sources [23]. Examples are bearing faults, non-even air
gap, asymmetrical power supply, structural resonance, winding damage, magnetic
asymmetries, and imbalances in the driven load. Vibration monitoring is a widely
used technique because of versatility - i.e. it can be used on virtually any machine,
is used online and has achieved much success in practice. Some techniques may
compare vibration levels according to speciﬁc standards for fault detection, while
others may process vibration signals to determine fault severity and origin. Diﬀer-
ent types of accelerometers are available for measuring vibration, such as standard
piezoelectric accelerometers or more specialised non-conductive ﬁbre-optic acceler-
ometers [24]. Accoustic emission techniques measure and analyse the noise signal
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emitted by the machine, are particularly useful for detecting eccentricity and bear-
ing faults [25]. Torque ﬂuctuations can also be used to diagnose air-gap eccentricity
and damaged bearings or couplings [26]. An estimation of the torque is obtained
using a model and then is compared to actual measurements. Shock-pulse monit-
oring is similar to vibration monitoring, but detects higher frequency shock waves
caused by rolling elements in bearings [27].
2.2.4 Electrical monitoring
Faults on a machine usually result in perturbations in the electrical quantities of a
machine, such as the current, voltage and power. Disturbances in these electrical
quantities also cause variations in the magnetic ﬁelds that may be detected. These
electrical quantities are usually compared to measurements obtained under healthy
machine conditions. High-frequency signal injection can also be used for fault de-
tection [28], but is limited to speciﬁc applications due to hardware requirements
and invasiveness.
Online partial discharge monitoring has been found to be a reliable method of
diagnosing most high-voltage stator winding insulation failure processes [29]. Nu-
merous methods are available for the early detection of partial discharge activity
in this context. Some examples are earth-loop transient, capacitive coupling and
RF coupling methods - as presented in [30] and [31]. Another method which has
been reported to be successful in diagnosing stator winding, rotor bar and end-ring
faults - is transient analysis of the stator current. This method diagnoses faults
through measurement and analysis of current imbalances [32]. An extended version
of this method is the power decomposition technique (PDT) which derives positive
and negative sequence voltages and currents for fault detection [33]. Motor current
signature analysis (MCSA) uses current frequency spectra to diagnose faults and
is popular because it is online, non-invasive and does not require advanced sensors
[34].
Axial ﬂux techniques utilise externally mounted search coils or Hall probes as
sensors to detect leakage/stray ﬂux [35]. These techniques identify faults such as
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inter-turn, broken rotor bar and eccentricity faults by examining variations in the
spectral components of the ﬂux [36]. A similar technique to the axial-ﬂux method
uses shaft voltages to detect faults. Early measures to ground shaft currents which
cause bearing damage - primarily used in large turbo-generators - have evolved into
a method of diagnosing faults on a machine through analysis of these signals. This
technique utilises specialised brushes on either side of the rotor shaft to measure
induced voltages along the length of the machine, as described in [1], [37] and [38],
and is the primary focus of the presented research.
The use of artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) techniques has extended from control into the
ﬁeld of condition monitoring. Techniques include expert systems, artiﬁcial neural
networks (ANNs), fuzzy logic, and genetic algorithms (GAs). These systems have
been developed to automate the interpretation stage and precisely indicate fault
conditions by tracing the possible root causes, as described in [39]. Examples
of application of these techniques are given in [40] and [41]. Furthermore, re-
cent advancements in computational intelligence, signal processing, and statistical
methods have enabled development of condition-monitoring systems beyond meas-
urement techniques. Modern systems may consist of supplementary components
to improve overall reliability, eﬃciency and functionality. Hence, the selection or
development of a suitable condition-monitoring system requires a more detailed
understanding of underlying issues speciﬁc to the application. The following sec-
tion presents a general framework to assist with the understanding, development
and optimisation of modern condition-monitoring systems.
2.3 General Framework for Condition-Monitoring Sys-
tems
The overall eﬀectiveness of a system that consists of multiple components in se-
ries, depends on the individual eﬀectiveness of each component. For example,
consider a condition-monitoring system that uses spectrum analysis of a voltage
signal to diagnose faults. The system could use an accurate sensor and advanced
signal preconditioning equipment, but if the actual spectrum estimation tech-
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nique is inaccurate, the ﬁnal diagnosis will be incorrect and will render the entire
condition-monitoring system ineﬀective. Development of a condition-monitoring
system therefore requires careful consideration of each component or subsystem.
Furthermore, the condition-monitoring system may not always require advanced
techniques or expensive sensors depending on the application. The application
requirements and maintenance speciﬁcations must therefore be determined before
a suitable system can be selected or developed. Figure 2.1 (below) shows a simple
ﬂow diagram of the steps proposed by the framework, leading to the selection or
development of a modern condition-monitoring system.
Figure 2.1: Flow diagram of major steps leading to the development of a modern
condition-monitoring system for an electrical machine
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2.3.1 Asset Management and Maintenance Philosophy
Best practices in asset management usually employ condition-monitoring systems
within a broader maintenance strategy. Development of a strategy and adoption
of a maintenance philosophy depends on the value of the asset and the importance
of the process [42]. In other words, the type of maintenance strategy selected de-
pends on the priority of the machine within the process.
Figure 2.2: General classiﬁcation of maintenance strategies and philosophies ac-
cording to system condition and process importance
A general classiﬁcation of maintenance strategies and how these ﬁt into the diﬀer-
ent maintenance philosophies, is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.2 (above). There are four
types of maintenance strategies, which are classiﬁed according to two major aspects
of asset management: importance of the process and condition of the machine. For
example, a condition-based maintenance (CBM) strategy consists of maintenance
procedures and policies based on the condition of the machine and does not focus
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on the actual importance of the machine within the overall process. In contrast to
this, a time-based maintenance (TBM) strategy would rely on process importance
to schedule maintenance for a machine - regardless of its current condition.
Figure 2.2 also indicates how each strategy relates to general maintenance philo-
sophy. A corrective maintenance (CM) strategy can be described as a reactive
maintenance philosophy, whereas reliability-centred maintenance (RCM) employs
both preventive and predictive measures. Predictive maintenance practice is util-
ised for critical processes and usually requires advanced monitoring techniques.
For example, this strategy would be used for generator maintenance at a power
station, since both the system condition and process importance need to be con-
sidered. The condition of a generator is important because redundancy is not
feasible due to the high costs associated with these machines. Generators are also
critical components of a power station and serve a key function in the overall pro-
cess.
Reliability, availability, maintainability and safety of the machine must also be
considered when selecting a maintenance strategy. Reliability (R) is deﬁned as
the ability of a machine to perform the required function over a speciﬁed time [43].
This characteristic may be measured as the mean time to failure (MTTF ), which
is given by,
R = MTTF = 1
λˆ
(2.1)
where λˆ is an empirical estimate of the failure rate of the machine. The maintain-
ability (M) is deﬁned as the ability of the machine to be restored to satisfactory
function after a failure has occurred. The characteristic is measured using the
mean time to repair (MTTR) and may be expressed as:
M = MTTR = 1
μˆ
(2.2)
where μˆ is an empirical estimate of the repair rate of the machine. The availability
(A) is deﬁned as the probability that the machine will operate adequately at any
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period of time. This characteristic may be expressed using the MTTF , and the
MTTR as given by equation 2.3 [44]:
A = MTTF
MTTR + MTTF (2.3)
Safety is the ability of the machine to avoid causing harm to persons, equipment
or the environment - when a fault or failure occurs. This characteristic is usually
assigned a status rather than a quantity, determined by analysing the risk of the
machine. Hence, the machine will be considered as “safe” when the risk of harm
to people, equipment or the environment is below a predeﬁned threshold. The
risk associated with a machine can be reduced by using protective equipment -
e.g. protection relays. However, the addition of components can reduce the overall
reliability of the system.
Although protection is essential for safety and can assist in preventing catastrophic
failure, it does not necessarily improve the reliability of the system. For example,
a generator protection relay can provide overcurrent protection on a machine, but
cannot detect and prevent the internal fault which induced the overcurrent.
A well designed condition-monitoring system can provide predictive maintenance
and improve the reliability of a machine. This is achieved by reducing the number
of failures over the life of the machine. A graph of the expected number of failures
over the life of a machine is presented in ﬁgure 2.3 (below). The magnitude of the
graph’s axes are normalised as actual life expectancy and number of failures will
vary according to the machine and application. A is the early failure stage, B is
the useful-life, and C is the ageing/wear out period.
A condition-monitoring system can improve reliability of the machine by eﬀect-
ively “modifying” the expected number of failures of a machine in each of these
three stages. For example, early diagnosis of a fault on an ageing unit enables pre-
emptive repair or replacement of the problematic components - thereby extending
the life of the machine.
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Figure 2.3: Example graph of expected and modiﬁed failure rates over the life of
an electrical rotating machine, with normalised axes
2.3.2 Failure Mechanisms
Most typical failures in machines result from a process of successive faults. These
faults tend to develop from abnormalities and may therefore be considered to be
symptoms of a root cause or an incipient fault. The failure is therefore a result of
the progression of an incipient fault through a cascading eﬀect. For example, the
rotor windings on a synchronous generator are subjected to high centrifugal forces
during normal operation, and this can result in insulation degradation and may
eventually lead to inter-turn faults on the windings. Excessive currents created
by the short-circuited windings cause localised heating which can lead to thermal
bending of the rotor and rotor eccentricity. Eccentricity can lead to vibration and
eventually bearing failure. This example of progression from an incipient fault to
a typical failure mode is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.4 (below). It should be noted that -
in practice - bearing failure and vibration can be caused by a number of diﬀerent
fault mechanisms.
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Figure 2.4: Example of the progression of faults and possible mechanisms to a
failure mode in a synchronous generator
Figure 2.5 (below) depicts the general structure of an electrical rotating machine,
with a physical mapping of common failures and failure mechanisms listed in table
2.1. The following faults on electrical rotating machines are commonly experienced
in industry [45, 46]:
• Stator winding faults
• Rotor winding faults
• Air-gap faults (static and dynamic eccentricity)
• Broken rotor bars and cracked end-rings
• Slip ring or brush failure
• Core or lamination damage
• Circulating currents and earth faults
• Failure of peripheral equipment such as bearings, gearbox, cooling system,
bushings and electrical connections
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Figure 2.5: Mapping of common fault areas (see index given in table 2.1) on a
generalised structure of an electrical rotating machine
Table 2.1: Index of failures and failure mechanisms corresponding to physical




C Slip ring or brush failure
D
Stator core damage or
circulating currents
E




winding or core damage
G External electrical faults
Insulation faults on stator and rotor windings are major contributors to failures in
rotating machines. In industrial applications, machines are exposed to adverse en-
vironmental conditions, electrical stresses, and mechanical stresses which degrade
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the insulation over time. Excessive voltage levels can lead to partial discharges
between adjacent wires which erode wire enamel and cause electrical ageing of
the insulation [47]. Other stresses which cause accelerated ageing of insulation
are mechanical vibration, high ambient temperatures, moisture, and the presence
of corrosive materials [48]. Insulation faults usually result in inter-turn winding
short-circuits on the stator and rotor - as described in [40], [49] and [50]. Inter-
turn faults on rotor windings are a common problem in generators and can lead
to vibration, increased shaft voltages, winding burn-out, and loss of excitation [51].
Electrical connection faults are more common in machines operating at higher
voltages where there is increased dielectric stress on bushings and larger forces
on conductors. Bushing failure may occur due to mechanical vibration or elec-
trical tracking due to debris deposited on exposed surfaces. Partial discharge
activity is an indicator of this condition [45]. A core fault is usually limited to
large turbine-driven machines where laminated cores bear excessive magnetic and
electrical loads. Insulation failure and foreign bodies between core plates cause
electrical connections that create circulating currents. The circulating currents,
coupled with the main ﬂux, cause excessive heating of the plates and can lead
to additional weakening of the core. Eventually, the stator core may succumb to
buckling, melting, cavity formation and earth faults, as described in [52], [53] and
[53].
Defects also occur during the manufacturing process - such as casting defects
in die-cast rotors and poor joints in brazed or welded end-rings. These factors
are found to be the primary causes of broken rotor bars and cracked end-rings
[54, 55]. Current migration due to skin eﬀect can also result in uneven heating
and expansion of rotor bars, which can result in separation from the end rings [56].
Problems with slip rings can also cause severe damage to machines. Furthermore,
current imbalances in external resistors or circuit-connected slip rings can result in
overheating of the rotor. Threading and grooving of rings occur over time, while
arcing can occur on rings due to loss of brush contact [57, 58]. This can result in
brush gear failure, earth faults, and damage to the rotor windings.
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An air-gap eccentricity fault is unequal positioning of the rotor relative to the
stator, and is categorised into three forms: static, dynamic or mixed. In static
eccentricity, the symmetrical axis of the rotor coincides with the rotor rotating
axis, but is displaced with respect to the stator symmetrical axis. This means that
the air-gap distribution is non-uniform, but the minimum air-gap angular position
is ﬁxed. In dynamic eccentricity, only the rotor symmetrical axis is displaced with
respect to the rotor rotation axis, which coincides with the stator symmetrical axis
[59]. This is a common fault which can occur through a number of diﬀerent mecha-
nisms - such as bearing wear, shaft deﬂection, and thermal bending. Eccentricity in
a machine can result in critical damage due to mechanical rubbing between stator
and rotor, bearing failure, vibration and asymmetric magnetic ﬁelds [60]. Bearing
failure can also occur gradually under normal operating conditions. Sources of this
failure include corrosion due to contaminants (abrasive particles), heating due to
incorrect lubrication, and indentation or brinelling due to improper installation or
shaft alignment [61].
2.3.3 System Architecture
A suitable condition-monitoring system may be speciﬁed once a maintenance
strategy is selected and information regarding the machine is gathered. The main-
tenance strategy will prescribe the level of monitoring such as an automated early
fault detection system, and supplementary information on typical failure mech-
anisms will assist in selection of the type of monitoring - e.g. bearing temper-
ature monitoring. Figure 2.6 (below) illustrates the architecture of a condition-
monitoring system, with examples of each subsystem. The measurement modality
component illustrated in this ﬁgure refers to the quantity, parameter or signal that
is used in a condition-monitoring system. This component is the primary source
of information used to make an inference about the state of an electrical machine.
A single condition-monitoring system may use a combination of diﬀerent types of
measurements - e.g. one system may use both vibration and temperature measure-
ments to infer the condition of a bearing. The usefulness of a speciﬁc measurement
modality depends on the information required. The following questions are per-
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Figure 2.6: Modern architecture for condition-monitoring systems used on electri-
cal rotating machines
tinent regarding the suitability of the measurement:
• Can the measurement modality be used to infer the status of the component
of interest?
• Is the measurement modality adequately sensitive to the expected failure
mechanism?
• Is the measurement done online or oﬄine?
Solutions to these questions are not always obvious, and can vary in complexity
depending on the machine and application. For example, localised heating on a
rotor - as a result of an inter-turn short-circuit fault - will not necessarily be de-
tected by a bearing temperature sensor. Specifying a maintenance strategy and
investigating typical failure mechanisms, assists in answering the second question.
The sensitivity of a measurement modality to a failure mechanism determines the
early fault-detection capability of a condition monitoring system. Currently, there
is no deﬁnitive method for assessing the early failure-detection capabilities of a
measurement modality. Issues regarding the selection of a suitable measurement
modality are addressed in greater detail in chapter 4.
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The pre-processing subsystem shown in ﬁgure 2.6 is responsible for pre-conditioning
and data acquisition. Pre-processing equipment can vary depending on the avail-
ability of resources and the selected measurement modality. However, most sys-
tems use standard pre-conditioning devices such as ampliﬁers, anti-aliasing ﬁlters,
analogue-to-digital convertors, and digital-to-analogue converters. More advanced
systems may use smart data acquisition with multiplexers, microcontrollers, and
digital signal processors [62]. Speciﬁcation, design and implementation of a pre-
processing subsystem are well-deﬁned practices in the ﬁeld of instrumentation and
are therefore not considered any further in this thesis.
The third major component of a modern condition-monitoring system is the intel-
ligence - which refers to detection, inference and classiﬁcation techniques. This is
perhaps the most dynamic aspect of current condition monitoring systems, due to
the ever-changing ﬁelds of statistics and computational intelligence. Since a wide
variety of techniques are available, it is more suitable to formulate two broad cat-
egories according to function: fault detection and fault diagnosis. Fault detection
refers to the capability of a system to determine if a fault has occurred. This cap-
ability is extended in the case of fault diagnosis, which provides more information
such as the type and location of the fault.
The following are examples of fault-detection methods used in condition mon-
itoring of electrical rotating machines:
• Threshold checking [63].
• Signal model-based techniques such as correlation, wavelet and spectrum
estimation [64].
• Statistical techniques such as univariate and multivariate analysis [65, 66].
Fault-detection methods are used to obtain quantitative information from raw
data. However, the major drawback is that human experts are still required to
provide qualitative information. This manual assessment of a machine is vulnerable
to human error and therefore is not suitable for critical applications. Additionally,
large-scale applications will generate several monitored values, which can overbur-
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den operators and complicate fault diagnosis. The following methods are used in
modern condition-monitoring systems to provide automated fault diagnosis:
• Classiﬁcation methods such as neural net classiﬁers, fuzzy classiﬁers, and
decision trees/tables [67, 68].
• Inference and reasoning techniques such as predicate logic, neural networks
and fuzzy logic [68, 69].
Diagnostic techniques can provide automatic assessments of the machine’s condi-
tion, but do not oﬀer complete replacement of fault-detection techniques. In fact,
most modern systems use a combination of these techniques to optimise overall
performance and eﬃciency. Chapters 5 and 6 present techniques for fault detec-
tion and fault diagnosis, respectively, which are used to develop and optimise the
shaft-voltage-based condition-monitoring system.
2.4 Shaft-Voltage-Based Condition Monitoring
The presented research focuses on the application of shaft voltages as a measure-
ment modality. As mentioned previously, development of a suitable condition-
monitoring system requires a detailed understanding the measurement modality.
The following sections present the history of shaft voltages and previous research.
2.4.1 Shaft-Voltage Origins
In a generator, the stray voltage observed across the rotating shaft - or the volt-
age diﬀerence between the shaft and ground plane - is termed the shaft voltage
[70]. External electromagnetic interference does induce some eﬀects, however the
signiﬁcant causes of shaft voltages can be classiﬁed into a three general types:
• Electromagnetic
• External Voltage Sources
• Electrostatic
The sources of shaft-induced voltages - under the category of electromagnetic - are
residual magnetism, magnetic asymmetries, axial shaft ﬂux, and homopolar ﬂux.
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A low-reluctance magnetic circuit coupled with sources of high residual magnetism
such as the rotor, bearings and housing - can generate shaft voltages. Magnetic
asymmetries, arising from acceptable manufacturing limitations and defects, com-
monly result in magnetic-ﬂux linkage - which creates a shaft potential. Examples
of these manufacturing imperfections are segmented cores and nominal static ec-
centricity. Other examples may include weld recesses and key ways on the stator
core of the machine. Asymmetrical winding connections also create an axial/ho-
mopolar ﬂux along the shaft - thereby inducing current ﬂow [71].
External voltage sources supplied through excitation equipment can also induce
currents in the shaft via capacitive coupling. Harmonics in these voltages sources
- e.g. rectiﬁer circuit output - are also transferred through this mechanism and
impact the frequency characteristics of the shaft voltage. Electrostatic sources are
common in power-generation applications and originate from capacitive charges
which generate high voltages. A shaft potential is created by the separation of
charge when wet steam ﬂows through the turbine blades [72]. A detailed physical
interpretation of shaft voltages is given in the next chapter.
2.4.2 Historical Overview of Shaft Voltages
Shaft voltages were initially discovered as a major root cause of bearing failure (one
example of the earliest reports was published in 1907 by a manufacturer in [73]).
This scenario prompted extensive research and development eﬀort to mitigate the
aforementioned eﬀects - as early as 1910 [74]. Eﬀorts to control and eliminate the
problems caused by shaft voltages endured with notable works such as [75, 76].
Recognition of shaft voltages in turbine generators was illustrated in the early
1970s through the publication of guidelines that initiated an increasingly standard
utilisation of techniques to mitigate shaft voltages such as insulated bearings and
grounding brushes [77].
In the late 1980s, widespread use of solid-state drives on electric machines resulted
in a parallel increase in bearing failures. Previously, shaft voltages and bearing
currents at 50Hz and 60Hz operation were recognised as a problem, but with
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increased usage of step-like voltage sources and high dvdt
′
s - higher shaft voltages
and bearing currents were induced. In the early 1990s, shaft voltages were dis-
covered to be potentially useful for detecting faults and monitoring the health of
electrical rotating machines - as presented in [78] and [79]. This was inferred from
evidence that shaft voltages are created via magnetic mechanisms and knowledge
that most faults cause magnetic ﬁeld perturbations. The development of shaft-
voltage monitoring systems for turbine generators commenced shortly afterwards
- approximately a decade ago [1, 80]. Figure 2.7 illustrates a timeline consisting of
research and development milestones in the area of shaft voltages.
Figure 2.7: Basic timeline of shaft voltages and currents with regard to discovery
and use in condition monitoring
During this period, reasons for the behaviour of shaft voltages were oﬀered - along
with diﬀerent models to characterise the observed phenomena. Examples of these
models - which utilise capacitive coupling and other eﬀects such as non-ideal DC
ﬁeld excitation or three-phase rectiﬁers - are provided in [72] and [81]. Circuit
models have also been used to characterise shaft voltages and currents, such as the
model presented in [78]. These earlier models do not account for several character-
istics of shaft voltages, such as diﬀerent constituent harmonics. Therefore, physical
interpretation of these induced voltages depends entirely on heuristic knowledge
or experimental data.
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2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, some fundamentals of condition monitoring of electrical rotating
machines are presented. This information is intended to help the reader to under-
stand the purpose of the research and the results presented in the chapters to come.
The condition-monitoring techniques traditionally categorised as chemical, ther-
mal, mechanical and electrical, are reviewed. Modern condition-monitoring sys-
tems have advanced beyond these traditional techniques due to progression in
the ﬁelds of computational intelligence, statistical methods, and signal processing.
Furthermore, there is a growing need for automated condition-monitoring systems
as predictive maintenance tools.
A framework for modern condition-monitoring systems is also presented and pro-
vides a systematic approach to specifying and developing a modern condition-
monitoring system. System architecture is one of the major components of the
framework and consists of measurement modality, processing and intelligence sub-
components. Background information is given on shaft voltages - which is the
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3.1 Introduction
The phenomena of shaft voltages in electrical rotating machines were initially ob-
served more than a century ago. The scope of research and development in this
area has subsequently ranged from protection strategies (shaft-voltage mitigation)
in generators and machines with variable frequency drives (VFDs) to condition-
monitoring applications in generators. Although many interpretations of shaft
voltages have been oﬀered during this period, no clear theoretical description
is available that accounts for the numerous characteristics of these phenomena.
These theoretical shortcomings are particularly evident in the case of synchronous
machines, wherein the origins and inﬂuential parameters of shaft voltages are un-
certain. Shaft voltages in generators are signiﬁcant from both protection and
condition monitoring perspectives [1, 80]. Previous works have indicated that for
protection purposes, predicting the induced voltage levels as early as the design
stage, is useful. With condition monitoring and predictive maintenance, in par-
ticular, accurately relating minor variations in shaft voltages to speciﬁc machine
parameters is advantageous. However, an adequate theoretical framework for mod-
elling shaft voltages has not yet been proposed.
This chapter aims to address the aforementioned shortcomings, speciﬁcally with
regards to synchronous generators, which are widely used in power stations world-
wide. The conventional 2-pole machine uses a ﬁeld winding with static DC exci-
tation and a solid cylindrical rotor. A method for predicting shaft voltages in syn-
chronous generators is derived from fundamental electromagnetic theory by using
a semi-analytical approach. A detailed deliberation of the construction and im-
plementation of the ﬁnite element (FE) model is given. Additionally, a systematic
validation is provided through theoretical substantiation and accuracy estimation
via an experimental system. The presented shaft-voltage model is also tested for
application in fault diagnosis.
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3.2 Physical Interpretation of Shaft Voltages
In general, an engineering problem may have many sources of uncertainty and it
is therefore suitable to categorise these accordingly. Uncertainty can be broadly
classiﬁed into 2 types, according to the source, namely aleatory and epistemic
uncertainty [82]. Aleatory uncertainty is due to intrinsic randomness, and epis-
temic uncertainty originates directly from a lack of knowledge. Uncertainty with
the measurement modality and fault diagnosis is discussed in greater detail in the
next chapter, but it is highlighted here in order to explicate the signiﬁcance of the
work presented in this section. The purpose of this section is to reduce epistemic
uncertainty with regards to shaft voltages in synchronous generators by extending
current theory and developing a new model.
Although extensive work - as described in section 2.4 - has been conducted over
the years, there is still no deﬁnitive physical interpretation of shaft voltages in
synchronous generators. Therefore, deﬁciency in the theory is addressed before
deriving a model to predict shaft voltages in 2-pole synchronous generators. A
semi-analytical approach is used to model shaft voltages by applying fundamental
electromagnetic theory to derive a theoretical model from a conceptual model. A
physical interpretation or conceptualisation of shaft voltages in synchronous gen-
erators is thus a prerequisite for the presented analytical methodology. The mea-
surement concept for the phenomena is considered in order to obtain a physical
interpretation of shaft voltages.
3.2.1 Shaft-Voltage Mitigation and Measurement
Initially, shaft voltages and circulating currents were found to negatively impact
machines and this prompted development of methods to mitigate these eﬀects.
Examples of these methods, which are still used today, are insulated bearings and
grounding brushes on the machine. When the shaft potential reaches a certain
level, electrical discharge occurs across the smaller spaces to ground. Therefore,
components with reduced clearances from the shaft are most susceptible to dam-
age as a result of these discharges. Hence, this mechanism is more prevalent in
modern machines which are designed and manufactured with smaller clearances.
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There are no counter-measures to completely eliminate such voltages. However,
there are eﬀective methods to diminish negative eﬀects through techniques such
as increasing stability and reliability of the ground grid. Proper bonding of all
components to the ground grid is essential whilst maintaining a reliable grounding
brush installation.
There are various types of shaft brushes available but not all are suitable for
accurate shaft signal acquisition. The following are some examples of diﬀerent
shaft brushes [82]:
• Metal ﬁbre brushes with silver-alloy composite for shaft grounding and bear-
ing protection.
• Conductive carbon microﬁbre rings for shaft grounding and bearing protec-
tion.
• Copper-composite braids for shaft grounding and bearing protection.
• Silver-gold composite shaft-riding brushes for shaft grounding, bearing pro-
tection and measurement of shaft voltages [83].
Accurate measurement of shaft-grounding current and shaft voltages is quite chal-
lenging due to accessibility to shaft sections and a reliable ground grid. The rec-
ommended practice for shaft-voltage measurement is the placement of the brushes
on either side of the shaft extension - i.e. outboard-side (excitation end) and
inboard-side (driven end or turbine-side in power plants) [84]. Applications which
do not have reliable ground grids may use an additional brush, on the inboard-side,
connected to ground through a shunt resistor. In this case, a diﬀerential voltage
is obtained using the voltages measured across the resistor and across the brushes
on either side of the shaft.
Figure 3.1 is an illustration of the cross-sectional side view of the generator used in
this investigation and indicates where the shaft voltage is measured. The brushes
are placed on the stator-side of the insulated bearings on either side of the shaft -
i.e. inboard and outboard.
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Figure 3.1: Cross-sectional side view of 2-pole synchronous generator, illustrating
physical location of shaft brushes used for measurement
3.2.2 Conceptualisation of Shaft Voltages
In ﬁgure 3.2, the shaft voltage is measured as the potential across “a” and “d”,
where point “a” is typically the outboard or static excitation end, and point “d”
is the inboard or driven end. When the shaft is under the action of a prime mover
and the rotor windings are supplied with DC excitation, a rotating magnetomotive
force (MMF) that is spatially sinusoidal under ideal conditions, is generated. The
net ﬂux (through the measurement loop shown in ﬁgure 3.2) remains constant over
time for a constant shaft speed under ideal conditions. High-frequency components
arise because of the slots on the stator and rotor core in a practical machine. The
net ﬂux through the loop also ﬂuctuates with varying magnetic ﬁelds (rotating
excitation ﬁelds) under non-ideal conditions - such as non-ideal DC source, ﬁeld,
and machine asymmetries.
This condition results in a time-varying net ﬂux through loop “abcd” (surface
on loop plane), and thus induces a voltage across the shaft. An example of a
variation in the net ﬂux over time occurs in the case of a non-uniform air gap.
A traveling MMF wave is subjected to varying air-gap permeances, and results
in an asymmetrical ﬂux. The time-varying net ﬂux through the area of the loop
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induces a current in the loop, and thus a voltage is induced across “ad.” The re-
turn path “bc” consists of a shaft-voltage sensor that measures the voltage across
“a” (excitation end) and “d” (grounded-driven end) in the case of experimental
measurement.
Figure 3.2: Shaft-voltage measurement loop on a synchronous generator - i.e.
across length ‘ad’ where point ‘d’ is grounded
The presented concept for shaft voltages can be summarised analytically to simply
imply the following:
VS > 0 when Δφabcd = 0 for ω, If = constant (3.1)
where ω and If are the angular speed and ﬁeld-winding current of the machine,
respectively. This concept is used to construct and implement a predictive model
by employing FE methods.
3.3 Formulation of Predictive Model
An FE model of the experimental generator (ﬁgure 3.3, below) is constructed
for this investigation. The model is designed for both transient and steady-state
magnetic applications and enables coupling with an external electric circuit. The
induced currents - along with the skin and proximity eﬀects in conducting regions
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- can be accommodated as necessary. Only the steady-state solution is considered
for the purpose of the present investigation. The solution to the magnetic problem
is obtained by using Maxwell’s equations combined with the constitutive formulae
for the matter.
The governing electromagnetic ﬁeld equations used for the model (where state
variables are time dependent) are listed as follows [85]:




∇.⇀B = 0 (3.3)
∇ × ⇀H = ⇀J (3.4)
where E is the electric ﬁeld intensity (V/m), B is the magnetic ﬂux density (T ),
H is the magnetic ﬁeld intensity (A/m), and J is the current density (A/m2). The









where σ and μ are the electrical conductivity (Ω−1m−1) and the magnetic perme-
ability (H/m) of the material, respectively. The given Maxwell-Faraday relation,
which may be represented by equation 3.7, implies the presence of an electric scalar
potential ΦE and, in this case, the unknown magnetic vector potential A.
⇀
E = − ∂
∂t
⇀
A − ∇.ΦE (3.7)
A 2D plane model is suitable for this investigation. However, certain assumptions
for the 2D FE are intrinsic, such as magnetic ﬁeld direction, current ﬂow, and equal
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Figure 3.3: Experimental setup with induction motor (prime mover) shaft brush
and synchronous generator
length of the stator and rotor cores. The geometrical parameters are given in table
A.1 in Appendix A - which includes additional details of the FE model such as the
geometry and mesh. Figure 3.4 (below) shows the modelled 2D geometry, which
illustrates the ﬂux path at rotor position θ = 0◦ - of the generator used in this
investigation. The magnetic ﬂux travels through the rotor, air gap, and stator.
The ﬁrst step in obtaining the time-varying net ﬂux is to consider path “AB”,
which corresponds to path “ab” shown in ﬁgure 3.2. The 2D case assumes that
the machine is axially uniform, which inherently implies that the surface created
by the loop is uniform along the length of the machine for an instant.
This condition allows the calculation of the net ﬂux across a surface “ABCD”
as an approximation of the actual loop “abcd” - by considering the ﬂux density
over path “AB” and applying this throughout the length of the machine - that is,
axial symmetry. Considering path “AB”, the net instantaneous ﬂux (Wb/m) may
be computed by integrating the ﬂux density (normal to the path) from points “A”
to “B”, as shown in equation 3.8. Figure 3.5 (below) shows the ﬂux density along
path “AB”.
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The magnetic ﬂux densities shown in ﬁgure 3.5 are recorded under normal con-
ditions at 3000 rpm - with an excitation current of 40A. The integral given in
equation 3.8 is simply multiplied by the length (L) of the machine given in equa-
tion 3.9, to obtain the actual net ﬂux (Wb) through the surface corresponding







The net-ﬂux integral is expected to be constant over time for an ideal machine.
However, the net ﬂux given by this integral does not remain constant over time for
a practical machine with a slotted stator and rotor. The instantaneous net ﬂux is
calculated at 1ms intervals with a rotor displacement of approximately 18◦ over
a certain period, by using the process shown in ﬁgure 3.6.
Figure 3.4: Geometry and cross-sectional front-view of 2-D FE model of syn-
chronous generator, illustrating path length “AB”
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Figure 3.5: Numerical solution of magnetic ﬂux densities, at various rotor positions
over path “AB” (as shown in ﬁgure 3.4)
Figure 3.6: Process ﬂow diagram describing methodology utilised for obtaining
numerical solution of shaft voltage
This condition allows for a steady-state stepped computation of the instantaneous
net ﬂux. The peak ﬂux density is 1.39T , as shown in ﬁgure 3.5, and the total ﬂux
is computed by iterating this process several times (for example, a waveform of a
1 s interval length will require 1000 iterations).
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Equation 3.1 describes how the change in this resultant ﬂux over the observa-
tion period is essentially the expected shaft voltage. The voltage induced within
the loop “ABCD” is obtained by simply computing the ﬂux linkage and its time
derivative as provided by Faraday’s law in equations 3.10 and 3.11, as follows:
ΦABCD = NφABCD (3.10)
VS = − d
dt
ΦABCD (3.11)
N is deﬁned as the relevant number of turns and indicates unity in the case of a
solid shaft in the expression given in equation 3.10. The net instantaneous ﬂux and
shaft-voltage waveforms obtained by using the presented numerical method under
normal operating conditions, without a load, are shown in ﬁgure 3.7 (below).
Figure 3.7: Shaft voltage and corresponding ﬂux waveforms under normal no-load
conditions obtained using the predictive model
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3.4 Testing and Application of Predictive Model
3.4.1 Theoretical Substantiation
The validity of the presented model is ﬁrst investigated by verifying if model be-
haviour complies with theoretical conceptualisation. The primary assumption that
the shaft voltage is approximately zero under ideal conditions, must be investi-
gated. This implies that the instantaneous net ﬂux through the stipulated surface
should be approximately zero, and thus that it remains constant over time. This
assumption is veriﬁed by examination of the net ﬂux behaviour over path “AB”
(ﬁgure 3.4) - by eliminating individual non-ideal components of the model. The
shaft voltage is obtained by using the presented methodology for diﬀerent scenarios
to diminish the complexity of the machine and to move toward an ideal machine
scenario (that is, no voltage is induced on the shaft).
Table 3.1 (below) shows the results of this investigation. The ﬁrst scenario models
a practical machine with a non-uniform air gap (that is, static eccentricity with a
positive vertical displacement of 5% with respect to the air gap). Each scenario
then removes a signiﬁcant feature of the machine - such as stator case key way
and weld recesses which introduce machine asymmetries. The ﬁnal scenario has no
slots on the rotor and stator. A linear permanent magnet rotor with unidirectional
magnetisation is used to generate an ideal rotational ﬁeld and to provide excitation.
Table 3.1: Shaft-voltage amplitude for diminished machine complexity and move-
ment toward ideal conditions
Scenario Description Shaft Voltage (mV)
All Features with static eccentricity 230
All Features of practical machine 160
No key way and weld recesses 130
Stator slots, key way and weld recesses removed 80
Key way, stator slots and rotor slots removed 30
The results indicate that a decreasing shaft voltage is removed as a practical fea-
ture of the machine, as expected in the presented model. The eﬀects of diminishing
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practical features are also not conﬁned to a simple increase in the shaft-voltage
amplitude but also aﬀect the frequency characteristics of the signal. The shaft
voltage recorded for the last scenario exhibits substantially lower levels and signif-
icantly reduced higher frequency harmonics than the practical machine scenario.
The harmonics of the shaft voltage for each of the abovementioned scenario also
show a deﬁnite trend for the 3rd, 5th, and 7th harmonics.
These high-frequency harmonics tend to decrease in magnitude as practical fea-
tures of the machine are removed (that is, from the ﬁrst to the ﬁnal scenario).
Static eccentricity exhibits a 19% increase in the 6th harmonic relative to the
practical machine scenario. Removing most practical machine features (that is,
no key way, weld recesses as well as rotor and stator slots) aﬀects the harmonics
and results in decreases of 56%, 81%, and 79% (relative to the second scenario
or practical machine scenario) in the 3rd, 5th, and 7th harmonics, respectively.
These results are signiﬁcant for resolving some of the physical interpretation un-
certainties with regard to variations in harmonics. The investigation also conﬁrms
that the model complies with the theoretical proposition for the origins of shaft
voltages in synchronous generators.
3.4.2 Experimental Validation of Predictive Model
For protection purposes, prediction of the expected shaft-voltages levels is advan-
tageous. However, with more frequent use of shaft voltages for machine health
diagnostics, information on harmonic content of the phenomena is essential. This
requires good accuracy for the modelled shaft voltage when compared to the ex-
perimental measurements. Hence, an analysis of the numerical results is conducted
under laboratory conditions for this purpose. An experimental miniature genera-
tor (as shown in ﬁgure 3.3), and designed to mimic large turbo-generators, is used.
The generator is a synchronous 2-pole machine rated at 20 kV A and 3000 rpm for
an operational frequency of 50Hz.
The experimental setup is ﬁtted with ﬂux probe and shaft voltage monitoring
systems with the necessary preconditioning systems to eliminate noise and to cap-
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Figure 3.8: Experimental layout with instrumentation systems used to monitor
and capture ﬂux probe and shaft-voltage signals
ture signals. The ﬂux probes are used in an investigation presented in chapter 4,
where further details of this device are given.
The actual instrumentation used to monitor and capture shaft voltages consists
of a data-acquisition system that is linked to the sensors of the pre-conditioning
systems. Specialised silver-gold alloy brushes are placed on the ﬁnished land-
ings on either side of the rotor shaft. The output of the brush device is ﬁtted
with anti-aliasing ﬁlters and connected to the analogue-to-digital inputs of the
data-acquisition system. An overview of the experimental layout used during the
investigation is shown in ﬁgure 3.8 (above). The experimental and simulated shaft
voltages are shown in 3.9 (below).
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Figure 3.9: Experimental and modelled shaft-voltage waveforms obtained under
normal no-load conditions
These waveforms are obtained under normal operating conditions (50Hz at 3000 rpm)
and 40A excitation current without load. Each signal is normalised by using the
following relation for comparison:
Y (t) = Y − min(Y )
max(Y ) − min(Y ) (3.12)
where Y is some arbitrary discrete set of real values. The signal is a periodic
voltage with a fundamental frequency that corresponds to the expected machine
speed. The peaks represent the rotor poles, and the ripples are caused by the
rotor teeth/slots. The error (that is, the diﬀerence between the model and the
experimental results) is estimated to validate the accuracy of the FE model. Total
model error (ET )for a particular number of samples (N), is given by the following:
ET = ||XS − XE ||2 (3.13)
where XS and XE are the simulated and measurement vectors, respectively. The
average percentage error (EAV E) of the model may be calculated as follows by
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This equation yields a value of 15.95%. This value may be viewed as the sum
total of the percentage error of the model and experimental uncertainty. The
sources of this error are not precisely known, and are largely attributed to the
unquantiﬁable physical characteristics of the machine and the measurement loop.
However, the modelled signal content is mostly similar to that of the experimental
content with regard to synchronism and predominant odd harmonics. Some minor
diﬀerences are observed when comparing the harmonic content of the modelled
and experimental signals (see ﬁgure 3.10, below). These diﬀerences occur because:
• Manufacturing tolerances of the experimental machine, such as core imper-
fections and rotor alignment, introduce relatively high nominal values - par-
ticularly for the 5th and 6th harmonics.
• The experimental 3rd harmonic is signiﬁcantly high relative to its funda-
mental counterpart. This condition is mainly attributed to the peak-to-peak
ripple on the rectiﬁed excitation source.
• The non-linearity of the magnetic material is more evident at higher currents
than at lower currents due to saturation.
• The experimental 3rd harmonic is relatively higher than the modelled signal,
because the model does not account for non-ideal DC excitation. The 3rd
harmonic of the shaft voltage is attributed to the ripple produced by the
three-phase rectiﬁer. Moreover, it is inherently contained in the ﬂux density
wave of a practical machine [86].
• Rotor end windings and a mush-wound stator can also contribute to diﬀer-
ences in the modelled shaft voltage, because these features are not part of
the FE model.
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Figure 3.10: Frequency content of the experimental and modelled shaft-voltage
signals under normal no-load conditions and 25A ﬁeld excitation
Non-linearity and the Third Harmonic:
The third harmonic of the shaft voltage is attributed to the ripple produced by the
three-phase rectiﬁer, and is also inherently contained in the ﬂux-density wave of a
practical machine [86]. Although anticipatory design of pitch and breadth factors
of coils, and rotor slotting may reduce the third harmonic [87], other factors like
magnetic non-linearity and operating regions of the machine inﬂuence the third
harmonic. Experimental and modelled shaft voltages were obtained at various in-
crements of excitation current. The resulting levels of the third harmonic for each
scenario are given in ﬁgure 3.11.
These results show a similar growth rate for the third harmonic of both the ex-
perimental and modelled shaft voltages. Levels of this harmonic indicate a pat-
tern inversely related to the material’s magnetic ﬂux density characteristics - i.e.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of third harmonic of FE model and experimental shaft
voltages for diﬀerent excitation currents on a synchronous generator
slower growth rate at lower currents and higher growth rate at higher currents.
With the fundamental of the MMF, the well-known relationship is that given by
a B − H curve and has steadily increasing amplitude to the point of non-linearity
and eventually saturation. The behaviour indicated here shows that the movement
of machine operation into higher excitation currents and increased loads will cause
an increase in the third harmonic of the shaft voltage. This behaviour corresponds
to work conducted on induction machines [88], which showed an increase in the
third harmonic of the MMF under saturation conditions. Physically, this result
implies that at higher excitation currents the power begins to be transferred to the
third harmonic and the fundamental’s growth rate thus diminishes. The following
information is inferred from this shaft-voltage characteristic:
• Observations on the relationship between the shaft voltage and MMF are
enforced and validated.
• An initially higher third harmonic level of the experimental shaft voltage
conﬁrms the aforementioned inﬂuence of the rectiﬁer peak-to-peak ripple
and inherent tolerances on a practical machine.
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In industrial applications, synchronous generators are subjected to fairly high
loads. Fluctuations in the third harmonic of the resulting shaft voltages are there-
fore expected, especially under operation in non-linear regions.
End-Windings
The experimental generator consists of mush-wound stator windings and may con-
tribute to the minor diﬀerences in the higher frequency harmonics between the
modelled and experimental signal. Although the presented concept for shaft volt-
ages includes the eﬀects of end-windings, the 2D FE model does not account for
such features. Typically, an industrial machine does not utilise mush-wound sta-
tor windings and is usually ﬁtted with formed coils. Thus, the model does not
require further examination of this feature. The rotor end-windings are a typical
feature of industrial machines and are therefore investigated. The end-windings
are situ-wound copper windings on the rotor core, which are used for ﬁeld exci-
tation. These windings are depicted in ﬁgure 3.12, where each loop represents 10
concentric windings which are stacked about the shaft and form overhangs. The
end-windings lie within the loop “abcd” (shown in ﬁgure 3.2). However, these
overhangs are not enclosed by the stator core and case. A large air-gap surrounds
the end-windings and the overhangs are typically protected by a cowl. Simulation
of a 2D FE model of the end-windings is carried out in order to investigate the
eﬀect of the resulting rotating ﬁeld in the loop “abcd”. The FE model consists of
a cross-section which models the axial portion of the end-windings, surrounded by
air and placed symmetrically about the rotor shaft. The shaft voltage - induced
by the end-windings only - is determined using equations 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11, in the
same process followed in the machine core volume. In this case, the axial length
of the machine is replaced by the axial length of the end-windings.
The shaft-voltage waveform resulting from this simulation yields a peak ampli-
tude of 1.56mV and is less than 1% of the shaft-voltage amplitude produced by
simulation of the core volume of the practical machine - i.e. 160mV as given in
table 3.1 . This indicates that the end-windings account for a negligible percent-
age of the total voltage induced across the shaft. It should be noted this result
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Figure 3.12: Rotor of the 2-pole synchronous generator depicting the end-winding
conﬁguration
cannot be added to the shaft voltage resulting from the main ﬂux to improve over-
all accuracy because the principle of superposition does not hold here. However,
the result does give a good approximation of the inﬂuence of the end-windings on
the total shaft voltage. The signal waveform and harmonic content for the shaft
voltage which results from speciﬁcally the end-windings of the machine are shown
in ﬁgure 3.13 (below).
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Figure 3.13: Shaft-voltage waveform and corresponding frequency spectrum re-
sulting from FE simulation of rotor end-windings only
3.4.3 Application in Fault Diagnostics
Further testing of the predictive model is conducted in the context of an applica-
tion. Model performance in this case is assessed for application in incipient fault
diagnosis. The previously described experimental generator is also designed to
accommodate eccentricity faults under controlled conditions. The stator is speciﬁ-
cally designed to be repositioned relative to the rotor - which is placed on pedestal
bearings - and thus allows implementation of static eccentricity.
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Figure 3.14: Experimental generator with spacers used to adjust stator position
relative to rotor thus inducing a static eccentric fault
The machine stator is raised and 0.5mm-thick spacers are used to ﬁx the stator
at the modiﬁed position to obtain a precise level - as shown in ﬁgure 3.14. This
fault is also implemented on the predictive model, as described in Appendix A.
The waveforms and corresponding FFTs obtained for the shaft voltage from the
experimental measurements and model - under no load with an eccentricity fault of
0.5mm - are given in ﬁgures 3.15 and 3.16 (below). Some minor discrepancies are
found mainly in the harmonic content, which is similar to the previous comparison
of the normal operating model and the experimental signals. However, a substan-
tially increased 6th harmonic is evident in both the modelled and experimental
signals. The 6th harmonic (300Hz) is the frequency used to diagnose eccentricity
faults with shaft voltages. This condition demonstrates the accuracy with which
the model can predict the behaviour of the shaft voltage under fault conditions.
The average percentage error (EAV E) for the case of the aforementioned fault is
calculated as 10.49% through equations 3.13 and 3.14. Model performance is im-
proved under fault conditions because the experimental generator has a default
eccentricity level resulting from manufacturing and commissioning tolerances.
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Figure 3.15: Experimental and modelled shaft-voltage waveforms under no-load
conditions with 0.5mm static eccentricity fault
Figure 3.16: Frequency content of the experimental and modelled shaft-voltage
signals under static eccentricity fault condition
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a predictive model for shaft voltages in a synchronous generator is
presented. An extensive investigation into previous models indicates that a suit-
able physical interpretation of this phenomenon is required. The availability of
an accurate shaft-voltage model is signiﬁcant from both protection and condition-
monitoring perspectives. The model is derived by applying a semi-analytical ap-
proach and the shaft voltage is identiﬁed as a rate of change of the net ﬂux through
the speciﬁed loop and surface. Construction and implementation of the model is
carried out using 2D FE methods.
An analysis of the model under varying degrees of machine complexity validates
the theoretical model and physical interpretation of shaft-induced voltages. Test-
ing the numerical solution for the shaft voltage under normal operating conditions,
indicates good correlation with measurements obtained from an experimental gen-
erator. There are minor diﬀerences between the predicted and experimental wave-
forms which are attributed to speciﬁc insuﬃciencies inherent to the 2D FE model,
and uncertainty in the experimental measurements. Results of further investiga-
tions indicate that the contribution of end-windings - in comparison to the core
structure of the machine - to shaft voltages, is negligible. The model achieves
good accuracy in predicting an incipient eccentricity fault. This demonstrates
the suitability of the presented method for application in condition monitoring in
synchronous generators. The model is thus considered valuable in describing previ-
ously uncertain characteristics and accurately predicting shaft voltages. Moreover,
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4.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, a framework for developing condition-monitoring systems was pre-
sented. Within this framework, the main components of a modern system archi-
tecture were identiﬁed as the measurement modality, processing, and intelligence.
In chapter 3, a model of the shaft voltages was developed, tested and validated.
The framework and model are put into practice in the following chapters. In par-
ticular, in this chapter, the measurement modality is validated, and the processing
and intelligence components are also speciﬁed.
The following section presents a method for selecting the optimal measurement
modality. This selection method is used to qualitatively and quantitatively de-
scribe the merits of shaft voltage as a measurement modality. Thereafter, the
uncertainty in fault diagnosis using shaft voltages is assessed to identify the re-
quirements of a suitable intelligence subsystem.
4.2 Measurement Modality Selection using Cramér-
Rao Lower Bound Technique
In chapter 2 it was described how condition-monitoring systems consist of a mea-
surement modality. For example, numerous methods are available for the diagnosis
of an eccentricity fault in rotating machines [89, 90, 91]. Each technique is based on
measurements which have an associated accuracy and resolution. For diagnosis of
an early eccentricity fault in a synchronous machine, some well-known techniques
such as shaft voltage and magnetic ﬂux measurements are available [45].
In practice, the identiﬁcation process is critically dependent on the measurements
used [92]. Therefore, the selection of the optimal measurement will ensure the
accuracy of the eccentricity fault detection. This section aims at selecting the best
measurement modality for diagnosis of static eccentricity fault - as described in sec-
tion 2.3.2 of chapter 2 - in a synchronous generator. The Cramér-Rao lower bound
(CRLB) technique is adopted to estimate the error on the identiﬁcation of the
eccentricity fault associated with shaft voltage and magnetic ﬂux-based measure-
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ment techniques. This method takes into account the eﬀect of the measurement
noise, as well as the uncertainty in some model parameters. First, a numerical
analysis is performed and thereafter the results are validated experimentally by
carrying out real measurements on a synchronous generator.
This investigation not only provides a method for selecting an optimal measure-
ment modality, but more signiﬁcantly allows for qualitative and quantitative eval-
uation of using shaft voltage as a measurement modality.
4.2.1 Symptoms of Eccentricity Faults
An eccentricity fault, in a cylindrical rotor synchronous machine, occurs due to a
deviation in the rotor position relative to the stator and results in an asymmetrical
air-gap. In synchronous generators, unbalanced magnetic pull occurs due to higher
ﬂux densities as pole centres pass the smaller air-gap. The altered ﬂux distribution
induces circulating currents in the rotor windings - resulting in higher losses. Ad-
ditionally, an asymmetrical air gap can also produce a considerable increase in end
fringing-ﬂux, resulting in irregular local temperatures [93]. Several methods are
available to detect eccentricity in synchronous generators. Some of these methods
measure the resulting symptoms - e.g. vibration and circulating currents. Exam-
ples of other methods are shaft-voltage and magnetic-ﬂux monitoring, which have
been found to have exceptional fault diagnostic capabilities [8, 94] and are selected
for the presented investigation.
4.2.2 Magnetic-Flux Monitoring
Numerous modern technologies which allow for online monitoring of the magnetic
ﬂux in the air gap. One of the earliest and most common methods is the use of a
search coil/ﬂux probe (hereafter referred to as ﬂux probe). The method utilises a
stationary coil ﬁtted in the air gap of the machine - as ﬁrst described in [95]. The
actual coil is ﬁtted in the air gap of the machine, ﬁxed to the stator, and detects
the radial or circumferential component of the magnetic ﬂux (see ﬁgure 4.1 below).
Some examples of the manner in which the technique is applied to fault diagnosis
are:
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• Capturing of diﬀerential voltages when more than one coil is used.
• Analysis of the variations of the coil voltage amplitude.
• Calculation and analysis of the ﬂux directly from the measured voltage.
• Analysis of the signal harmonics in the frequency domain (also utilised in
the presented research).
Figure 4.1: Picture of ﬂux probes on the inner surface of the stator of the experi-
mental generator
4.2.3 Methodology
The rotor eccentricity in rotating electrical machines can be identiﬁed by inter-
preting well-deﬁned measurements via a mathematical model of the machine [96].
The accuracy of the identiﬁcation process depends on the measured quantity being
used. On the one hand, the measurement noise may largely inﬂuence the results.
On the other hand, the sensitivity of the measured quantity on the eccentricity
level may have a large impact on the identiﬁcation results. Therefore, it is pro-
posed that the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) stochastic technique - which is
widely used in signal processing [97] and heat transfer applications [98] - be used
here.
This technique has been recently used for estimating the error in the inverse
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problem solution of magnetic material characterisation in diﬀerent electromag-
netic devices [99, 100]. In addition to the eﬀect of the measurement noise, the
identiﬁcation procedure is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the ambiguous knowledge of
some model parameters [101]. In rotating electrical machines, one of the most
uncertain parameters is the one related to the magnetic material properties. The
material properties of the magnetic core of rotating electrical machines are clas-
sically obtained by performing some standard measurements - e.g. Epstein frame
measurements - on a separate electrical steel sheet of the material used inside the
machine [102]. However, these standard measurements may not reﬂect the actual
properties of the material that exists in the machine. In practice, the electrical
steels are modiﬁed by mechanical and thermal stresses during the manufacturing
process due to, inter alia, cutting, clamping, welding, and shrink ﬁtting. These
mechanical and thermal stresses often deteriorate the material behaviour [103].
Therefore, knowledge of the real magnetic material properties located in the ma-
chine are uncertain. The eﬀect of such uncertainties on the accuracy of the ec-
centricity identiﬁcation process needs to be estimated, and this can be done by
adapting the classical CRLB approach. In the following subsection, the classical
CRLB technique is brieﬂy described. Thereafter, the adjusted CRLB technique is
outlined in order to take the eﬀect of uncertain model parameters - i.e. magnetic
material characteristics - into account.
4.2.3.1 Classical Cramér-Rao lower bound technique
In the classical CRLB technique, it is assumed that the identiﬁcation procedure
is only aﬀected by the accuracy of the measurements, while the machine model
is assumed to be perfect - i.e. all physical phenomena are well described in the
model. In other words, the uncertainty in magnetic material properties is not
considered in this classical approach. In fact, the classical CRLB can be seen
to be a kind of sensitivity analysis of the system response R to the sought-after
parameter δ - which is the rotor eccentricity level in this investigation. Since
the air-gap uncertainty level in not known in advance, the CRLB technique is
used here as an a priori qualitative error estimation based on predeﬁned values
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for the unknown parameters. According to the Cramér-Rao inequality theorem,
the covariance matrix of the lowest diﬀerence between the estimated and actual
“predeﬁned” parameter, is bounded by the inverse of the Fisher information matrix
[104]. In other words, the lower bound of the variance of the unknown parameter
σ2δ is given by [105]:
σ2δ ≥ FIM−1 (4.1)
where FIM is the Fisher information matrix, which reduces to a scalar for one








where ∂R∂δ is the sensitivity of the model response R to the unknown parameter
δ, and S is the variance of the noisy measured quantity, which is assumed to be
Gaussian white distributed, with zero mean and a standard deviation of σn.
4.2.3.2 Adjusted Cramér-Rao lower bound technique
In order to study the eﬀect of the uncertainties in some model parameters on
the accuracy of the detected eccentricity level, the classical CRLB is modiﬁed.
The adjusted CRLB technique calculates the extended Fisher information ma-
trix (EFIM), by incorporating the total equivalent noise of the experiment - i.e.
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where G is the variance of the uncertain model parameter, which is assumed to
be normally distributed with mean value of μx, and a variance of σ2x. ∂R∂x is the
sensitivity of the model response R to the uncertain model parameter x. V needs
to be calculated for a predeﬁned value of the unknown parameter δ. Similarly, the
lower bound of the variance of the unknown parameter σ2δ in the adjusted CRLB
approach is given in [107]:
σ2δ ≥ EFIM−1 (4.5)
4.2.3.3 Summary of methodology
Figure 4.2 (below) depicts the ﬂowchart of the proposed methodology. In general,
the proposed methodology is a combined experimental-numerical approach. The
main part of the approach - in the case of the idealised model - is to calculate the
sensitivity of the numerical model response that corresponds to the measurement
modality of the unknown parameter - i.e. the eccentricity level ∂R∂δ . Based on the
measurement noise S, the lower bound of the variance of the recovered parameter
σ2δ can be computed. In the case of the uncertainty existence, the extended FIM
needs to be calculated using ∂R∂δ ,
∂R
∂x , and the total noise G to obtain σ2δ . The
measurement modality with the lowest σδ is the best candidate for the static
eccentricity diagnosis.
4.2.3.4 Mathematical modelling
The FE model - constructed in section 3.3 of chapter 3 - of the experimental
generator is used for this investigation. For the shaft voltage, the ﬂux path passes
through the centre of the rotor core and encircles the stator frame. However, the
ﬂux probe loop encircles a stator tooth and therefore runs along the length of the
machine. N = 1 is used for both cases, when calculating the induced voltage using
Faraday’s law (refer to equations 3.10 and 3.11).
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart of methodology for measurement modality selection using
the CLRB technique
The magnetic properties - i.e. the single-valued nonlinear B −H curve of the core
material - which deﬁnes the magnetic permeability in equation 3.6, is modelled
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where x = [H0, B0, γ] is the vector of magnetic material parameters. The initial
magnetic permeability, and consequently the linear part of the nonlinear B − H
curve, is determined by the ﬁrst two parameters. However, the latter parameter
controls the slope of the saturation part. In fact, the machine used here has two
magnetic materials. The ﬁrst belongs to the stator core which is made of non-
oriented laminated electrical steel sheets, and the other belongs to the rotor core,
which is a non-laminated steel - i.e. machined from a solid bar.
Figure 4.3: Nonlinear B − H curves of the rotor and stator core (mean values)
The magnetic parameters of the magnetic core of the rotor are x = [406, 0.97, 3.8].
Accurate knowledge of these parameters is not essential, since the rotor core con-
stitutes a relatively small length of the magnetic circuit in comparison to the stator
core. Moreover, the magnetic material parameters of the stator core are uncer-
tain - with mean values μx = [170A/m, 1.3T, 16] and a standard deviation of
σx = [0, 0.2, 2]. The eﬀect of this uncertainty on the identiﬁcation procedure is
investigated in the following section. Figure 4.3 shows the B − H curves of the
stator (mean values) and rotor core materials.
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4.2.4 Numerical Results
4.2.4.1 Idealised model
In this section, the uncertainty about the magnetic material parameters is not
considered, and μx is utilised. Hence, the expected variance σ2δ of the unknown
parameter is calculated using equation 4.1, while ∂R∂δ in equation 4.2 is calculated
using the ﬁnite-diﬀerence technique:
∂R
∂δ
= R(δ + δ) − R(δ − δ)2δ (4.7)
Here, δ is the predeﬁned value of the unknown air-gap eccentricity level, i.e.
0.6mm, and δ is the step size which is chosen as 0.3. R is the simulated re-
sponse using the 2D FE model presented in section 3.3, which corresponds to the
shaft voltage and ﬂux-probe voltage, respectively. ∂R∂δ does not depend on the
value of δ and δ due to the linear dependence of the simulated response on the
eccentricity in the considered region. Furthermore, it has been found that both
measurements have a limited and approximately equal amount of noise. Therefore,
in the following numerical results, the same value of the standard deviation of the
measurement noise is assumed in both measurements - i.e. σn = 0.1.
Four numerical case studies have been performed. The ﬁrst is related to no-load
conditions, while the other case studies are done for diﬀerent levels of a resistive
loading - i.e. 4, 5, 6Ω (or 0.7, 0.9, 1.07 p.u. (Ω), respectively). Figure 4.4 depicts
the dependence of the shaft voltage and ﬂux-probe voltage on various levels of
the rotor eccentricity, at no-load conditions, for an excitation current of 40A. For
comparison, the shaft and ﬂux-probe signals are normalised using equation 3.12.
Table 4.1 shows the values of σδ for the aforementioned case studies. Here, R
is considered as the time-variant simulated quantity (samples). However, a similar
trend is also observed when the sixth harmonic - i.e. 300Hz - is only considered in
this computation, and which is discussed later in section 4.2.5. It is clear from the
results shown in this table that the shaft voltage is a much more suitable measure-
ment modality to detect the rotor eccentricity fault than the ﬂux-probe voltage -
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for the same measurement noise. In general, the error in the fault identiﬁcation at
load conditions is slightly higher than the one in the no-load condition.
Figure 4.4: Normalised values of the simulated shaft and ﬂux-probe voltage re-
sponses, for diﬀerent eccentricity levels at no-load conditions
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Table 4.1: Values of σδ for the two measurement modalities (no uncertain model
parameters are considered)






In this section, the uncertainty in the magnetic material parameters is considered.
Therefore, the expected variance of the unknown parameter σδ is calculated using
equation 4.1. ∂R∂δ in equation 4.2, is calculated using the ﬁnite-diﬀerence technique
- as shown in equation 4.7 - for a speciﬁc property of the magnetic material.
Similarly, ∂R∂x is calculated for a ﬁxed eccentricity level as follows:
∂R
∂x
= R(x + x) − R(x − x)2x |δ−const (4.8)
Here, x is chosen to be equal to σx. For simplicity, the numerical results are
obtained for only one load condition - i.e. 5Ω, and one eccentricity level - i.e.
δ = 0.6mm. The eﬀect of the uncertainty in the linear and saturation part is
studied separately. The results of the eﬀect of the uncertain magnetic material
properties on the eccentricity identiﬁcation, are given in Table 4.2.
These results indicate that there is no noticeable eﬀect of the material uncer-
tainties on the identiﬁcation of rotor eccentricity with regard to the ﬂux-probe
measurement. In the case of the shaft voltage measurement, the identiﬁcation
error increases with the magnetic material uncertainties. The value of the identiﬁ-
cation error depends on the region of uncertainty in the B − H curve, and can be
approximately three times larger when the uncertainty originates at the linear part
- i.e. uncertainty in parameter B0. At saturation, the increase of the identiﬁca-
tion error becomes negligible. These results still show the superiority of the shaft
voltage measurement modality over the ﬂux-probe voltage - even with the uncer-
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Table 4.2: Values of σδ for the two measurement modalities with uncertainty in
the B − H curve (5Ω load and δ = 0.6mm)
Shaft Voltage Flux-Probe Voltage
No Uncertainty in
0.1398 0.5593
B − H Curve
Uncertainty in B − H
0.4754 0.5651
Curve (Linear Part)
Uncertainty in B − H
0.1427 0.5593
Curve (Saturation Part)
tainty in the B−H curve. The fact that identiﬁcation error becomes negligible for
the shaft-voltage measurement at saturation conditions, is an important outcome
of this analysis. This means that accurate knowledge of the saturation state of
the magnetic material of the stator core will not aﬀect the identiﬁcation results.
However, accurate knowledge of the initial permeability is required in order to
obtain reliable results. These numerical results can be explained by considering
the nature and origins of each of the measurement modes. Indeed, it is expected
that the shaft voltage is more sensitive than the ﬂux probe to variations in the
magnetic properties of the stator. This is because the shaft-voltage loop holds the
magnetic variations of the entire machine - i.e. including stator - while the probe
is located in the air gap on the inner surface of the stator core.
4.2.5 Experimental Validation of CRLB Method
The experimental generator described in section 3.4.2 is used here to validate the
presented modality selection method. For this speciﬁc investigation, two diﬀerent
levels of static eccentricity were selected. In order to obtain precisely these levels,
the stator of the machine is raised and spacers (thickness 0.5mm and 1mm) are
then used to ﬁx the stator at each of the modiﬁed positions - as previously shown
in ﬁgure 3.14 in chapter 3. The instrumentation described in chapter 3 is used to
capture both the shaft-voltage and ﬂux-probe signals. The shaft-voltage sensors
consist of the same specialised brushes and the probe contains a single turn copper
conductor which is wound around a stator tooth.
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The ﬂux-probe signal is a periodic voltage with a fundamental frequency which
corresponds to the speed of the machine as expected (see ﬁgure 4.5, below). The
peaks represent the rotor poles and the ripples are due to the rotor teeth/slots.
The experimental waveform of the ﬂux probe is given with the simulated waveform,
in order to validate the accuracy of the FE model in predicting the ﬂux-probe volt-
age. The same procedure is repeated for the shaft voltage and is shown in ﬁgure
4.6 (below). Both measurements were conducted without a load. This comparison
further validates the accuracy of the 2D FE model in simulating the shaft voltages
and ﬂux probe voltages of the experimental machine - but some diﬀerences appear.
In relation to the reasons given in chapter 3, these diﬀerences can be explained for
the following reasons:
• The asymmetries - due to manufacturing and commissioning tolerances - in
the real machine are larger than those of the simulated machine, which is
constructed with a high numerical accuracy.
• Small air-gap dynamic and static eccentricities are present in the real ma-
chine, in addition to the induced static eccentricities [108].
• It is impossible to simulate perfectly some manufacturing features, such as
weld recesses and key ways.
• End eﬀects are ignored in the 2D FE model.
• In addition to the above points, the peaks shown in the experimental wave
shape exhibit larger odd harmonics because, experimentally, the machine
does not use a pure DC source for the excitation. A three-phase rectiﬁer is
used to supply a DC voltage to the ﬁeld windings and it is expected that the
ripple in the supply also contributes to these harmonics.
The accuracy of the model can be increased through the use of a 3D FE model,
although this is a very expensive alternative. Even so, the level of details provided
by the simulation model can never match the experimental machine due to the
aforementioned tolerances. However, it is emphasised that the purpose of the
model is to provide ‘qualitative’ and ’quantitative’ information to select the most
appropriate measurement technique to identify static eccentricity, and it is not used
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to quantify the actual eccentricity level. Details about the eﬀect of the numerical
model accuracy on the results of the presented identiﬁcation method can be found
in [109].
Figure 4.5: Normalised waveforms for ﬂux-probe voltages under normal conditions
for the simulated FE model and experimental generator
Figure 4.6: Normalised waveforms for shaft voltages, under normal conditions, for
the simulated FE model and experimental generator
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In order to validate the numerical results, the CRLB technique is performed using
the experimental results at no-load and 5Ω load conditions (see table 4.3). Here,
only the sixth harmonic of the time-variant measured quantity is used in the CRLB
calculation. The experimental cases of both the ﬂux probe and shaft voltages are
shown in ﬁgures 4.7 and 4.8 (below) - to indicate the inﬂuential frequencies. It
is clear from these ﬁgures that there are several harmonic orders which exhibit
signiﬁcant changes due to the eccentricity variation.
Additionally, it is found that the 4th and 6th harmonic orders, in the case of
the probe voltage, have monotonic variations that correspond to the increment in
the eccentricity levels (see ﬁgure 4.8). However, for the shaft-voltage case, there
are several harmonic orders that show such monotonic variation, such as 5th, 6th,
and 8th harmonic orders (see ﬁgure 4.7). For the purpose of the comparison, the
6th harmonic order is used. Figure 4.7 shows that the amplitude of the shaft-
voltage signal’s 6th harmonic is more responsive than the ﬂux-probe signal shown
in ﬁgure 4.8, for increasing eccentricity levels. Results from the presented tech-
nique conﬁrm this trend - both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Table 4.3: Comparison between the values of σδ, for the two measurement modal-
ities, as given by numerical and experimental results
Shaft Voltage Flux-Probe Voltage
NL (numerical) 0.0001 0.1937
5Ω (numerical) 0.0002 0.7831
NL (experimental) 0.0001 0.0047
5Ω (experimental) 0.0004 0.7071
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Figure 4.7: Bar chart indicating magnitudes of single-sided FFT of shaft voltages
for diﬀerent levels of eccentricity carried out in an experimental setting
Figure 4.8: Bar chart indicating magnitudes of single-sided FFT of ﬂux-probe
voltages for diﬀerent levels of eccentricity carried out in an experimental setting
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4.3 Uncertainty in Fault Diagnosis
The presented CRLB technique and investigation of measurement modality con-
ﬁrms that shaft voltage is a good candidate for incipient fault diagnosis. However,
there is an inherent uncertainty in the actual diagnostic method - which imposes
limitations on the practical application of shaft-voltage-based condition monitor-
ing. The uncertain elements and limiting factors are summarised as follows:
• While the periodogram of the shaft voltage is an eﬀective diagnostic method,
it may not be optimal with more advanced digital signal processing tech-
niques which are now available.
• Interpretation of the data must be carried out manually by a specialist and
is based completely on expert knowledge.
• Fault diagnosis on a machine depends on extensive expert experience and is
therefore vulnerable to human error. Furthermore, the human expert must
have extensive experience on the speciﬁc machine. In practice, operating
conditions and shaft-voltage behaviour will vary from machine to machine.
• Large discrepancies in the signal spectrum of the shaft voltage, as shown by
analysis of the monotonic variations in the previous section, can be used to
assess the machine’s health. More subtle variations and patterns in the data
- caused by incipient faults - cannot be identiﬁed by a human being which
renders the diagnosis non-optimal.
• Although shaft voltages are measured online, interpretation of the data and
fault diagnosis can only be done oﬄine. This process is ineﬃcient and imprac-
tical in most plants, with a large number of machines in constant operation.
From the abovementioned points, a set of requirements are determined for devel-
oping a suitable fault-diagnosis subsystem.
4.3.1 Functional Requirements
The requirements of a fault diagnosis subsystem needed to improve the shaft-
voltage-based condition-monitoring system, as follows:
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• The subsystem must constantly work online and automatically diagnose
faults.
• Optimum signal-processing techniques must be employed for best fault res-
olution, given the constraints of the measurement modality.
• Outputs must be suitably simplistic for non-expert users/operators to inter-
pret.
• False alarms must be avoided.
• Must be adaptable for use on diﬀerent 2-pole synchronous generators.
• The overall solution must be relatively inexpensive and easy to maintain.
This aﬀects the functional requirements as it excludes the use of ancillary
equipment such as expensive instrumentation, mass storage devices and spe-
cialised modelling software.
• The physical subsystem must be non-invasive and retro-ﬁttable. This allows
for any supplementary measurement and processing devices to be ﬁtted after
the machine is commissioned, and does not modify the machine in any way.
These requirements are used to specify the design for the intelligence component
of the shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring system.
4.3.2 Intelligence Component
The mathematical problem of fault diagnosis may be thought of as an unknown
target function which outputs a fault assessment where the measurement modal-
ity - shaft voltage in this case - is the input. However, as with many practical
problems, such a target function - some nth order polynomial - is complex and
cannot be determined. In general, machine learning provides tools for addressing
this type of problem (see ﬁgure 4.9).
A machine-learning approach is adopted to meet the aforementioned requirements
and to provide a fault-diagnosis solution. Essentially, a machine-learning algorithm
can provide an approximation of the unknown target function to diagnose faults,
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without deﬁning a direct mathematical relation. This solution will also allow for
the fault-diagnosis subsystem to be adapted to any 2-pole synchronous generator,
as it does not require a machine model. However, a model or historical data may
be used for training purposes.
Figure 4.9: Machine-learning approach to approximating the mathematical target
function of the fault-diagnosis subsystem
The proposed fault-diagnosis subsystem is designed to fulﬁll the aforementioned
requirements, and consists of two main components. These components are a fea-
ture extraction algorithm and an automatic online fault classiﬁcation algorithm.
The extraction algorithm uses an optimal signal-processing technique which ex-
tracts features from the shaft-voltage signal. These features are then used by the
fault classiﬁcation algorithm to automatically assess the condition of the machine.
In order to enhance the overall eﬃciency of the condition-monitoring system, a
fault-detection subsystem is designed to supplement the fault-diagnosis subsys-
tem. The fault detection algorithm enables the condition monitoring system to
operate online constantly and to avoid false alarms. These two subsystems form
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the intelligence component of the shaft-voltage-based condition-monitoring system.
The design, implementation and testing of the fault detection and fault diagnosis
subsystems are presented in chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the measurement modality is validated and the intelligence com-
ponent of the condition-monitoring system is speciﬁed. The CRLB technique is
used to determine the optimal measurement modality and to investigate the mer-
its of applying shaft voltages in fault diagnosis. The investigation identiﬁes and
compares the accuracy of shaft voltages to a widely used measurement technique
that uses ﬂux probes to diagnose eccentricity faults on a synchronous generator.
The classical CRLB technique was adjusted in order to deal with the measurement
noise and the uncertainties in the magnetic material properties of the stator core.
The 2D FE model and the experimental generator is used to validate the technique.
The results of the investigation indicate that shaft voltages are more responsive
to static eccentricity faults and provide a signiﬁcantly lower identiﬁcation error.
Furthermore, it was shown that the shaft-voltage-based technique performs excep-
tionally well past linear operating regions, which is a desirable trait, especially in
power-generation applications.
Additionally, the uncertainty and practical limitations of the current methods for
diagnosing faults using shaft voltages are also analysed. Functional requirements
are then derived to help specify the design for the fault-diagnosis subsystem. A
machine-learning solution is determined to be the most suitable solution in terms
of fulﬁlling the requirements of the intelligence component of the shaft-voltage-
based condition-monitoring system. A supplementary fault-detection subsystem
is also speciﬁed to enhance the overall eﬃciency - by providing constant online
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5.1 Introduction
The practical application of a predictive maintenance philosophy requires an on-
line condition-monitoring system in a condition-based or reliability-centred asset-
management context. Reliability, accuracy and eﬃciency of these online systems
are critical to the seamless operation of machines in industry. This necessitates
that the system be robust against noise and normal process variation - thus pre-
venting false alarms. Additionally, the system should employ computationally
inexpensive techniques with accurate incipient fault-detection capabilities.
Incipient fault diagnosis utilises advanced inferential techniques and usually re-
quires an interpretation/analysis stage. For example, the diagnostic stage could
involve the use of historical data, together with pattern recognition or model-based
techniques, which may prove to be computationally expensive and, sometimes, im-
practical for online application. In this case it is more viable to utilise a system
that may detect the fault without unnecessary iterations through data-intensive
algorithms. The terms fault ‘detection’ and ‘diagnosis’ were distinguished in Chap-
ter 2 as descriptions of systems which provide either pure detection of a fault or
location and type thereof.
In order to improve the shaft-voltage-based condition-monitoring system, as an
online tool, a fault-detection stage is employed. This stage allows detection of new
incipient-fault events using shaft voltages, and is intended for continuous online
operation. Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to optimise the anomaly
identiﬁcation algorithm. The purpose of the routine is to bypass redundant iter-
ations of a possibly computationally expensive fault-diagnosis algorithm, and yet
still provide accurate fault detection. Figure 5.1 shows a ﬂowchart which simply
illustrates the addition of the detection stage to the online condition-monitoring
system of the machine.
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart with simpliﬁed illustration of stages for online condition
monitoring on a synchronous generator
5.2 Fault-Detection System
5.2.1 Background: Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a multivariate statistical technique. The
purpose of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set - consisting of a large
number of interrelated variables - while retaining as much as possible, the variation
pattern. This is achieved by transforming the original set of measured data to a
new set called the Principal Components (PCs). These PCs are uncorrelated and
are ordered to retain most of the variation in all of the original variables [110].
There are various ﬁelds in which PCA is applied for the purpose of data com-
pression and pattern analysis. Some examples of application, in biomedical en-
gineering, are multichannel electrocardiogram (MECG), data compression [111]
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and tissue conductivity prediction [112]. Other examples are found in image pro-
cessing for noise level estimation [113] and optical tomography [113]. PCA, as a
data-driven technique, is also utilised in plant process monitoring where model-
based techniques require considerable eﬀort to develop and impose computational
expense [113, 114]. However, the beneﬁts of PCA have also been recognised -
with this method being adapted for fault detection in other areas like temperature
sensing [115], power systems [116], and wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [117].
The PCA method is adapted here for the purpose of detecting abnormalities in a
synchronous machine using shaft voltages.
5.2.2 Construction of Principal Component Model
5.2.2.1 Classical principal component analysis
The PCA model is constructed using a dataset consisting of n samples/observations
for each of m selected variables. The dataset may therefore be represented as
matrix X ∈ n×m. The selected variables are measured with diﬀerent scales, and
must therefore be normalised to zero mean (as shown in equations 5.1 and 5.2)
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Singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed on the covariance matrix (C)
using equation 5.6:
C = ΥΛΥT (5.6)
where Λ is a diagonal vector containing the eigenvalues of C. The matrix Υ is the
eigenvectors of C, and is termed the “loadings” or “coeﬃcients” matrix. At this
stage, k eigenvectors or columns of Υ may be selected (according to signiﬁcance
of contribution to the variation in the data set) - to obtain a reduced dimension
loading matrix P ∈ m×k. This allows for calculation of the “scores” matrix, given
in equation 5.7, which is a representation of X in the principal component space:
Z = XP (5.7)
There are several methods for dimension reduction and analysis using PCA - such
as parallel analysis, SCREE procedure, cumulative percentage approach (CPV),
and cross-validation [118]. For example, when the data set is extremely large,
the SCREE procedure is a graphical method used for selecting the number of
eigenvectors to retain - thus reducing the size of the matrix P without loss of
critical information [110].
5.2.2.2 Modiﬁed principal component analysis
The presented fault detection technique uses a modiﬁed form of the aforementioned
classical PCA method. Firstly, the following ﬁve parameters of the synchronous
generator are selected for the PCA model:
• Shaft voltage VS ,
• Phase voltage VA,
• Phase voltage VB,
• Phase voltage VC and
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• Excitation current If .
The instantaneous values of the three phase voltages and excitation current are se-
lected - together with the shaft voltage - for multiple reasons. In fact, it is common
practice in condition-based maintenance to monitor multiple machine parameters.
This is done to increase the reliability and accuracy of a detection system. For
example, if the machine were to be suddenly loaded, the resulting response (for a
speciﬁc parameter) could initiate a false alarm. In this case, although it has been
shown that the shaft voltage has exceptional incipient fault-detection capability, a
large shift in the operating conditions of the machine could result in a false alarm
or unnecessary iterations of the diagnostic stage (as seen in ﬁgure 5.1). Using the
stator voltages and the excitation current allows for variation in operating condi-
tions to be recognised. These parameters, like shaft voltages, are also constantly
available in a synchronous generator - even under no-load conditions - due to gen-
eration services requiring constant voltage operation. In addition to signiﬁcant
variation of the shaft voltage under static eccentricity, slight imbalances in the
stator voltages are also expected to contribute to the detection of this fault.
For the presented implementation, the aforementioned dimension reduction tech-
niques are not required, as all of the principal components are utilised. Instead,
the reduction of the data-set dimension is inherently administered through use of
the T 2 and Q statistics. The most signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the traditional PCA
is the use of prior information in the data set. The implemented algorithm (see
Appendix B) uses a moving average in the data set - i.e. each current observation
is converted to an average of prior observations. This modiﬁcation is similar to
dynamic principle component analysis (DPCA) [119, 120, 121], and provides the
following functions in the presented application:
• Resilience to noise.
• Absorbs unexpected variations in parameters caused by transients in machine
operation.
• Improves stability by buﬀering uncertainty in parameter measurement.
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• A robust method for creating a PCA model using signal parameters which
may display non-stationary behaviour - e.g. under normal operation, the
non-ideal excitation current If is expected to exhibit non-stationary be-
haviour due to slight variation in supply and ripple inherent to the three-
phase rectiﬁer.
Once the PCA model is created, the algorithm uses the T 2 and Q statistics to
isolate any variation caused by a fault.
5.2.3 T 2 and Q Statistics
In order to reduce computational eﬀort and provide reliable fault detection, the
T 2 and Q statistics are used. Essentially, the fault-detection algorithm reduces
the entire original data set to a subset consisting of these two variables, which are
then monitored [122]. The Hotelling T 2 statistic is univariate and represents the
variation in the data set or PCA model [123, 124]. After the steps outlined in
equations 5.1 to 5.7 are completed, this statistic may be evaluated for a new data
set XF (with possible fault condition) - where X is the historical data set for the
machine under normal conditions, using equation 5.8:
T 2 = XTF PΛ−1P TXF (5.8)
The Q statistics are the residuals for new observations and are a measure of the
prediction error of the model[125]. Essentially, this is used here as an additional
measure of how new observations deviate from the PCA model. The residuals (rF )
are ﬁrst calculated using equation 5.9, and thereafter the Q statistic is obtained
using equation 5.10:
rF = (I − PP T )XF (5.9)
Q = rTF rF (5.10)
where I is the appropriate sized identity matrix - i.e. the same as the loading
matrix P .
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5.2.4 Numerical Results
The modiﬁed PCA technique is ﬁrst implemented and tested in Matlab (see Ap-
pendix B). T 2 and Q statistics are then calculated using data generated by the FE
model of the considered synchronous generator (shown in ﬁgure 3.3). The algo-
rithm and ﬂowchart (see listing 5.1 and ﬁgure 5.2, below), are a summary of the
steps implemented in the fault-detection system.
Listing 5.1: Main steps of online fault-detection algorithm using PCA
1 Read in machine parameters (Vs , Va , Vb, Vc and I f )
2 Create matrix X
3 Standard i se data − ze ro mean and un i t var iance
4 Compute PCA model
5 Ca l cu la te T2 and Q s t a t i s t i c s and compare to normal
data s t a t i s t i c s ( a p r i o r i − obtained o f f l i n e )
The result of the comparison mentioned in the ﬁnal step determines whether to call
the fault-diagnosis algorithm (if a fault is indicated through signiﬁcant variation)
or to continue looping through the fault-detection algorithm (under normal condi-
tions). It should be noted that “signiﬁcant variation” is dependent on the speciﬁc
machine variables used in the data set and operating conditions of the machine.
For example, in some process control applications it is considered to be signiﬁcant
when the T 2 and Q statistics exceed a predetermined upper bound/limit - i.e. a
conﬁdence interval [126]. However, this is only eﬀective when the variables of the
PCA model are expected to remain relatively constant. Due to the types of vari-
ables used here and transients expected under normal operation, it is impractical
to use such a conﬁdence interval. Therefore, the means or averages of each of the
T 2 and Q statistics are considered a better measure for fault detection for this
particular application.
By monitoring the averages of these statistics, it is possible to avoid false alarms
caused by fast transients and to emphasise any subtle drift in the PCA model
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Figure 5.2: Overview of online fault-detection algorithm using PCA
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produced by an incipient fault. Figures 5.3 and5.4 (below) show the T 2 and Q
statistics generated using data obtained from the FE model. Two data sets are
used for this simulation - i.e. normal machine conditions without a load, and a
static eccentricity fault of 0.6mm induced (refer to Appendix A for further details
of FE model implementation) and maintained after the ﬁrst 190 samples.
Simply put, the ﬁrst set of 190 samples (sample frequency 1 kHz)- represents the
normal operating conditions and thereafter the samples represent the new fault
condition. μTN and μQN are the evaluated means for the T 2 and Q statistics
under normal conditions, respectively, and μTF and μQF are the corresponding
means under fault conditions.
Figure 5.3: Hotelling’s T 2 statistic with occurrence of static eccentricity fault,
under no-load conditions, evaluated using simulation data
The T 2 and Q statistics presented in ﬁgures 5.3 and5.4, clearly indicate signiﬁcant
changes in trend after the occurrence of the eccentricity fault. In order to quanti-
tatively describe this change, equation 5.11 is used to evaluate the actual change
in each of the monitored statistics - from normal conditions to fault conditions:
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Figure 5.4: Residual Q statistic with occurrence of static eccentricity fault, under





Further analysis shows a 111.77% change in the mean of the T 2 statistic, from
normal to a static eccentricity fault condition. The Q statistic exhibits a similar
increase of 94.85%. Similarly, ﬁgures 5.5 and 5.6 show results for inception of an
inter-turn fault (2 turns) on the rotor winding of the generator. Details of the
actual implementation of this fault in the FE model are given in Appendix A.
For the inter-turn short-circuit fault, the mean of T 2 exhibits a 140.62% change
and the mean of Q shows a 146.13% diﬀerence. Results from application of the
fault-detection algorithm for additional scenarios are summarised in table 5.1.
Table 5.1 (above) summarises results for each of the previously described fault
conditions when the machine is loaded. A similar increase in ΔμT and ΔμQ to
those obtained under no-load condition is found. The other scenario in the table
is the change from normal no-load to normal full-load condition. The purpose of
this scenario is to conﬁrm the suitability of the fault-detection algorithm. It is
essential that the fault-detection algorithm is capable of distinguishing a change
in the operating conditions of the machine from an actual fault. In this case, a
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Figure 5.5: Hotelling T 2 statistic with occurrence of rotor winding inter-turn short-
circuit fault, under no-load conditions, evaluated using simulation data
Figure 5.6: Residual Q statistic with occurrence of rotor winding inter-turn short-
circuit fault, under no-load conditions, evaluated using simulation data
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Table 5.1: ΔμT and ΔμQ evaluated using fault-detection algorithm on data ob-
tained from various simulated conditions of synchronous generator
Prior Normal Condition New Condition ΔμT (%) ΔμQ (%)
With load (5Ω)
Eccentricity fault 104.03 73.69
Inter-turn short (Rotor) 212.46 65.28
No load With load (5Ω) −29.69 3.40
dramatic change in the operating conditions is simulated and each of the statistics
are evaluated.
The change in the T 2 statistic - that is ΔμT - is evaluated to be −29.69%. The
negative sign of this value is merely an indication of the change in the direction of
the average variation of T 2, by virtue of the choice to analyse the means. In other
words, there is still a signiﬁcant variation in T 2 from normal no-load to normal
full-load, except that the variation pattern is diﬀerent from that of a fault. It is
expected that ΔμQ - for this speciﬁc scenario - is quite small, since the actual
PCA model is not expected to change dramatically when the machine is loaded.
These results demonstrate the ability of the fault-detection algorithm to detect the
investigated incipient fault, while avoiding false alarms.
5.2.5 Experimental Validation
In order to validate the fault-detection algorithm, experimental measurements are
conducted on the synchronous generator. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 (below) show the
T 2 and Q statistics generated using the experimental data. These data are pro-
cessed in the same way as simulation data. Two sets of data are created from
experimental measurements - i.e. normal machine conditions without a load, and
a static eccetricity fault of 0.5mm is induced (using procedure described in sec-
tion 3.4.3) and maintained after the ﬁrst 190 samples. That is, the ﬁrst set of 190
samples represents the normal operating conditions and thereafter samples for the
new fault condition are used. μTN and μQN are the evaluated means of the T 2
and Q statistics under normal conditions, respectively, and μTF and μQF are the
corresponding means under fault conditions.
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Figure 5.7: Hotelling’s T 2 statistic with occurrence of static eccentricity fault,
under no-load conditions, evaluated using experimental measurements
Figure 5.8: Residual Q statistic with occurrence of static eccentricity fault, under
no-load conditions, evaluated using experimental measurements
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The T 2 and Q statistics, presented in ﬁgures 5.7 and 5.8, clearly indicate sig-
niﬁcant changes in trend on occurrence of the eccentricity fault. Equation 5.11
is again used to quantify the actual change in each of the monitored statistics.
The change in the mean of the T 2 statistic from normal conditions to eccentricity
fault is found to be 100.72%. The Q statistic exhibits a similar increase of 99.82%.
The 2-turn inter-turn short-circuited fault is also experimentally validated. Brass
sheet metal is used to create a short-circuit across 2 turns of the rotor-winding
overhangs on the generator (see ﬁgure 5.9, below). In this way, an inter-turn fault
in practice is suitably mimicked under controlled conditions. Like the eccentricity
case, ﬁgures 5.10 and 5.11 (below) show the fault-detection algorithm results for
inception of an inter-turn fault on the rotor winding of the generator.
Figure 5.9: Picture of experimental synchronous generator with inter-turn short-
circuit fault on rotor overhangs
For the inter-turn short-circuit fault, the mean of T 2 exhibits a 71.87% change
and the mean of Q shows a 140.89% diﬀerence. Results from application of the
fault-detection algorithm for additional scenarios are given in table 5.2.
The results given in table 5.2 agree with those results in table 5.1. However, some
diﬀerences, speciﬁcally with ΔμT , are evident. This is due to some minor model
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Figure 5.10: Hotelling T 2 statistic with occurrence of rotor winding inter-
turn short-circuit fault, under no-load conditions, evaluated using experimental
measurements
Figure 5.11: Residual Q statistic with occurrence of rotor winding inter-turn short-
circuit fault, under no-load conditions, evaluated using experimental measurements
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Table 5.2: ΔμT and ΔμQ evaluated using fault-detection algorithm on data ob-
tained from experimental measurements for various conditions of synchronous
generator
Prior Normal Condition New Condition ΔμT (%) ΔμQ (%)
With load (5Ω)
Eccentricity fault 112.98 70.20
Inter-turn short (Rotor) 121.74 74.72
No load With load (5Ω) −36.23 −2.68
inaccuracies, as described in 3.4.2, and does not aﬀect the accuracy or suitability of
the fault-detection algorithm. Overall change in the mean of the T 2 from a normal
no-load to a normal full-load condition follows the pattern - as with the simulation
results. ΔμQ for this case is also found to be approximately zero, as expected.
This ensures that the fault-detection algorithm will avoid false alarms when normal
operational transients occur on the considered machine. For the implementation
of the fault-detection algorithm given in Appendix B, the absolute change in both
of the statistical indicators - i.e. |ΔμT | and |ΔμQ| - must be greater than 20%
before calling the fault-diagnosis subsystem presented in the following chapter.
Figure 5.12 (below) compares the T 2 statistic for the static eccentricity fault with
that of the normal loaded condition to illustrate the diﬀerence between the T 2
variation pattern for the fault and load condition scenarios. The ﬁrst 190 samples
represent the normal no-load condition, and thereafter the samples are taken from
each scenario. It is found that the value of T 2 is greater for the eccentricity fault,
on average, than T 2 for the loaded condition.
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, a fault-detection subsystem for a synchronous 2-pole generator is
presented. The purpose of this subsystem is to assist in optimising shaft-voltage-
based condition monitoring in 2-pole synchronous generators. This is achieved by
developing an online method to detect incipient faults, avoid false alarms, and pre-
vent unnecessary iterations through the fault-diagnosis algorithm during normal
operation.
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Figure 5.12: Hotelling T 2 statistics for occurrence of an eccentricity fault and for a
change in load conditions - i.e. no-load to full-load condition - of the synchronous
generator, evaluated using experimental measurements
The statistical PCA method is used for the fault-detection system as it provides
reduction in data dimensionality while retaining critical information regarding vari-
ation in the raw data. The traditional PCA method is modiﬁed to use the three
phase voltages, excitation current, and shaft voltage of the machine. Furthermore,
the modiﬁcations assist in providing resilience to both noise and natural variation
in the monitored parameters.
Results from tests conducted on the fault-detection algorithm, using FE model
simulation data, show that it can detect two diﬀerent incipient fault cases: static
eccentricity and inter-turn short-circuit faults. Additionally, it was shown that the
algorithm is able to distinguish these faults from normal loading on the machine
- thus ensuring avoidance of false alarms. The fault-detection algorithm was then
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6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter a fault-detection subsystem was presented. The purpose
of the system is to provide accurate incipient fault detection and avoidance of false
alarms. As a subcomponent of the condition-monitoring system, it also contributes
to the overall eﬃciency by preventing iterations through the fault-diagnosis algo-
rithm under normal operating conditions. However, this stage of the condition-
monitoring system only detects the fault and does not provide details on the type
of fault. This chapter presents a subcomponent which is designed to provide qual-
ititative information regarding faults on the machine. In this way, the diagnostic
subcomponent serves as the ‘intelligence stage’ of the condition monitoring sys-
tem, as described in chapter 2, and carries out an automated assessment of the
machine’s health.
Diagnostics on an electrical machine may utilise diﬀerent techniques depending
on the maintenance strategy and machine speciﬁcations - as described in section
2.3. The speciﬁcations of the automated fault-diagnosis subsystem required for
optimising the presented shaft-voltage-based condition-monitoring system were
described in chapter 4. In order to accurately and eﬃciently diagnose a fault
which has been detected by the fault-detection subsystem presented in chapter 5,
a Naive-Bayes Classiﬁer is used - together with Bayesian spectrum estimation. The
following section brieﬂy describes the fundamentals of Bayesian statistics. There-
after, the spectrum-estimation technique used for fault diagnosis is presented. The
performance of this technique is compared to other modern signal-processing tech-
niques in the context of the application. Design, implementation and testing of the
fault classiﬁcation technique is then presented in section 6.4. Finally, the overall
condition-monitoring system is tested and validated in an experimental setting.
6.2 Fundamentals of Bayesian Statistics
Statistics is the study of uncertainty and is based on two major paradigms - i.e.
conventional and Bayesian. The fault-diagnosis subcomponent of the presented
condition-monitoring system uses Bayesian methods for spectrum estimation and
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fault classiﬁcation. Bayesian methods provide a complete paradigm for both statis-
tical inference and decision making under uncertainty [127]. Conventional statistics
deﬁnes probabilities as relative frequencies and does not account for prior informa-
tion. Bayesian statistics is diﬀerent in that probability is viewed as a quantitative
measure of the strength of knowledge, and incorporates prior information [128].
Recently, Bayesian methods have become increasingly popular with applications
that require decision-making under uncertainty - such as [129, 130]. The ﬁeld of
reliability engineering has also adopted Bayesian methods for determining the sta-
tus of equipment [131]. Fault diagnosis is another good example of an application
which involves decision-making under uncertainty, because the condition of a ma-
chine is being inferred from measurements.
Bayesian statistics employs Bayes’ rule - which is simply derived from the fun-
damental axioms of probability [132]. The probability of the intersection of event
A and event B may be expressed as a conditional probability:
p(A ∩ B) = p(B)p(A|B). (6.1)
The probability of the intersection of these events may be manipulated to give:
p(B ∩ A) = p(A)p(B|A). (6.2)
Since the probability of the intersections given in equations 6.1 and 6.2 are equal,
the conditional probabilities may be equated:
p(A)P (B|A) = p(B)p(A|B). (6.3)
Through substituting event A for a hypothesis H, event B for evidence or data E,
and rearranging equation 6.3, Bayes’ rule is thus expressed as:
p(H|E) = p(E|H) × p(H)
p(E) . (6.4)
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Equation 6.4 is used to test the relative truth of the hypothesis, given some in-
formation beforehand. The probability p(H) is termed the prior which is simply
the probability of the hypothesis before the evidence is observed, and p(H|E) is
termed the posterior which is the probability of the outcome given the evidence.
The spectrum estimation and classiﬁcation methods used for fault diagnosis are
based on Bayes’ Theorem.
6.3 Bayesian Spectrum Estimation
In chapter 4, the measurement modality was shown to be an important aspect
of the condition-monitoring system. However, the signal-processing techniques
utilised for fault diagnosis are just as crucial to the overall reliability, accuracy
and eﬃciency of the system. This section presents the Bayesian spectrum estima-
tion technique used in the fault-diagnosis stage of the condition-monitoring system.
The technique is used to estimate the frequency characteristics of the shaft-voltage
signal for use in the Bayesian fault-classiﬁcation algorithm.
A study of the performance of diﬀerent spectral estimation techniques is also pre-
sented. The investigation compares the performance of these techniques - speciﬁ-
cally for application in incipient fault diagnosis - to the Bayesian technique. The
eﬀects of noise on each estimation technique are analysed and the impacts on the
diagnosis are assessed.
6.3.1 Fault Diagnosis through Frequency Analysis
Numerous fault detection and diagnosis systems employ methods which require
analysis or interpretation of signals in the frequency domain. Examples of these
include vibration, ﬂux and current signature-based methods. With discrete mea-
surement of these signals, transformation to the frequency domain is usually carried
out using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Most online condition-monitoring sys-
tems diagnose problems by registering deviations in the measured signal from a
normal steady-state condition. Variations in these signals are usually more dis-
tinctly detectable and observable in the frequency domain. Therefore spectral
analysis has become a common technique in machine-health diagnostics [2].
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In order to monitor minor changes in the health of the system, small changes in the
sensing signal should be indubitably quantiﬁed. For example, diagnosis of a minor
increase of a speciﬁc fault level in a machine is only made possible by a deﬁnite
increase in the nth harmonic of the measured signal. However, if the variation of
a speciﬁc harmonic is not well-deﬁned and highly uncertain, then the diagnosis is
rendered unreliable. Figure 6.1 (below) gives an example of the basic elements of
a typical fault-diagnosis mechanism which uses spectral analysis.
Figure 6.1: Typical example of fault diagnosis on an electrical rotating machine
using spectrum estimation
A practical system may be more complex than the example given in ﬁgure 6.1, and
can contain multiple inputs where various parameters are simultaneously moni-
tored. An automated tracking algorithm or a human specialist may provide spec-
trum analysis and condition assessment. Additionally, such a system may not
always be modular - i.e. integrated implementation of algorithms, as in the case of
the presented fault-diagnosis subsystem. The purpose of the example is to indicate
the signiﬁcance of the signal-processing component to the overall eﬃciency of a
system. Many condition-monitoring techniques used in industry use the FFT as a
standard processing component of the diagnostic system. The following example
of a vibration-based technique is used to illustrate this point.
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Vibration Monitoring Example
Traditional practice for diagnosing a defective bearing with a single spall on the
track of the outer race, stipulates that a peak shall occur at a frequency (fp) equal
to the number of balls passing over the spall per revolution (nBS), multiplied by
the shaft rpm (vshaft) [133]:
fp = nBS × vshaft (6.5)
If the results of a spectrum analysis indicate that a peak occurs at a frequency of
6 kHz, then the number of balls passing over a spall defect for a shaft speed of
1000 rpm is calculated, using equation 6.5, as 6.
In the context of the presented system - i.e. shaft-voltage-based system - a rela-
tive example would be diagnosis of an eccentricity fault when there is a signiﬁcant
increase in the 300Hz component of the shaft voltage. Therefore, the objective
here is to consider and compare modern signal-processing methods with which
to improve the robustness of shaft-voltage-based fault diagnosis. The presented
comparison targets performance of spectrum-estimation techniques for cases of in-
cipient fault diagnosis, as part of a predictive maintenance philosophy. Ultimately,
this will improve shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring and will potentially as-
sist with improving other traditional frequency-based techniques.
6.3.2 Spectrum Estimation in Condition Monitoring
Recent advancements in signal processing have seen the introduction of many useful
techniques, speciﬁcally in the area of fault diagnosis in machines. Wavelet trans-
forms is an example of a method that has been gaining in popularity in the ﬁeld
of condition monitoring [134]. There has also been a simultaneous advancement in
spectral-analysis tools, with the development of higher resolution techniques and
improved computational statistics.
In general, spectrum-estimation techniques may be categorised as either para-
metric or nonparametric. Nonparametric spectrum estimation is not based on any
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assumptions regarding the signal or observed samples, other than wide-sense sta-
tionarity. Parametric estimation takes a diﬀerent approach and views the signal or
observed samples as being generated by a random process which can be described
by a parametric model. This model enables the spectrum of the process to be
expressed in terms of suitably deﬁned parameters.
The presented study focuses on the comparison of a selected few recognised spectrum-
estimation techniques - speciﬁcally the standard periodogram, Welch and MUltiple
SIgnal Classiﬁcation (MUSIC) techniques - with the presented Bayesian method.
The fundamentals of these techniques are ﬁrstly described to illustrate the main
diﬀerences. Thereafter, tests are conducted to determine each technique’s suitabil-
ity for inclusion in the fault-diagnosis algorithm.
6.3.2.1 Standard periodogram
The periodogram is a nonparametric method which was introduced by Schuster
in 1898 [135], that acts directly on the observed data/samples to estimate the




- i.e. x[0], x[1], ... , x[N −1].
In order to ﬁnd the periodogram of this data, the autocorrelation sequence must
ﬁrst be estimated and then the Discrete-Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) must be






x∗[n]x[n + k], 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 (6.6)
where x∗[n] is the complex conjugate and the estimates Rˆx[k], for −N < k < 0,
are given by:
Rˆx[−k] = Rˆx∗[k]. (6.7)
By taking the DTFT of the total autocorrelation sequence for −(N − 1) ≤ k ≤
N − 1, the periodogram is estimated as:
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f is the normalised frequency i.e. 0 ≤ f < 1, and
e−j2πfk is the complex exponential given by:
e−j2πfk = cos(2πfk) + j sin(2πfk) (6.9)
A more suitable way of deﬁning the periodogram is in terms of the signal samples












The periodogram of a set of observed samples is determined in practice using the
FFT algorithm (see Appendix B).
6.3.2.2 Welch method
Welch estimation is essentially a modiﬁed periodogram with the observed data split
into segments [136]. The averages of the periodograms for the segments are then
found. A unique characteristic of this method is that the segments overlap and are
windowed. In order to provide a basic expression for the Welch periodogram, a
length of segment (LSeg) and oﬀset of successive sequences (D) must be selected.
For a total number of sequences (K), the total number of observed samples may
be expressed as:
N = LSeg + D(K + 1) (6.11)
The sequences may then be expressed as:
xi[n] = x[n + (i − 1)D] where n ∈ {0, . . . , LSeg − 1} (6.12)
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Using a weighted window (w[n]]), the ith periodogram may be expressed as equa-


















Multiple Signal Classiﬁcation (MUSIC) is one of the super-resolution methods
which are categorised into the modern parametric spectral-analysis techniques or
modern subspace methods. Super-resolution techniques consider a signal model
or observed data, in the form of a mixture of a speciﬁed number of noisy complex
exponentials. The aim of the MUSIC algorithm is to separate the useful signal
subspace from the noise subspace. In order carry out this task, this technique





j2πfin + w[n] (6.15)
where fi is the frequency of the ith complex sinusoid,
Ai is the complex amplitude of theith sinusoid, and
w is zero mean white noise with variance σ2w.
Using this deﬁnition, the autocorrelation matrix (Rx) of x[n] is then expressed as




|Ai|2 eieHi + σ2wI (6.16)
where I is the identity matrix and
ei =
[
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The eigenvalues (λi) of Rx are then arranged in descending order - i.e. λ1 ≥ λ2,
... ,≥ λM - with corresponding eigenvectors (vi), for two groups to be made:
1. m signal eigenvectors corresponding to m largest eigenvalues.
2. M − m noise eigenvectors with eigenvalues equal to σw.
The variance of the noise is then estimated using equation 6.18, and a pseudospec-











The Bayesian spectrum-density estimation is deﬁned as the expected value of the
signal spectrum over the joint posterior probability distribution of all the param-
eters - i.e. signal and noise parameters [138, 139, 140]. Essentially, this method
provides the expectation of the signal spectrum only in the form of a posterior
distribution. The expectation is an estimate of the total energy carried by the
signal of a speciﬁed frequency range. The technique emerges from the basic ap-
proximation of the probability for the frequency of a periodic sinusoidal signal
given in equation 6.20. The given data (D) may be the observed samples, with
prior (I). The Schuster periodogram is divided by the noise variance and emerges
in a natural way in the derivation of the posterior probability as shown in [141]:





The Bayesian spectrum-estimation technique utilised for this investigation derives
the posterior distribution of the spectrum of one or more time series. This non-
parametric Bayesian method uses the Whittle likelihood to update the prior in
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order to obtain a pseudoposterior. Signiﬁcant qualities of this method are the
treatment of the noise spectrum as an unknown - which is commonly taken as a
known - and the freedom to specify the degree of prior information. This feature
has an advantage over a frequentist framework, which would require an ad-hoc
regularisation to achieve something comparable. Theoretical details of this work
are presented in [142], and are summarised here. Consider the time series xi -
consisting of N real-valued observations sampled with period t - which can be






{ajcos(2πfjti) + bjsin(2πfjti)} (6.21)
where aj and bj correspond to the Fourier frequencies fj = j/Nt. In this deﬁni-
tion, b0 is always zero, and bN/2 is zero when N is even. For each fj , let κj be the




0 if j = 0, N is even and j = N/2
1 otherwise
(6.22)









which are discrete analogues of the one-sided and two-sided spectral power, respec-
tively. Consider the observations xi correspond to the random variable Xi, then
the time series has zero mean if the expectation (E) of the Fourier coeﬃcients is
zero, as follows:
E [Xi] = 0 ∀ i, if E [Aj ] = E [Bj ] = 0 ∀ i (6.25)
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A corresponding normal time-series model can be set by assuming all the frequency
domain elements to be stochastically independent, have zero mean and:
V ar(Aj) = σ2j where j ∈ {0, 1 . . . N/2} and (6.26)
V ar(Bj) = (κj − 1)σ2j where j ∈ {0, 1 . . . N/2} (6.27)
Assuming normality for Aj and Bj allows inference of the spectrum of the observed
data - with an unknown σ2j - through the likelihood function:


























The presented method uses a scaled inverse χ2 distribution for the conjugate prior
distribution of σ2j , with the scale parameters s2j and degrees-of-freedom ςj as given
in equation 6.29. These parameters denote the precision and order of magnitude
of the prior distribution. The implications of these parameters and of the prior
distribution is discussed in detail in [142]:
σ2j  Inv χ2(ςj , s2j ) (6.29)
The use of the conjugate prior distribution enables the unknown noise spectrum
to be integrated out of the presented likelihood expression, to yield the marginal
likelihood, as follows:






p(aj , bj |σ2j )p(σ2j |ςj , s2j ) dσ2j (6.30)
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and an uninformative prior with zero degrees-of-freedom and density p(σ2j ) ∝ 1σ2j
(details of the uninformative prior is shown in [138] and discussed in great detail
in [143]), yields:











where x˜j is the jth element of the Fourier transformed data vector. For this study,
the implementation of this Bayesian spectrum-estimation method - given by [144]
- is used. The following algorithm (see listing 6.1, below) describes the function
implementation (see code listing in section B.2 of the Appendix) for the 1D data
or time series.
Listing 6.1: Algorithm for Bspec function used for Bayesian spectrum estimation
1 Input x { time s e r i e s data}
2 I n i t i a l checks f o r data v a l i d i t y
3 I n i t i a l i s a t i o n o f p r i o r s c a l e , p r i o rd f ,
4 N = length (x )
5 Neven = true i f remainder (N/2) ==0 e l s e f a l s e
6 FTlength = quot i ent (N/2)+1
7 I n i t i a l i s e deltaT
8 Kappa = 0 , 1 . . . 1 , q { l ength i s FTlength −1, q=0 i f
Neven t rue e l s e q=1 otherwi se }
9 y = unnormalised f f t ( x )
10 a = (1+kappa ) ∗( sq r t ( detaT/N) ) ∗Re(y [ FTlength ] )
11 b = −(1+kappa ) ∗( sq r t ( detaT/N) ) ∗Im(y [ FTlength ] )
12 p r i o r d f v e c = pr i o rd f , . . . , p r i o r d f { l ength i s
FTlength}
13 p r i o r s c a l e v e c = p r i o r s c a l e , . . . , p r i o r s c a l e { l ength
i s FTlength}
14 DataSsq = ( a^2) + (b^2)
15 Datadf = 1 , 2 . . . . 2 , r { l ength i s FTlength −1, r=1 i f
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Neven true e l s e r=2 otherwi se }
16 Result = ( p r i o r d f v e c+p r i o r s c a l e v e c+DataSsq ) /(
p r i o r d f v e c+Datadf )
6.3.3 Performance of Techniques in Incipient Diagnosis
6.3.3.1 Fault resolution
A desirable characteristic of the signal processing technique, utilised in incipient
fault diagnosis, is the ability to distinguish minor variations in the frequency com-
ponent attributed to a speciﬁc fault. Hence, it is advantageous to use a technique
that is sensitive to an early fault. This property is termed the ‘fault resolution’
for the purpose of this investigation. A greater fault resolution implies an en-
hanced fault-distinguishing capability. For example, deterioration in the condition
of a synchronous generator resulting from the a shift in rotor eccenctricity from
0.3mm to 0.6mm, can be diagnosed when a considerable change occurs in the
300Hz frequency component. A quantiﬁably larger increase in the magnitude of
this harmonic allows for a more certain diagnosis. This characteristic is exam-
ined for each of the techniques when applied to the shaft voltage-signal for two
incremental fault conditions on the rotor:
1. ΔFA - 0.3mm to 0.6mm static eccentricity.
2. ΔFB - 0.6mm to 0.9mm static eccentricity.
These conditions represent the occurrence of an incipient fault event in practice
and mimics a default air-gap eccentricity on a real machine due to manufactur-
ing and/or commissioning tolerances. The percentage change in the normalised
magnitude of the 300Hz component is measured after applying each of the tech-
niques for both fault increments. Results of the comparison are given in ﬁgure 6.2
and show that the Bayesian method provides the best fault resolution. Addition-
ally, the Welch method is known to have a better frequency resolution than the
standard periodogram; these results indicate that it is not the case with the fault
resolution.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of percentage change in shaft-voltage harmonic, for two
types of incipient fault increments, obtained using diﬀerent spectrum-estimation
techniques
6.3.3.2 Frequency estimation and spectral leakage
Another performance indicator for spectral techniques is the accuracy with which
a harmonic of a signal is deﬁned. Spectral leakage occurs for a ﬁnite-length signal
where the estimation exhibits energy ‘leaked’ into frequencies in between harmon-
ics. In the context of fault diagnostics, it is essential that the harmonic or expected
‘fault frequency’ is well-deﬁned and easily detected amongst other frequencies. Al-
though the harmonic is usually always detectable - even for short data records - the
certainty of the diagnosis diminishes with an increase in spectral leakage. Figure
6.3 (below) gives a comparison of the Welch and Bayesian spectrum estimation of
the shaft-voltage signal under a rotor fault of 0.3mm eccentricity.
The posterior distribution and spectral-density estimates provided by the Bayesian
method exhibit well-deﬁned peaks at the expected harmonics. Additionally, the
lobes of the signal’s natural harmonics are narrower and allow for a more accurate
account of the interesting frequency, e.g. 300Hz, than the Welch method.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of Welch and Bayesian spectrum estimations of a shaft-
voltage signal for a 0.3mm static rotor eccentricity fault
6.3.3.3 Noise performance
Another signiﬁcant performance measure of spectrum estimation techniques is the
robustness of the signal-processing method against noise. This characteristic may
be thought of as the accuracy of the algorithm in extracting the frequency compo-
nents of the signal in the presence of noise. In practice, noise levels could change
for a number of reasons, such as addition of surrounding infrastructure/equipment
amongst other changes in the immediate environment surrounding the machine.
The relative error in identiﬁcation of the eccentricity aﬀected harmonic (300Hz)
for each technique, is determined for varying a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). These
results are shown in ﬁgure 6.4 (below). Figure 6.4 shows that the lowest identiﬁca-
tion error for higher noise levels, is achieved when using the Bayesian method. A
more generalised performance measure of the estimate is the variance at diﬀerent
noise levels [137], and is given in ﬁgure 6.5 (below).
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The plot given in ﬁgure 6.5 indicates that the MUSIC method exhibits almost
no change in the variance of the estimate, while the periodogram exhibits the
greatest variation. Moreover, the variance of the Bayesian estimate is less aﬀected
in comparison to the Welch and periodogram methods. It is also expected that the
Welch method will produce similar results to the periodogram in this case [136].
6.3.4 Evaluation
The Bayesian method exhibits the best performance against noise and also yields
good fault-resolution capabilities. The MUSIC algorithm is known to provide
good frequency resolution, but is found to be costly in terms of accuracy. Welch
spectrum estimation is found to perform poorly in all areas, for the presented ap-
plication. The overall result indicates that Bayesian spectrum estimation is the
most suitable of the investigated techniques, for use in the presented fault-diagnosis
subsystem. Hence, the Bayesian spectrum-estimation technique is used to deter-
mine the harmonics of the shaft-voltage signal for use in the fault-classiﬁcation
algorithm.
Figure 6.4: Measure of relative error for spectral estimation technique, in identiﬁ-
cation of eccentricity aﬀected harmonic, simulated under varying noise levels
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Figure 6.5: Measure of variance for spectral-estimation techniques, in identifying
an eccentricity fault, simulated under varying noise levels
6.4 Bayesian Fault Classiﬁcation
In chapter 4, the requirements for addressing challenges with fault diagnosis were
discussed. The main inference from analysing these requirements and associated
constraints, is that a machine-learning approach is best suited to solving the fault-
diagnosis problem. This section describes the classiﬁcation component of the fault-
diagnosis system. Simply put, once the shaft-voltage frequency spectrum has been
estimated, using the previously described Bayesian technique, an algorithm ex-
tracts the harmonics. These harmonics are then used by the classiﬁer to predict
the type of fault on the machine using probabilistic classiﬁcation.
6.4.1 Probabilistic Classiﬁcation using Bayes Theorem
Pattern classiﬁcation is the act of assigning a class label to an object, physical
process or an event, based on some prior information [145]. For the presented
application, the shaft-voltage behaviour exhibits a speciﬁc pattern corresponding
to each fault. The posterior distribution of the shaft voltage at each of the har-
monics - given by the Bayesian spectrum estimate - are the characteristics which
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enable identiﬁcation of this pattern. Figure 6.6 (below) illustrates the relationship
between these characteristics for diﬀerent instances measured in an experimental
setting. The ﬁgure illustrates the Bayesian spectrum estimates, at three diﬀerent
frequencies - i.e. 50Hz, 100Hz and 300Hz - of shaft voltages measured under
rotor winding short-circuit fault (2 turns), eccentricity fault (0.5mm), and healthy
conditions. A total of 19 separate shaft-voltage measurements were taken with the
experimental synchronous generator operating at 3000 rpm, with 40A DC excita-
tion and a 5Ω load.
Figure 6.6, shows that the magnitudes of the shaft-voltage measurements, at the
presented frequencies, have a tendency to cluster in speciﬁc regions corresponding
to the condition under which the measurement is taken. Machine-pattern clas-
siﬁcation is therefore required to accurately and automatically identify a speciﬁc
condition associated with the shaft-voltage measurement. The presented solution
uses a probabilistic form of pattern classiﬁcation to achieve this.
Figure 6.6: 3-D Scatter plot, illustrating the relationship of the shaft-voltage har-
monics under diﬀerent conditions, with each point representing a shaft-voltage
measurement on the experimental synchronous generator
Probabilistic classiﬁcation diﬀers from conventional pattern classiﬁcation as it pre-
dicts a probability distribution over the set of possible classes. This type of clas-
siﬁer is deemed more suitable for the presented application, as it not only assigns
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a class label, but also provides a quantiﬁable certainty with its prediction. For
example, if a measurement is predicted to fall into an eccentricity fault category,
it is important to quantify how close the case is to being a typical instance of an
eccentricity fault. This is achieved by using an algorithm that uses features or at-
tributes as inputs. The presented algorithm uses the Naive-Bayes classiﬁer which
is a probabilistic classiﬁer based on the application of Bayes’ theorem with inde-
pendence assumptions. Essentially, the classiﬁer uses multiple evidence to validate
a hypothesis by simply extending equation 6.4 to:
p(H|E1, E2 . . . , EN ) =
{
p(E1, E2 . . . , EN |H) × p(H)
p(E1, E2 . . . , EN )
}
(6.32)
In a practical sense, this means that multiple non-redundant features or attributes
are used by classiﬁer. The 3D space illustrated in ﬁgure 6.6 is created using only
three features (posterior distributions of shaft voltage at 3 diﬀerent frequencies),
while the implemented classiﬁer uses 10 diﬀerent features. This improves the ac-
curacy of the classiﬁer and extends the range of the behaviour maps. Additionally,




An algorithm was developed to meet the fault-diagnosis requirements described in
chapter 4, as given by the ﬂowchart in ﬁgure 6.7. Once the PCA algorithm detects
a fault, the diagnostics function is called. A subroutine is ﬁrst used to estimate
the frequency spectrum posterior distribution using the Bayesian method. The
magnitudes of the spectrum’s posterior distribution are then extracted and used
as features in a class instance (see section B.2 of appendix B for code listing).
A pre-trained classiﬁer then processes this instance and outputs a label (healthy
or fault type) with an associated probability. Details of the mathematical model,
implementation and testing of the classiﬁer, is presented in the following sections.
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Figure 6.7: Flowchart of fault-diagnosis algorithm for online classiﬁcation of faults
on a synchronous generator using shaft-voltage signals
6.4.2.2 Mathematical model of Naive-Bayes classiﬁer
For practical implementation of the Bayes theorem, the Naive-Bayes method fo-
cuses on determining the numerator of equation 6.32. The denominator of this
equation, for the presented case, is constant as the values of the features do not
depend on the prior class probability p(H). Hence, the posterior can be expressed
using the numerator only and simpliﬁed using the chain rule, as follows:
p(H|E1, E2 . . . , EN ) ∝ p(H)p(E1, E2 . . . , EN |H)
∝ p(H)p(E1|H)p(E2|H,E1),
. . . , p(EN |H,E1, E2 . . . , EN−1) (6.33)
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The Naive-Bayes method assumes that the features are conditionally independent,
which implies that knowledge of one feature does not give any information regard-
ing a separate feature. This enables further simpliﬁcation of equation 6.33, as
follows:





The main aim of the classiﬁer is to assign a particular label to an instance. This
is achieved by determining the maximum probability of the an instance falling in
a speciﬁc class according to it’s features or attributes. This means that the most
probable hypothesis (h), given the training data (D), is targeted according to the











The above expression is simpliﬁed even further by assuming p(hi) = p(hy), which
implies that the prior-class probabilities are equal. Practically, this means that
the probability of each class label corresponding to a speciﬁc machine condition or
fault is assumed to an equally likely event. This is termed the maximum likelihood
(ML) and is expressed as follows:
hML = arg max
hi∈H
p(D|hi) (6.36)
Now consider the target function G : X → Y described in chapter 4, where Y is
the class label (condition/fault) and X is the input data (shaft voltage). Let x be
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an instance of the shaft voltage with features υ1, υ2 . . . , υn, corresponding to the
harmonics. The most probable values of G(x) are given by:
yMAP = argmax
yj∈Y
p(yj |υ1, υ2 . . . , υn)
= argmax
yj∈Y
p(υ1, υ2 . . . , υn|yj)p(yj)







A standard assumption of the presented method is that the features - for a given
class - have a normal or Gaussian probability distribution. The probability-density






and the standard deviation:
Λ = 1
n − 1(xi − Θ)
2 (6.39)
Since the harmonics are numerical features and continuous values, the probability
density of a value (ν) of a speciﬁc feature, for a given class, is computed as follows
[146]:





The Naive-Bayes model, at this point, has a computational limitation. This lim-
itation - known as the ’zero frequency’ problem - is realised when there is an
occurrence of an instance that falls within any class or available training data. In
this case, the total posterior probability would result in zero and a computational
error. This problem is solved using the Laplace smoothing, which assigns a reason-
able non-zero probability through a simple pseudocount [147]. The prevents the
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probability estimate from becoming zero and requires the addition of a relatively





where Nυiyj is the number of occurrences of the feature in a speciﬁc class,
Nυiy is the total number of occurrences of the feature in all classes,
ni is the number of distinct values which υi can take on, and
κ is the smoothing constant.
6.4.2.3 Implementation and testing of classiﬁcation algorithm
The algorithm given in ﬁgure 6.7 is implemented in Matlab - which directly in-
terfaces with the dSpace measurement system and experimental generator. Ad-
ditional script is used to call specialised routines such as the Bayesian spectrum
estimation and Naive-Bayes classiﬁer core, which are coded in R and Java pro-
gramming languages respectively (see section B.2 of appendix B for listing of im-
plemented code).
A Naive-Bayes classiﬁer is ﬂexible as it allows semi-supervised or supervised learn-
ing. In other words, the classiﬁer can actively learn using unlabeled data or it can
learn using labeled examples. The presented implementation uses a supervised
learning method to train the classiﬁer, since precise fault labels are required for
the application. Hence, the training examples used here consist of the features
(harmonics) of the recorded shaft-voltage signal and a label corresponding to the
condition under which the signal was recorded. This simply means that the clas-
siﬁer is given examples of numerical characteristics of the shaft-voltage signal for
healthy and diﬀerent fault conditions. An example of the training format is given
in section B.2.3 of appendix B.
In order to test the functionality of the classiﬁer, training data are ﬁrstly gen-
erated using the 2-D FE model of the synchronous generator. Instances of shaft
voltages are recorded for various simulated conditions. Descriptions of these con-
ditions are given in table 6.1. Each of these scenarios are simulated with rated
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Table 6.1: Description of scenarios simulated with FE model to obtain shaft-
voltage data for training the classiﬁer
Scenario label Condition Description
Healthy Normal No eccentricity
Eccentricity Fault 0.5mm Static eccentricity (8% air-gap)
Rotor Short Fault Field-winding inter-turn short circuit (2 turns)
speed (3000 rpm) under no-load and with-load (5Ω) conditions. Additionally, the
ﬁeld excitation (If ) is varied about a set operating point of 40A within a maxi-
mum range of ±0.5A. The purpose of introducing variations in the excitation is
to simulate - as far as possible - the practical eﬀects of a non-deal current source
and voltage regulation on a generator.
An independent set of instances are simulated for cross-validation purposes which
assess the performance of the classiﬁer [148]. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 (below) illustrate
the results obtained from training and testing the classiﬁer, using simulated data,
under no-load and loaded conditions, respectively. These ﬁgures show scatter plots
of each instance in terms of the three diﬀerent labels predicted by the classiﬁer,
according to one of the instance’s features - i.e. the sixth harmonic.
It should be noted that the distance between points along the y-axis does not
reﬂect on the class probability and is artiﬁcially separated for visual purposes.
Only the region in which each point lies is signiﬁcant and corresponds to a speciﬁc
class label - i.e. Healthy: 0 − 1, Eccentricity: 1 − 2, Rotor winding short: 2 − 3.
In fact, the implemented classiﬁer only outputs a single number corresponding to
each class label. A “Jitter” function is used for random vertical displacement, with
the assigned class region, to reduce point concentration and improve identiﬁcation
of individual instances [149]. Additionally, these predictions are plotted against
the sixth harmonic only, while the classiﬁer uses a total of 10 diﬀerent harmonics
in its prediction.
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Figure 6.8: Scatter plot of simulated instances (without a load) illustrating rela-
tionship between the predicted class labels and posterior distribution of the shaft
voltage’s sixth harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied to Y-axis to reduce point
concentration for presentation purposes).
Figure 6.9: Scatter plot of simulated instances (with a load) illustrating rela-
tionship between the predicted class labels and posterior distribution of the shaft
voltage’s sixth harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied to Y-axis to reduce point
concentration)
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The clustering of points in speciﬁc areas in ﬁgures 6.8 and 6.9 indicate the relation-
ship between the harmonic and each condition. For these cases, the relationship
between the condition and the sixth harmonic is signiﬁcant in assisting the classi-
ﬁer to distinguish between each instance and to correctly predict the class. Healthy
instances correspond to the lowest magnitude of the sixth harmonic under both
no-load and with-load conditions.
Experimental training and test data are obtained using the experimental generator
under the same conditions as the simulated cases. Results from the classiﬁcation
of the experimental data are given in ﬁgures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 (below). As
with the simulated cases, the classiﬁer predicts each experimental instance cor-
rectly. Additionally, 6.12 shows the relationship between the condition and the
sixth harmonic. Although this feature is not as distinct as the sixth harmonic, it
still contributes to the overall classiﬁcation and probability calculations. As previ-
ously mentioned, the implemented algorithm calculates a probability distribution
for every classiﬁed instance. An example of the calculated probability distribution
of the test instances used in the experimental case (no-load) is given in table 6.2
(below). The presented distributions indicate that each prediction is carried out
with a high degree of certainty and precision.
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Figure 6.10: Scatter plot of experimental instances (without a load) illustrating
relationship between the predicted class labels and posterior distribution of the
shaft voltage’s sixth harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied to Y-axis to reduce
point concentration)
Figure 6.11: Scatter plot of experimental instances (with a load) illustrating rela-
tionship between the predicted class labels and posterior distribution of the shaft
voltage’s sixth harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied to Y-axis to reduce point
concentration)
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Table 6.2: Probability distribution of test instances, obtained using the experi-
mental generator with a load, over predicted classes
Test Instance
Predicted class probability
Healthy Eccentricity Rotor Short
1 1 3.9007e-060 1.5941e-090
2 1 3.0128e-059 1.3895e-090
3 0 1 0
4 0 1 0
5 4.83e-203 3.1084e-144 1
6 1.8074e-197 9.4305e-140 1
Figure 6.12: Scatter plot of experimental instances (without a load) illustrating
relationship between the predicted class labels and posterior distribution of the
shaft voltage’s second harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied to Y-axis to reduce
point concentration)
6.5 Testing and Validation of System
The testing and validation of the overall functionality of the presented shaft-
voltage-based condition-monitoring system was carried out. Firstly, the system
was tested using a heterogeneous data set consisting of simulated instances of
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shaft-voltage recordings under healthy, eccentricity fault and ﬁeld-winding short-
circuit fault conditions. This mixed data set also consists of instances with the
generator under no-load and load conditions. The purpose of have a mixed set
of instances is to test the accuracy of the system over a wide range of possible
conditions.
Thereafter, each of the aforementioned conditions were reproduced on the ex-
perimental setup and the system was again tested. It was found that once the
fault-detection system had detected an anomaly, the diagnostics algorithm cor-
rectly classiﬁed the instance in both the simulated and experimental cases. The
training instances are shown together with the test predictions, for the simulated
cases, in ﬁgure 6.13, in relation to the posterior distribution of the shaft volt-
age’s sixth harmonic. A total of 48 simulation cases are used - i.e. 32 training
instances and 16 test instances. Experimental training instances and test predic-
tions are given in ﬁgures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 (below) in relation to the posterior
distributions of the shaft voltage’s sixth, third and tenth harmonics. A total of 48
experimental are used - i.e. 36 training instances and 12 test instances.
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Figure 6.13: Scatter plot of heterogeneous simulated instances (with and without
a load) illustrating relationship between the predicted class labels and posterior
distribution of the shaft voltage’s sixth harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied
to Y-axis to reduce point concentration)
Figure 6.14: Scatter plot of heterogeneous experimental instances (with and with-
out a load) illustrating relationship between the predicted class labels and posterior
distribution of the shaft voltage’s sixth harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied
to Y-axis to reduce point concentration)
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Figure 6.15: Scatter plot of heterogeneous experimental instances (with and with-
out a load) illustrating relationship between the predicted class labels and posterior
distribution of the shaft voltage’s third harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied
to Y-axis to reduce point concentration)
Figure 6.16: Scatter plot of heterogeneous experimental instances (with and with-
out a load) illustrating relationship between the predicted class labels and posterior
distribution of the shaft voltage’s tenth harmonic feature only (“Jitter” is applied
to Y-axis to reduce point concentration)
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Besides validating the accuracy of instance classiﬁcation, the results presented in
ﬁgures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 also allow for additional inferences to be made about
the behaviour of shaft-voltage harmonics under each condition. Figure 6.15 shows
that the shaft voltage’s third harmonic (150Hz) is less responsive to a change in
the machine’s condition than the sixth (300Hz) and tenth (500Hz) harmonics.
This does not imply that the third harmonic is a redundant feature, as the classi-
ﬁer utilises all features to correctly predict the unknown class. Furthermore, this
inference is valid for the investigated healthy, eccentricity fault and ﬁeld-winding
inter-turn short-circuit fault conditions, and may not be the case for other fault
types. The use of additional features does, however, allow for the potential broad-
ening of the system’s fault-identiﬁcation range. Broadening the range of training
examples will improve the classiﬁer’s fault-identiﬁcation range. Large training sets
are not readily available in industrial applications, as it is impractical to implement
faults under controlled conditions. The presented shaft voltage model can be used
to generate data sets for training provided that the FE model is accurate. It is also
possible to further develop the classiﬁer with training data recorded over a period
of time through logging of faults and problems, during planned maintenance. The
presented classiﬁer allows for continuous learning, as unidentiﬁed faults can be
recognised and added to the list of probable classes.
6.6 Conclusion
A fault-diagnosis subsystem which uses shaft voltages is presented. The subsystem
itself consists of two major components: feature extraction and fault classiﬁcation.
The feature-extraction algorithm determines the posterior distribution of the shaft-
voltage signal at each harmonic. These features or characteristics are used by the
fault classiﬁer. A performance evaluation of the Bayesian spectrum-estimation
technique, in comparison to three other widely-used signal-processing techniques,
shows that it is most suited to the presented application. Results of the investiga-
tion indicate that the Bayesian technique is robust against noise, mitigates spectral
leakage (precise frequency estimation), and has good fault resolution. The fault-
classiﬁcation system uses the Naive-Bayes probabilistic classiﬁer, as it not only
assigns a class label, but also provides a quantiﬁable certainty with its prediction.
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The classiﬁcation system has been implemented, trained and validated using data
obtained from the simulation model and experimental system. The complete sys-
tem has also been tested and validated on the experimental synchronous generator
for healthy and fault cases. Results show that the fault-diagnosis subsystem is
able to automatically provide accurate prediction of the condition of the machine.
Furthermore, the presented fault-diagnosis solution enables inference of new be-
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This chapter gives a complete overview and presents general conclusions of the
research presented in this thesis. This is followed by a summary of the most
signiﬁcant contributions of the work and suggestions for further research.
7.1 Research Overview
The general goal of the work presented in this thesis is to improve shaft-voltage-
based condition monitoring for application on 2-pole synchronous generators. A
literature review showed that although shaft voltage is recognised as a potential
candidate for incipient fault diagnosis, the limitations in the modelling, processing
and analysis thereof, has hindered its application in condition monitoring. The
absence of a practical method for modelling shaft voltages is due to uncertainty
about physical interpretation and inception mechanisms. Furthermore, there is in-
suﬃcient qualitative and quantitative evidence of the merits of shaft-voltage-based
fault diagnosis. This is mainly due to inadequate processing techniques and a lack
of inferential methods for extracting useful information from a shaft-voltage signal.
The major objectives of this research, listed in chapter 1, address each of the
aforemetioned issues. The work carried out in this thesis may be summarised,
with respect to the objectives, as follows:
1. A general framework for developing condition-monitoring systems was pre-
sented. This framework is intended to provide a systematic approach to
developing a condition-monitoring system for electrical rotating machines.
The impacts of system design on diﬀerent maintenance strategies and the
life of machines were investigated. Common failure mechanisms and cas-
cading processes of faults were described to emphasise the importance of
incipient fault diagnosis in practising predictive maintenance. A modern
architecture for condition-monitoring systems consisting of three main sub-
systems - measurement modality, pre-processing and intelligence - was also
presented.
2. A method for predicting shaft voltages in synchronous generators was semi-
analytically derived through combining the concept of shaft-voltage mea-
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surement with fundamental electromagnetic principles. This method was
then implemented using a 2-D FE model of a synchronous generator. Shaft-
voltage data obtained from simulations of various machine conditions were
compared to experimental results, in order to test the validity of the model.
3. A method which uses the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) was designed
for selecting optimal measurement modality. This selection method was used
to qualitatively and quantitatively assess the merits of using shaft voltages
as a measurement modality in fault diagnosis. A comparison was made
between the shaft-voltage and ﬂux-probe techniques in the diagnosis of static
eccentricity.
4. The uncertainty and limitations of the current processing and analysis meth-
ods used for shaft voltage based diagnosis were identiﬁed. Hence, fault de-
tection and diagnosis subsystems were speciﬁed to provide an intelligent and
automated solution for practical application.
5. A fault-detection subsystem was designed, implemented and tested. The de-
tection algorithm uses principle component analysis (PCA) to provide reduc-
tion in data dimensionality while retaining critical information on variation
in the raw data. This subsystem enables online fault detection, avoidance
of false alarms and prevention of unnecessary iterations through the fault-
diagnosis algorithm during normal operation.
6. An intelligent and automated fault-diagnosis subsystem was designed, im-
plemented and tested. The Bayesian spectrum estimation was determined
to be the most suitable candidate for the presented application by compar-
ison with three other widely-used techniques. This estimation technique is
used in an algorithm to extract features of the shaft-voltage signal for fault
classiﬁcation. The Naive-Bayes probabilistic classiﬁer is used, as it provides
the degree of certainty to which a fault is predicted.
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7.2 Conclusions and Signiﬁcance of Research
In chapter 2, it was found that no systematic method of developing and selecting a
modern condition-monitoring system is available. Therefore, a general framework
which uses a bottom-up approach for this purpose was proposed. The proposed
methods not only take into consideration fundamental maintenance philosophy,
but also propose a modern architecture for condition-monitoring systems. This
framework is generalised to enable its use in most condition-monitoring applica-
tions. Additionally, the importance of the ability of a condition-monitoring system
to address incipient faults, was also described. The proposed modular architec-
ture allows for each subsystem or subcomponent of a new or existing condition-
monitoring system to be optimised.
In chapter 3, the shortcomings of the current shaft-voltage theory were described.
The main deﬁciency in the theory comes from an uncertainty with regard to the
physical interpretation of the shaft voltages. A novel semi-analytical method for
modelling shaft voltages and addressing this major limitation in fundamental the-
ory, has been presented. Essentially, the shaft voltage is proven to be the rate of
change of the net ﬂux through a speciﬁc loop and surface on the synchronous gener-
ator. Previously, a direct derivation was not possible and this ﬁnding represents a
signiﬁcant contribution to the fundamental theory of shaft voltages in synchronous
generators. Practical implementation of the method is also carried out using an FE
model. Testing of the model yielded some important ﬁndings. One such ﬁnding
was that the rotor end-windings of the machine make a negligible contribution,
of approximately 1%, to the overall shaft-induced voltage. Manufacturing imper-
fections and inherent asymmetries were also found to be main contributors to the
production of shaft voltages on a synchronous generator. This ﬁnding explains
why shaft voltages vary under fault conditions. Results obtained from model sim-
ulations and experimental measurements both indicate that there is a signiﬁcant
rise in the sixth harmonic of the shaft voltage for a static eccentricity fault.
Chapter 4 dealt with uncertainty in the measurement modality and fault-diagnosis
components of shaft-voltage-based condition monitoring. A novel technique for
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comparing measurement modalities has been provided, which uses the CRLB for
assessing measurement modalities and takes into account measurement noise and
parameter uncertainties. Currently, there is no deﬁnitive method for assessing the
early failure detection capabilities of a measurement modality, and this method
represents a unique contribution to the ﬁeld of condition monitoring. In the the-
sis, the method is used to compare the error of the shaft-voltage and ﬂux-probe
techniques in identifying static eccentricity faults. The result of this investiga-
tion is that the shaft-voltage technique is more suited to diagnosing this type of
fault than the widely-used ﬂux-probe technique. Additionally, this chapter also
described how a machine-learning approach can be used to solve the target func-
tion of a fault-diagnosis system.
Chapters 5 and 6 presented the fault-detection and fault-diagnosis subsystems
respectively. The fault-detection algorithm uses PCA and the fault-diagnosis al-
gorithm uses Bayesian spectrum analysis and classiﬁcation. Both subsystems were
tested using simulation data and experimental measurements. The fault-detection
algorithm uses an adapted PCA method and monitors both the Hotelling T 2 and
Q residuals statistics to evaluate variations in a multi-parameter model comprising
the excitation current, stator voltages and shaft voltage. This is a novel approach
to online fault detection on electrical rotating machines. Results from testing of
the fault-detection algorithm are that the subsystem is able to accurately identify
anomalies in the machine’s condition, and can also distinguish acute load varia-
tions and thus avoid false alarms. The Bayesian spectrum estimation technique
was compared to the widely-used Periodogram, Welch and MUSIC techniques be-
fore implementation in the fault-diagnosis algorithm. Results of the comparison
indicated that the Bayesian technique is most suited to the application, as it is ro-
bust against noise, mitigates spectral leakage (precise frequency estimation), and
has good fault resolution. The Naive-Bayes classiﬁer was implemented, trained and
tested to provide high accuracy in predicting healthy, rotor-winding short-circuit
faults, and static eccentricity faults. Furthermore, this machine-learning solution
provides inference of new behavioural information about shaft voltages which is
otherwise not obtainable.
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Many power-generation plants depend on ageing units, which are not easily re-
placed due to the cost of new installations. Furthermore, newer installations have
diﬀerent monitoring requirements with the advancement of machine design, power
electronics, control, and automation. This research is important in satisfying the
monitoring requirements of ageing units, but it is also a vital step towards ad-
dressing the requirements for modern condition-monitoring systems.
7.3 Further Research
Completion of this research revealed some areas that merit further research. The
following topics are suggested for further research are considered to have potential
to contribute to the ﬁeld of condition monitoring in electrical rotating machines.
7.3.1 Extension of Presented Methodologies
The presented shaft-voltage simulation method was implemented for a speciﬁc ex-
perimental synchronous generator. As mentioned in Chapter 3, this generator is
designed to accommodate a speciﬁc range of faults. It is therefore recommended
that this method be implemented and tested using a diﬀerent experimental gener-
ator - which is designed to accommodate a wider variety of faults, in a controlled
manner. Additionally, the stator of this machine should use formed coils for com-
parison with shaft voltages obtained on a machine with a mush-wound stator.
Simulation and measurement over an extended range of faults will also improve
knowledge of the behaviour shaft voltages. Furthermore, a diﬀerent experimental
machine with an extended fault range will enable testing of the fault detection and
diagnosis subsystems, which were speciﬁcally developed for ﬂexible application and
to enable continuous fault learning on any synchronous generator.
Another related topic to be considered for future research is simultaneous fault
conditions on a synchronous machine. This is a condition where multiple faults
occur at the same time on a machine - e.g. stator-winding short-circuit and ﬁeld-
winding short-circuit faults. The eﬀects of simultaneous faults on the measurement
modality can be investigated. A machine which allows implementation of a wider
variety of faults will assist with this investigation. It is believed that the presented
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classiﬁcation system can help with such an investigation by learning to distinguish
between two or more simultaneous fault conditions.
In chapter 3, the end-windings of the synchronous generator were found to make
a negligible contribution to shaft-induced voltages. However, the results indicated
that most of the contribution was to the higher frequency harmonics. There-
fore, further investigation of the end-windings using a 3D implementation of the
presented method and a machine which can accommodate end-winding faults, is
suggested. A 3D implementation, although expensive, would also enable the pre-
sented simulation method to be used for model-based fault diagnosis.
The PCA fault-detection algorithm was adapted for use on a rotating eletrical
machines. Before the Hotelling T 2 and Q residuals statistics are processed, the
model is regularised and therefore enables addition of supplementary parameters.
The shaft voltage may be substituted, if not available on another machine, but
the new parameter should be suitably sensitive to the fault. This implies that
the fault detection method can be implemented on other applications and perhaps
other machines. Therefore, this method is recommended for other applications
as it will assist in improving the overall eﬃciency and accuracy of the machine’s
condition monitoring system.
7.3.2 Industry Application
Industrial application will signiﬁcantly assist further development of the proposed
system. This may require an industrial partner or in-house research - due to in-
tellectual property policies usually adopted by utilities. Firstly, this will enable
a better understanding of utilities’ maintenance practice and failure mechanisms
experienced on turboalternators. Secondly, shaft-voltage measurements and de-
tailed design speciﬁcations for generators operated by utilities at a power station
will help optimise the presented simulation method. Additional sources of shaft
voltages - only experienced in power stations - such as the separation of charge
when wet steam ﬂows through the turbine blades, may be quantiﬁed. Field testing
of the complete system on a large turboalternator will also contribute to evaluation
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and optimisation of the fault-detection and fault-diagnosis systems for practical
application.
7.3.3 Diversifying Application of Novel Methods
Some of presented methods have not been applied previously in the ﬁeld of condi-
tion monitoring of electrical rotating machines. The CRLB-based selection tech-
nique was proposed as a means of quantitatively and qualitatively assessing mea-
surement modalities. It is suggested that this method be applied for other mea-
surement modalities such as vibration and temperature. For example, the method
could be applied to selecting optimal position for sensor placement on an electrical
motor - by evaluating the sensitivity of each measurement to a rise in temperature.
It is also suggested that the Bayesian spectrum-estimation technique be used for
other fault-diagnosis applications. The technique is extremely robust against noise
and performs well with a smaller number of samples. It should also be mentioned
that this technique can perform spectrum estimation using unevenly sampled non-
stationary data [150]. In other words, this method may be adapted to work re-
gardless of how the signal samples are spaced. Examples of application areas are:
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This Appendix presents the model for ﬁnite-element (FE) based analysis of the
synchronous generator used in this thesis and consists of two sections. The ﬁrst
section presents basic information of the geometry, physics and mesh construction
with Flux 2D. The second section describes the fault models and how the machine
characteristics are evaluated.
A.1 Geometry and Physics
The synchronous 2-pole generator used in the presented research is designed to
mimic large turbogenerators and is rated at 20 kV A, 3000 rpm, for an operational
frequency of 50Hz. This machine is equipped with a solid cylindrical rotor core,
open stator slots, insulated bearings, and outboard static excitation (supplied from
an external three phase rectiﬁer). The geometrical parameters of the machine are
given in table A.1 (below).
Table A.1: Geometrical parameters of the experimental synchronous generator
Parameter Value Unit
Number of rotor slots 32 -
Number of stator slots 48 -
Number of damper bars 38 -
Stator diameter - inner 190.5 mm
Stator diameter - outer 355.6 mm
Rotor diameter 178.5 mm
Shaft length 1290 mm
Shaft diameter 67 mm
Stator slot height 5.8 mm
Stator slot width 15 mm
Rotor slot height 5 mm
Rotor slot width 36 mm
Damper slot height 2.2 mm
Damper slot width 5 mm
Core length 280 mm
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The geometrical parameters given in A.1 are used to construct the 2D geometry
of the generator. A 2D implementation assumes that the rotor and stator are
equal in length, and that the model is an adequate axisymmetrical slice along the
length of the machine. However, a complete 2D ’slice’ of the machine is modelled
and radial symmetry is not assumed because the investigation requires evaluation
of the electromagnetic ﬁelds and the shaft voltages resulting from asymmetrical
characteristics. Each geometrical region - within the computation domain of the
electromagnetic ﬁeld - has dinstinct physical properties. Descriptions of the main
regions follow:
• Stator case - Solid-conductor region representing the outer case of the ma-
chine. It is deﬁned as a ﬁxed steel region, comprising axially extending key
ways.
• Stator core - Magnetic non-conducting region deﬁned as a ﬁxed part. This
region is laminated steel, consisting of 48 slots.
• Rotor core - Solid-conductor region deﬁned as a rotating part. This region
is consists of 32 slots.
• Air-gap - Non-magnetic and non-conducting annular region between the sta-
tor core and the rotor core.
• Rotor and stator air gaps - Small non-magnetic and non-conducting annular
regions between the air gap and slots.
• Stator Windings - Copper coil-conductor regions for the 3 phases. The phases
are wye connected and consist of 2 parallel conductor groups of 24 turns.
• Rotor Windings - Copper coil-condutor regions for DC ﬁeld windings. The
rotor windings consists of negative and positive orientated conductors, posi-
tioned on either side of the rotor, with 10 turns per slot.
• Damper Bars - Solid copper-conductor regions distributed radially on the
outer surface of the rotor core. There are 38 dampers in total.
The aforementioned regions of the machine model are illustrated in ﬁgure A.1
(below). Figure A.2 (below) illustrates the stator and rotor winding conﬁgurations.
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Figure A.1: FE model of synchronous generator indicating the diﬀerent regions
within the computation domain
Figure A.2: FE model of synchronous generator, indicating only the winding
regions
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The FE model of the machine consists of a physics component which includes
an external circuit model describing the interaction of the regions and external
excitation (see ﬁgure A.3, below). The following components are used by the
circuit model:
• Excitation - V 1, V 2 and V 3 are AC voltage sources which supply the ﬁeld
windings via the three phase rectiﬁer (diodes D1 − D6). These devices are
external to the machine and are not directly associated with any region
within the geometrical computation domain.
• Stator windings - A, B and C are coil elements representing the stator wind-
ings of the machine. These coil elements deﬁne the electrical interaction of
the winding regions within the computation domain of the electromagnetic
ﬁelds (shown in ﬁgure A.2).
• Load - R1, R2 and R3 model an external three-phase load to the synchronous
generator. These elements are parameterised according to the investigation
- e.g. open-circuited no-load or resistive load - and are not associated with
any geometric region.
• Dampers - Solid conductor elements represent the damper bars of the ma-
chine, and are directly associated with the geometric region shown in ﬁgure
A.1. The physical dampers on the machine do not directly interact with any
electrical circuit of the machine such as the windings, but are included as
circuit elements, as seen in A.3, to model the electrical characteristics - e.g.
currents induced during operation.
• Rotor windings - F1 − F6 model the ﬁeld windings of the machine. These
elements are associated with the positive and negative ﬁeld-winding regions,
indicated in ﬁgure A.2. Multiple coil conductors are used for modelling faults
on the machine - which is discussed in the following section. C2 represents
the parasitic capacitance.
• Flux probe - R1, P and C1 model the ﬂux probe ﬁtted on the experimental
synchronous generator - as described in Chapter 4. Coil element P consists
of a single-turn conductor and is modelled as a small cross-sectional area, on
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the stator-side of the air-gap, of the 2D geometry. This represents the actual
conductor which runs along the length of the generator, on the inner surface
of the stator.
• Stator case and rotor shaft - Mcs, Msh and Rsh model the solid conductor
elements of the stator case and rotor shaft of the machine. Similarly to
the dampers, these elements are not physically connected to any electrical
components of the machine, but display electrical properties which must be
modelled.
The stator and rotor cores of the machine are deﬁned as magnetic regions - within
the computation domain - with speciﬁc B−H dependencies. This physical property
is dependent on predeﬁned materials used by the model. Non-oriented laminated
electrical steel (with stacking factor of 0.95) is used for the stator and a non-
laminated steel (machined from a solid bar) is used for the rotor core. In chapter
4, the B − H values are varied to investigate the eﬀects of uncertainty in the
magnetic properties of these materials.
A.2 Fault Modelling and Solution
The outer boundary of the computation domain is deﬁned as the outside of the
stator case, which imposes a zero Dirichlet condition. As mentioned in chapter
3, the evaluation of the electromagnetic ﬁelds is based on the FE computation of
the unknown magnetic vector potential. Prior to solving the model, a mesh of
the computation domain is constructed (see ﬁgure A.4, below). A dense mesh,
consisting of approximately 30900 nodes, minimises the FE model updating error.
The geometry also contains smaller features - such as the air spaces at the slots,
key way, weld recesses, and selected turns in the slots - which must be accounted
(see ﬁgure A.5).
The two fault types investigated in this thesis are simulated using the FE model.
Inter-turn short-circuited rotor windings are modelled through modifying the rotor


























































This is carried out by short-circuiting a rotor coil conductor corresponding to a
speciﬁc turn in the winding region in the computation domain. For example, when
coil element F1 is short-circuited in the circuit model, the associated elements on
the geometry (as indicated by the diﬀerently coloured rotor-winding elements in
ﬁgure A.4) will not have any current ﬂow. Therefore, one short-circuited turn
of the rotor winding will have a two associated elements in the geometry - i.e.
one in the positive-winding region and another in the negative-winding region.
Static eccentricity is carried out by manipulating the geometrical position of the
rotor relative to the stator. For an eccentricity fault, the entire rotor geometry
is shifted relative to the stator of the machine thus forming a new asymmetrical
air gap. Furthermore, the presented research only models low levels of eccentricity
(incipient faults), thus avoiding any possible overlapping the geometrical elements.
In chapter 3, the shaft voltage is described as the rate of change of the net ﬂux over
the path AB (refer to ﬁgure 3.4). An example of the output of the FE model, used
to determine the shaft voltage, is given in ﬁgure A.6 (below). The ﬁgure shows
the total ﬂux along the stipulated path over time. Essentially, the distribution of
the ﬂux along the path is the same as shown in ﬁgure 3.5. The shaft voltage is
obtained by integrating this distribution over time - i.e. total ﬂux through loop
“ABCD”, described in chapter 3 of this thesis.
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Figure A.4: Mesh of the computation domain of the FE model for the synchronous
generator







































































The principle component analysis (PCA) algorithm - described in chapter 5 - is
implemented in Matlab. Matlab directly interfaces with the dSpace measurement
system [151], for online monitoring of the synchronous generator.
The following code is a function implementation of the fault-detection algorithm.
This function receives online data through the main function and runs constantly.
The presented code also includes an example of how faults are detected using of-
ﬂine data, obtained from measurements carried on the experimental synchronous
generator with short-circuited rotor winding and eccentricity faults.
Listing B.1: Implementation of PCA fault detection algorithm as a Matlab function
1 function f a u l t = PCA_compute_exp_NL_excludetrans ( )
2 %PCA on exper imenta l (Without load )
3 clc ;
4 clear a l l ;
5 f a u l t = f a l s e ;
6 %read in No load no f a u l t v a r i a b l e s
7 load NL_NE_Rshaft_rms_e .mat ;
8 load NL_WE_Rshaft_rms_e .mat ;
9 load NL_WS_Rshaft_rms_e .mat ;
10 load NL_NE_RAphase_rms_e .mat ;
11 load NL_WE_RAphase_rms_e .mat ;
12 load NL_WS_RAphase_rms_e .mat ;
13 load NL_NE_RBphase_rms_e .mat ;
14 load NL_WE_RBphase_rms_e .mat ;
15 load NL_WS_RBphase_rms_e .mat ;
16 load NL_NE_RCphase_rms_e .mat ;
17 load NL_WE_RCphase_rms_e .mat ;
18 load NL_WS_RCphase_rms_e .mat ;
19 load NL_NE_If_rms_e .mat ;
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20 load NL_WE_If_rms_e .mat ;
21 load NL_WS_If_rms_e .mat ;
22 %read in No load no f a u l t v a r i a b l e s
23 [NL_NE_Rshaft ] = NL_NE_Rshaft_rms_e ’ ;
24 [NL_NE_RAphase ] = NL_NE_RAphase_rms_e ’ ;
25 [NL_NE_RBphase ] = NL_NE_RBphase_rms_e ’ ;
26 [NL_NE_RCphase ] = NL_NE_RCphase_rms_e ’ ;
27 [NL_NE_If ] = NL_NE_If_rms_e ’ ; ;
28 %read in No load e c c e n t r i c i t y v a r i a b l e s
29 [NL_WE_Rshaft ] = NL_WE_Rshaft_rms_e ’ ;
30 [NL_WE_RAphase] = NL_WE_RAphase_rms_e ’ ;
31 [NL_WE_RBphase ] = NL_WE_RBphase_rms_e ’ ;
32 [NL_WE_RCphase ] = NL_WE_RCphase_rms_e ’ ;
33 [NL_WE_If ] = NL_WE_If_rms_e ’ ; ;
34 %read in No load wi th ro to r shor t v a r i a b l e s
35 [NL_WS_Rshaft ] = NL_WS_Rshaft_rms_e ’ ;
36 [NL_WS_RAphase ] = NL_WS_RAphase_rms_e ’ ;
37 [NL_WS_RBphase ] = NL_WS_RBphase_rms_e ’ ;
38 [NL_WS_RCphase ] = NL_WS_RCphase_rms_e ’ ;
39 [NL_WS_If ] = NL_WS_If_rms_e ’ ; ;
40 %compute moving average f o r Dynamic PCA ( remove
i n i t i a l t r a n s i e n t s )
41 NE_SV = tsmovavg (NL_NE_Rshaft (600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
42 NE_VA = tsmovavg (NL_NE_RAphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
43 NE_VB = tsmovavg (NL_NE_RBphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
44 NE_VC = tsmovavg (NL_NE_RCphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
45 NE_If = tsmovavg (NL_NE_If(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
46 %compute moving average f o r Dynamic PCA ( remove
i n i t i a l t r a n s i e n t s )
47 WE_SV = tsmovavg (NL_WE_Rshaft( 600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
48 WE_VA = tsmovavg (NL_WE_RAphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
49 WE_VB = tsmovavg (NL_WE_RBphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
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50 WE_VC = tsmovavg (NL_WE_RCphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
51 WE_If = tsmovavg (NL_WE_If(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
52 %compute moving average f o r Dynamic PCA ( remove
i n i t i a l t r a n s i e n t s )
53 WS_SV = tsmovavg (NL_WS_Rshaft ( 600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
54 WS_VA = tsmovavg (NL_WS_RAphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
55 WS_VB = tsmovavg (NL_WS_RBphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
56 WS_VC = tsmovavg (NL_WS_RCphase(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
57 WS_If = tsmovavg (NL_WS_If(600 : 980 ) , ’ s ’ , 50 ,1 )
58 %( exc lude i n i t i a l dead−zone )
59 X( : , 1 ) = NE_SV(100 : 341 )
60 X( : , 2 ) = NE_VA(100 : 341 )
61 X( : , 3 ) = NE_VB(100 : 341 )
62 X( : , 4 ) = NE_VC(100 : 341 )
63 X( : , 5 ) = NE_If (100 : 341 )
64 %( exc lude i n i t i a l dead−zone )
65 Y( : , 1 ) = WE_SV(100 : 341 )
66 Y( : , 2 ) = WE_VA(100 : 341 )
67 Y( : , 3 ) = WE_VB(100 : 341 )
68 Y( : , 4 ) = WE_VC(100 : 341 )
69 Y( : , 5 ) = WE_If(100 : 341 )
70 %( exc lude i n i t i a l dead−zone )
71 Z ( : , 1 ) = WS_SV(100 : 341 )
72 Z ( : , 2 ) = WS_VA(100 : 341 )
73 Z ( : , 3 ) = WS_VB(100 : 341 )
74 Z ( : , 4 ) = WS_VC(100 : 341 )
75 Z ( : , 5 ) = WS_If (100 : 341 )
76 %zero mean and un i t var iance
77 X( : , 1 ) = X( : , 1 ) − mean(X( : , 1 ) ) ;
78 X( : , 2 ) = X( : , 2 ) − mean(X( : , 2 ) ) ;
79 X( : , 3 ) = X( : , 3 ) − mean(X( : , 3 ) ) ;
80 X( : , 4 ) = X( : , 4 ) − mean(X( : , 4 ) ) ;
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81 X( : , 5 ) = X( : , 5 ) − mean(X( : , 5 ) ) ;
82 X( : , 1 ) = X( : , 1 ) /std (X( : , 1 ) ) ;
83 X( : , 2 ) = X( : , 2 ) /std (X( : , 2 ) ) ;
84 X( : , 3 ) = X( : , 3 ) /std (X( : , 3 ) ) ;
85 X( : , 4 ) = X( : , 4 ) /std (X( : , 4 ) ) ;
86 X( : , 5 ) = X( : , 5 ) /std (X( : , 5 ) ) ;
87 %zero mean and un i t var iance
88 Y( : , 1 ) = Y( : , 1 ) − mean(Y( : , 1 ) )
89 Y( : , 2 ) = Y( : , 2 ) − mean(Y( : , 2 ) )
90 Y( : , 3 ) = Y( : , 3 ) − mean(Y( : , 3 ) )
91 Y( : , 4 ) = Y( : , 4 ) − mean(Y( : , 4 ) )
92 Y( : , 5 ) = Y( : , 5 ) − mean(Y( : , 5 ) )
93 Y( : , 1 ) = Y( : , 1 ) /std (Y( : , 1 ) )
94 Y( : , 2 ) = Y( : , 2 ) /std (Y( : , 2 ) )
95 Y( : , 3 ) = Y( : , 3 ) /std (Y( : , 3 ) )
96 Y( : , 4 ) = Y( : , 4 ) /std (Y( : , 4 ) )
97 Y( : , 5 ) = Y( : , 5 ) /std (Y( : , 5 ) )
98 %zero mean and un i t var iance
99 Z ( : , 1 ) = Z ( : , 1 ) − mean(Z ( : , 1 ) )
100 Z ( : , 2 ) = Z ( : , 2 ) − mean(Z ( : , 2 ) )
101 Z ( : , 3 ) = Z ( : , 3 ) − mean(Z ( : , 3 ) )
102 Z ( : , 4 ) = Z ( : , 4 ) − mean(Z ( : , 4 ) )
103 Z ( : , 5 ) = Z ( : , 5 ) − mean(Z ( : , 5 ) )
104 Z ( : , 1 ) = Z ( : , 1 ) /std (Z ( : , 1 ) )
105 Z ( : , 2 ) = Z ( : , 2 ) /std (Z ( : , 2 ) )
106 Z ( : , 3 ) = Z ( : , 3 ) /std (Z ( : , 3 ) )
107 Z ( : , 4 ) = Z ( : , 4 ) /std (Z ( : , 4 ) )
108 Z ( : , 5 ) = Z ( : , 5 ) /std (Z ( : , 5 ) )
109 %Create PCAModel
110 [COEFF_NE,SCORE_NE, latent_NE , tsquare_NE ] = princomp (
X) ;
111 %Introduce e c c e n t r i c i t y f a u l t ( exc lude any
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i n s u f f i c e n t time−l a g data )
112 XY( 1 : length (X)+length (Y) , 1 : 5 ) = 0 ;
113 XY( 1 : length (X) , : ) = X( 1 : length (X) , : ) ;
114 XY( length (X)+1: length (X)+length (Y) , : ) = Y( 1 : length (Y
) , : ) ;
115 [COEFF_WE,SCORE_WE, latent_WE , tsquare_WE ] = princomp (
XY) ;
116 %Introduce rotor−shor t ( exc lude any i n s u f f i c e n t time
−l a g data )
117 XZ( 1 : length (X)+length (Z) , 1 : 5 ) = 0 ;
118 XZ( 1 : length (X) , : ) = X( 1 : length (X) , : ) ;
119 XZ( length (X)+1: length (X)+length (Z) , : ) = Z ( 1 : length (Z
) , : ) ;
120 [COEFF_WS,SCORE_WS, latent_WS , tsquare_WS ] = princomp (
XZ) ;
121 % Compute T squared with averages
122 tsquare_WE_final ( 1 : length ( tsquare_WE) −100) = 0 ;
123 tsquare_WE_final ( 1 : length ( tsquare_NE )−50) =
tsquare_WE (51 : length ( tsquare_NE ) ) ;
124 tsquare_WE_final ( length ( tsquare_NE ) −50: length (
tsquare_WE_final ) ) = tsquare_WE( length ( tsquare_NE
)+50: length ( tsquare_WE) ) ;
125 mean_NE_T_1( 1 : length ( tsquare_WE_final ) ) = mean(
tsquare_WE_final ( 1 : length ( tsquare_NE )−50) ) ;
126 mean_WE_T(1 : length ( tsquare_WE_final ) ) = mean(
tsquare_WE_final ( length ( tsquare_NE ) −50: length (
tsquare_WE_final ) ) ) ;
127 tsquare_WS_final ( 1 : length ( tsquare_WS) −100) = 0 ;
128 tsquare_WS_final ( 1 : length ( tsquare_NE )−50) =
tsquare_WS (51 : length ( tsquare_NE ) ) ;
129 tsquare_WS_final ( length ( tsquare_NE ) −50: length (
tsquare_WS_final ) ) = tsquare_WS( length ( tsquare_NE
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)+50: length ( tsquare_WS) ) ;
130 mean_NE_T_2( 1 : length ( tsquare_WS_final ) ) = mean(
tsquare_WS_final ( 1 : length ( tsquare_NE )−50) ) ;
131 mean_WS_T(1 : length ( tsquare_WS_final ) ) = mean(
tsquare_WS_final ( length ( tsquare_NE ) −50: length (
tsquare_WS_final ) ) ) ;
132 %compute Q r e s i d u a l s wi th averages
133 ndim = 5 ;
134 residuals_NE = pcares (X, ndim) ;
135 residuals_WE = pcares (XY, ndim) ;
136 residuals_WS = pcares (XZ, ndim) ;
137 Q_NE = diag ( residuals_NE∗residuals_NE ’ )
138 Q_WE = diag ( residuals_WE∗residuals_WE ’ ) ;
139 Q_WS = diag ( residuals_WS∗residuals_WS ’ ) ;
140 Q_WE_final ( 1 : length (Q_WE) −100) = 0 ;
141 Q_WE_final ( 1 : length (Q_NE)−50) = Q_WE(51 : length (Q_NE)
) ;
142 Q_WE_final( length (Q_NE) −50: length (Q_WE_final) ) =
Q_WE( length (Q_NE)+50: length (Q_WE) ) ;
143 mean_NE_Q_1( 1 : length (Q_WE_final) ) = mean(Q_WE_final
( 1 : length (Q_NE)−50) ) ;
144 mean_WE_Q(1 : length (Q_WE_final) ) = mean(Q_WE_final(
length (Q_NE) −50: length (Q_WE_final) ) ) ;
145 Q_WS_final ( 1 : length (Q_WS) −100) = 0 ;
146 Q_WS_final ( 1 : length (Q_NE)−50) = Q_WS(51 : length (Q_NE)
) ;
147 Q_WS_final ( length (Q_NE) −50: length (Q_WS_final ) ) =
Q_WS( length (Q_NE)+50: length (Q_WS) ) ;
148 mean_NE_Q_2( 1 : length (Q_WS_final ) ) = mean(Q_WS_final
( 1 : length (Q_NE)−50) ) ;
149 mean_WS_Q(1 : length (Q_WS_final ) ) = mean(Q_WS_final (
length (Q_NE) −50: length (Q_WS_final ) ) ) ;
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150 %p l o t New models wi th f a u l t s
151 p l o t t =1;
152 i f p l o t t
153 f igure ;
154 plot ( tsquare_WE_final , ’ g ’ ) ;
155 plot ( tsquare_WS_final , ’ g ’ ) ;
156 hold on ; grid on ;
157 plot (mean_WE_T, ’ r ’ )
158 plot (mean_NE_T_1, ’ k ’ )
159 plot (mean_WS_T, ’ r ’ )
160 plot (mean_NE_T_2, ’ k ’ )
161 end
162 i f p l o t t
163 f igure ;
164 plot (Q_WE_final , ’ g ’ ) ;
165 plot (Q_WS_final , ’ g ’ ) ;
166 hold on ; grid on ;
167 plot (mean_WE_Q, ’ r ’ )
168 plot (mean_NE_Q_1, ’ k ’ )
169 plot (mean_WS_Q, ’ r ’ )
170 plot (mean_NE_Q_2, ’ k ’ )
171 end
172 %Output percentage change in T square and Q r e s i d u a l
means
173 mean_NE_WE_T_change = 100∗(mean_WE_T − mean_NE_T_1) /
mean_NE_T_1
174 mean_NE_WS_T_change = 100∗(mean_WS_T − mean_NE_T_2) /
mean_NE_T_2
175 mean_NE_WE_Q_change = 100∗(mean_WE_Q − mean_NE_Q_1) /
mean_NE_Q_1
176 mean_NE_WS_Q_change = 100∗(mean_WS_Q − mean_NE_Q_2) /
mean_NE_Q_2
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177 I f (mean_NE_WE_T_change >= 20) && (
mean_NE_WE_Q_change >= 20)




Once a fault has been detected by the PCA routine the fault diagnosis algorithm,
described in chapter 6, is called. The fault diagnosis routine consists of two main
components. The ﬁrst component extracts the features from the shaft-voltage
signal using the Bayesian spectrum-estimation routine. Secondly, the Bayesian
classiﬁer is used to diagnose the fault.
The following code listings show function implementations of the fault-diagnosis al-
gorithm. The Bayesian spectrum-estimation routine is implemented using the pro-
gramming lanaguage R, and the Bayesian classiﬁer consists of a Java-implemented
Weka core [149] - which is a set of open source machine-learning algorithms. How-
ever, all routines are managed using the Matlab platform, which enabes online
exchange with the dSpace measurement system. In order to utilise the Weka
Naive-Bayes core in Matlab, the interfacing method described in [152], is modiﬁed
and implemented as given below. The Bayesian spectrum estimation routine uses
a function called ’Bspec’. This function is part of a spectrum-estimation package
[144] - with details of the implementation are given in [142].
B.2.1 Bayesian Spectrum Estimation and Feature Extraction
Listing B.2: Matlab function for scripting of Bayesian spectrum-estimation func-
tion in an R run-time environment
1 function Rscr ipt ( )
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2 %Ca l l s Rscr ip t from Matlab to perform Bayesian
Spectrum Ana lys i s on data and re turn r e s u l t s f o r
f a u l t d i a gno s i s
3 % Load recorded data f o r o f f l i n e usage (Load
d i r e c t l y from dSpace monitoring system when
on l ine )
4 load Data .mat
5 transx= Data ;
6 % Save the v a r i a b l e to an R format ted data f i l e
7 saveR ( ’Data .R ’ , ’ t ransx ’ )
8 % Get the curren t d i r e c t o r y and sw i t ch s l a s h e s (R
f i l e pa thes r e qu i r e ’\ ’ )
9 CurrentDirectory=strrep (pwd, ’ \ ’ , ’ / ’ ) ;
10 % Run s c r i p t in R
11 eval ( [ ’ !C: \PROGRA~1\R\R−3.0 .2\ bin \x64\Rscr ipt . exe ␣
Command.R ’ ] )
12 % Load the r e s u l t s from R
13 load ( ’ SpecResul ts . mat ’ )
14 end
Listing B.3: Matlab function for saving an instance created in an R run-time
environment
1 function saveR ( f i l ename , vararg in )
2 %Saves workspace v a r i a b l e s to an R data f i l e .
3 i f (nargin < 1) , error ( ’ Requires ␣ at ␣ l e a s t ␣one␣ input ␣
arguments . ’ ) ; end
4 i f (nargin < 2) ,
5 vars = eva l i n ( ’ c a l l e r ’ , ’who ’ ) ;
6 else
7 vars = vararg in ;
8 end
9 f i d = fopen ( f i l ename , ’wt ’ ) ;
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10 for var_index = 1 : length ( vars ) ,
11 var_name = vars {var_index } ;
12 var_namestr = [ ’ " ’ var_name ’ " ␣<− ’ ] ;
13 var_value = eva l i n ( ’ c a l l e r ’ , vars {var_index }) ;
14 var_s ize = s ize ( var_value ) ;
15 va r_s i z e s t r = mat2str ( var_s ize ( : ) ) ;
16 va r_s i z e s t r = strrep ( va r_s i z e s t r ( 2 :end−1) , ’ ; ’ , ’ ,
␣ ’ ) ;
17 i f ( i s s t r u c t ( var_value ) )
18 warning ( ’SAVER: s t r u c tu r e ’ , ’R␣ cannot ␣handle ␣
s t r u c t u r e s . ␣ F i l e ␣"%s " ␣ w i l l ␣be␣wr i t t en ␣but
␣ w i l l ␣not␣ conta in ␣ va r i ab l e ␣"%s " . ’ ,
f i l ename , var_name) ;
19 cont inue ;
20 e l s e i f ( i s c e l l ( var_value ) ) ,
21 var_valuestr = sprintf ( ’"%s " , ␣ ’ , var_value
{ : } ) ;
22 var_valuestr = [ ’ s t r u c tu r e ( c ( ’ var_valuestr
( 1 :end−2) ’ ) , ␣ .Dim␣=␣c ( ’ va r_s i z e s t r ’ ) ) ’
] ;
23 e l s e i f ( i s s c a l a r ( var_value ) ) ,
24 var_valuestr = num2str( var_value ) ;
25 var_valuestr = strrep ( var_valuestr , ’NaN ’ , ’NA
’ ) ;
26 else
27 var_valuestr = mat2str ( var_value ( : ) ) ;
28 var_valuestr = strrep ( var_valuestr , ’NaN ’ , ’NA
’ ) ;
29 var_valuestr = [ ’ s t r u c tu r e ( c ( ’ strrep (
var_valuestr ( 2 :end−1) , ’ ; ’ , ’ , ␣ ’ ) ’ ) , ␣ .Dim␣
=␣c ( ’ va r_s i z e s t r ’ ) ) ’ ] ;
30 end
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31 fpr intf ( f i d , ’%s \n%s\n ’ , var_namestr ,
var_valuestr ) ;
32 end
33 fc lose ( f i d ) ;
34 end
Listing B.4: Function executed in R run-time environment - when called by Matlab
script - to carry out Bayesian spectrum-estimation
1 #Bayesian Spectrum Function c a l l us ing RScr ip t ing
2 #Load requ i r ed R. matlab package
3 l ibrary (R. matlab )
4 l ibrary ( bspec )
5 #Load data saved from Matlab
6 source ( ’ . . Rsc r ip t ing/saveR/Data .R ’ )
7 #Run one sample t t e s t and save r e s u l t s
8 SVTS <− as . ts ( transx , 0 , 2 , deltat = 0.001 )
9 #Estimate Bayesian Spectrum
10 bspecSV <−bspec (SVTS)
11 y <− bspecSV$ f r e q
12 z <− bspecSV$scale
13 #Save r e s u l t s to Matlab data f i l e
14 writeMat ( ’ Rsc r ip t ing/saveR/SpecResul ts . mat ’ , z=z , y=y)
Listing B.5: Bayesian spectrum-estimation function of the Bspec package
1 bspec . default <− function (x , p r i o r s c a l e =1, p r i o r d f
=0,
2 i n t e r c e p t=TRUE, two . s ided=
FALSE, . . . )
3 # x : time s e r i e s o b j e c t ( uni− or
mu l t i v a r i a t e )
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4 # pr i o r s c a l e , p r i o r d f : a v ec t o r or a func t i on o f
f requency
5 # in t e r c e p t : f l a g i n d i c a t i n g whether to
inc l ude zero f requency
6 # two . s i ded : f l a g i n d i c a t i n g whether to
r e f e r to one− or two−s i ded spectrum .
7 # only e f f e c t w i th in _t h i s_
f unc t i on i s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f p r i o r s c a l e .
8 # Note t ha t the ’ two . s ided ’
f l a g i s " i n h e r i t e d " by o ther f unc t i on s
9 # via t h e i r d e f a u l t arguments .
See e . g . ’ e x p e c t a t i on . bspec ( ) ’ .
10 {
11 # some i n i t i a l checks :
12 i f ( i s . vector ( x ) | ( i s . ts ( x ) & ! i s . mts ( x ) ) )
13 N <− length ( x )
14 else i f ( i s . mts ( x ) | i s .matrix ( x ) | i s . data . frame (
x ) )
15 N <− nrow( x )
16 else warning ( " incompat ib l e ␣argument␣ ’x ’ " )
17 FTlength <− (N %/% 2) + 1 # s i z e o f (
nonredundant ) FT output
18 Neven <− ( (N %% 2) == 0) # ind i c a t o r f o r even N
19 s t o p i f n o t ( i s . function ( p r i o r s c a l e ) | |
20 ( ( length ( p r i o r s c a l e )==1) |
21 ( i n t e r c e p t & ( length ( p r i o r s c a l e )==
FTlength ) ) |
22 ( ( ! i n t e r c e p t ) & ( length ( p r i o r s c a l e )==(
FTlength−1) ) ) ) )
23 s t o p i f n o t ( i s . function ( p r i o r d f ) | |
24 ( ( length ( p r i o r d f )==1) |
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25 ( i n t e r c e p t & ( length ( p r i o r d f )==FTlength )
) |
26 ( ( ! i n t e r c e p t ) & ( length ( p r i o r d f )==(
FTlength−1) ) ) ) )
27 s t o p i f n o t ( i s . function ( p r i o r s c a l e ) | | ( a l l ( i s .
f i n i t e ( p r i o r s c a l e ) ) & al l ( p r i o r s c a l e >0) ) ,
28 i s . function ( p r i o r d f ) | | ( a l l ( i s . f i n i t e (
p r i o r d f ) ) & al l ( p r i o rd f >=0)) )
29 i f ( ! i s . ts ( x ) ) {
30 x <− as . ts ( x )
31 warning ( " argument␣ ’x ’ ␣ i s ␣not␣a␣time−s e r i e s ␣
object , ␣ d e f au l t ␣ conver s i on ␣ ’ as . t s ( x ) ’ ␣ app l i ed
. " )
32 }
33 deltat <− 1 / tsp ( x ) [ 3 ]
34 d e l t a f <− 1 / (N∗deltat )
35 t0 <− tsp ( x ) [ 1 ] # time stamp
corresponding to 1 s t o b s e r va t i on
36 kappa <− c (0 , rep (1 , FTlength−2) , i f e l s e (Neven , 0 , 1 )
)
37 # 1−D case :
38 i f ( ! i s . mts ( x ) ) {
39 # Fourier transform :
40 y <− f f t ( as . vector ( x ) )
41 # ( ‘ f f t ( ) ’ y i e l d s unnormalised FT)
42 nonredundant <− 1 : FTlength
43 # vec to r o f (N/2 + 1) cos ine c o e f f i c i e n t s :
44 a <− (1+kappa) ∗ sqrt ( deltat/N) ∗ Re( y [
nonredundant ] )
45 # vec to r o f (N/2 + 1) s ine c o e f f i c i e n t s :
46 b <− −(1+kappa) ∗ sqrt ( deltat/N) ∗ Im( y [
nonredundant ] )
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47 datassq <− a^2 + b^2
48 datadf <− c (1 , rep (2 , FTlength−2) , i f e l s e (Neven
, 1 , 2 ) )
49 }
50 # mul t id imens iona l case :
51 else {
52 # Fourier transform :
53 #y <− app ly ( x , 2 , f f t )
54 y <− mvfft ( x )
55 # ( ‘ f f t ( ) ’ y i e l d s unnormalised FT)
56 nonredundant <− 1 : FTlength
57 # vec to r o f (N/2 + 1) cos ine c o e f f i c i e n t s :
58 a <− sqrt ( deltat/N) ∗ Re( y [ nonredundant , ] )
59 for ( i in 1 : ncol ( a ) ) a [ , i ] <− (1+kappa)∗a [ , i ]
60 # vec to r o f (N/2 + 1) s ine c o e f f i c i e n t s :
61 b <− −sqrt ( deltat/N) ∗ Im( y [ nonredundant , ] )
62 for ( i in 1 : ncol (b) ) b [ , i ] <− (1+kappa)∗b [ , i ]
63 datassq <− apply ( a^2 + b^2 , 1 , sum)
64 datadf <− c (1 , rep (2 , FTlength−2) , i f e l s e (Neven
, 1 , 2 ) ) ∗ ncol ( x )
65 }
66 # vec to r o f corresponding f r e qu enc i e s :
67 f r e q <− ( 0 : ( FTlength−1) ) ∗ d e l t a f
69 # se t up a−p r i o r i s c a l e :
70 i f ( i s . function ( p r i o r s c a l e ) )
71 p r i o r s c a l e v e c <− p r i o r s c a l e ( f r e q )
72 else i f ( length ( p r i o r s c a l e )==1)
73 p r i o r s c a l e v e c <− rep ( p r i o r s c a l e , FTlength )
74 else i f ( ! i n t e r c e p t )
75 p r i o r s c a l e v e c <− c (0 , p r i o r s c a l e )
76 else p r i o r s c a l e v e c <− p r i o r s c a l e
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77 i f ( two . s ided ) {
78 # /! \ d i f f e r e n t i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f p r i o r s c a l e
/! \
79 p r i o r s c a l e v e c <− p r i o r s c a l e v e c ∗ (1+kappa)
80 }
82 # se t up a−p r i o r i degrees−of−freedom :
83 i f ( i s . function ( p r i o r d f ) )
84 p r i o r d f v e c <− p r i o r d f ( f r e q )
85 i f ( length ( p r i o r d f )==1)
86 p r i o r d f v e c <− rep ( p r i o rd f , FTlength )
87 else i f ( ! i n t e r c e p t )
88 p r i o r d f v e c <− c (0 , p r i o r d f )
89 else p r i o r d f v e c <− p r i o r d f
91 #arg <− seq ( from=tsp ( x ) [ 1 ] , to=t sp ( x ) [ 2 ] , l e =500)
92 #t r i g o <− arg∗0
93 #for ( i in 1 : l e n g t h (a ) )
94 # t r i g o<−t r i g o+(a [ i ]∗cos (2∗p i∗ f r e q [ i ]∗( arg−t0 ) ) +
b [ i ]∗ s in (2∗p i∗ f r e q [ i ]∗( arg−t0 ) ) )
95 #t r i g o <− t r i g o / s q r t (N∗ d e l t a t )
96 #p l o t ( x , type="b " )
97 #l i n e s ( arg , t r i g o , c o l="red " )
99 i f ( ! i n t e r c e p t ) {
100 f r e q <− f r e q [ −1]
101 p r i o r s c a l e v e c <− p r i o r s c a l e v e c [ −1]
102 p r i o r d f v e c <− p r i o r d f v e c [ −1]
103 datassq <− datassq [ −1]
104 datadf <− datadf [ −1]
105 kappa <− kappa [ −1]
106 }
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108 # determine p o s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n ’ s parameters :
109 # ( po s t e r i o r d i s t n . o f 1−s i ded spectrum S_1( f_j )
== sigmasquared_j ! )
110 # −−> S_2( f_j ) = sigmasquared_j / (1+kappa ( j ) )
= S_1( f_j ) / (1+kappa ( j ) )
111 scale <− ( p r i o r d f v e c∗ p r i o r s c a l e v e c + datassq ) / (
p r i o r d f v e c + datadf )
112 df <− datadf + p r i o r d f v e c
114 r e s u l t <− l i s t ( f r e q = freq ,
115 scale = scale ,
116 df = df ,
117 p r i o r s c a l e = p r i o r s c a l e v e c ,
118 p r i o r d f = pr i o rd fvec ,
119 datassq = datassq ,
120 datadf = datadf ,
121 N = N, deltat = deltat , d e l t a f =
de l t a f ,
122 start = t0 ,
123 ca l l = match . ca l l (expand . dots=FALSE
) ,
124 two . s ided = two . s ided )
125 class ( r e s u l t ) <− " bspec "
126 return ( r e s u l t )
127 }
Listing B.6: Matlab function used to extract harmonics from Bayesian spectrum
estimate for use as features in the classiﬁer
1 Function harmonic = Extract ( )




4 clear a l l ;
5 %load Bayesian spectrum es t imate
6 load Data_res . mat ;
7 %sca l e imported p o s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n
8 f = f r e q ∗1000
9 Pyyy = s c a l e ;
10 j =0;k=1;
11 temp = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
12 harmonic = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ] ;
13 %search through po s t e r i o r d i s t r i b u t i o n
14 while ( ( k>=1) & (k<=251) )
15 % ex t r a c t maximum in v i n c i n i t y o f i n t e r e s t i n g
harmonics
16 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 46) & ( f ( k ) <=54))
17 k = k+1;
18 j = j + 1 ;
19 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
20 harmonic (1 ) = max( temp)
21 end ;
22 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 96) & ( f ( k ) <= 104) )
23 k = k+1;
24 j = j + 1 ;
25 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
26 harmonic (2 ) = max( temp)
27 end ;
28 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 146) & ( f ( k ) <= 154) )
29 k = k+1;
30 j = j + 1 ;
31 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
32 harmonic (3 ) = max( temp)
33 end ;
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34 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 196) & ( f ( k ) <= 204) )
35 k = k+1;
36 j = j + 1 ;
37 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
38 harmonic (4 ) = max( temp)
39 end ;
40 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 246) & ( f ( k ) <= 254) )
41 k = k+1;
42 j = j + 1 ;
43 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
44 harmonic (5 ) = max( temp)
45 end ;
46 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 296) & ( f ( k ) <= 304) )
47 k = k+1;
48 j = j + 1 ;
49 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
50 harmonic (6 ) = max( temp)
51 end ;
52 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 346) & ( f ( k ) <= 354) )
53 k = k+1;
54 j = j + 1 ;
55 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
56 harmonic (7 ) = max( temp)
57 end ;
58 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 396) & ( f ( k ) <= 404) )
59 k = k+1;
60 j = j + 1 ;
61 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
62 harmonic (8 ) = max( temp)
63 end ;
64 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 446) & ( f ( k ) <= 454) )
65 k = k+1;
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66 j = j + 1 ;
67 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
68 harmonic (9 ) = max( temp)
69 end ;
70 while ( ( f ( k ) >= 496) & ( f ( k ) < 500) )
71 k = k+1;
72 j = j + 1 ;
73 temp( j ) = Pyyy(k )
74 harmonic (10) = max( temp)
75 end ;
76 k = k+1;




Listing B.7: Validates the Java class path
1 function bool = va l i d a t e ( )
2 %Va l i da t e s Java path
3 bool = true ;
4 check = s t r f i n d ( j avac l a s spa th ( ’−a l l ’ ) , ’weka . j a r ’
) ;
5 i f ( isempty ( [ check { : } ] ) )
6 bool = f a l s e ;
7 e r r o r d l g ( ’ I nva l i d ␣ java ␣ c l a s s ␣path ’ ) ;
8 help va l i d a t e ;
9 end
10 end
Listing B.8: Saves Java object to a data ﬁle
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1 function s a v e_ i n s t f i l e ( f i l ename ,W_Obj)
2 %Saves Java o b j e c t to data f i l e
3 i f (~ va l i d a t e )
4 W_obj = [ ] ;
5 return
6 end
7 import weka . core . c onve r t e r s . Ar f fSaver ; %Import
weka conve r t e r s
8 import java . i o . F i l e ;
9 saver = Arf fSaver ( ) ;
10 saver . s e t I n s t an c e s (W_Obj) ;
11 saver . s e t F i l e ( F i l e ( f i l ename ) ) ;
12 saver . writeBatch ( ) ;
13 end
Listing B.9: Loads data from ﬁle, into a Java object, for use by the classiﬁer
1 function W_Obj = l o a d_ i n s t f i l e ( f i l ename )
2 %Loads data in to a Java o b j e c t
3 i f (~ va l i d a t e )
4 W_obj = [ ] ;
5 return
6 end
7 import weka . core . c onve r t e r s . Arf fLoader ; %Import
weka conve r t e r s
8 import java . i o . F i l e ;
9 l oade r = Arf fLoader ( ) ;
10 l oade r . s e t F i l e ( F i l e ( f i l ename ) ) ;
11 W_Obj = loade r . getDataSet ( ) ;
12 W_Obj. s e tC la s s Index (W_Obj. numAttributes − 1) ;
13 end
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Listing B.10: Converts the input data to Java instances
1 function W_obj = convert_to_w ( t i t l e , f ea ture , data ,
index )
2 %Converts data to Java Ins tances o b j e c t f o r
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n
3 i f (~ va l i d a t e )
4 W_obj = [ ] ;
5 return
6 end
7 i f (nargin < 4)
8 index = numel ( f e a tu r e ) ;
9 end
10 import weka . core . ∗ ; %import Java Weka core
11 vec = FastVector ( ) ;
12 i f ( i s c e l l ( data ) )
13 for i =1:numel ( f e a tu r e )
14 i f ( i s c h a r ( data {1 , i }) )
15 a t t v a l s = unique ( data ( : , i ) ) ;
16 va lue s = FastVector ( ) ;
17 for j =1:numel ( a t t v a l s )
18 va lue s . addElement ( a t t v a l s { j }) ;
19 end
20 vec . addElement ( Att r ibute ( f e a tu r e { i } ,
va lue s ) ) ;
21 else





26 for i =1:numel ( f e a tu r e )
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27 vec . addElement ( Att r ibute ( f e a tu r e { i }) ) ;
28 end
29 end
30 W_Obj = Ins tance s ( t i t l e , vec , s ize ( data , 1 ) ) ;
31 i f ( i s c e l l ( data ) )
32 for i =1: s ize ( data , 1 )
33 i n s t = Ins tance ( numel ( f e a tu r e ) ) ;
34 for j =0:numel ( f e a t u r e ) − 1
35 i n s t . s e tDatase t (W_Obj) ;
36 i n s t . setValue ( j , data{ i , j +1}) ;
37 end
38 W_Obj. add ( i n s t ) ;
39 end
40 else
41 for i =1: s ize ( data , 1 )
42 W_Obj. add ( Ins tance (1 , data ( i , : ) ) ) ;
43 end
44 end
45 W_Obj. s e tC la s s i ndex ( index − 1) ;
46 end
Listing B.11: Converts Java instances output from classiﬁer, to a data ﬁle
1 function [ cache , f ea ture , index , opt s t r ing , namestr ] =
convert_to_m(W_obj , optcache )
2 %Converts Java in s t ance s to data
3 i f (~ va l i d a t e )
4 W_obj = [ ] ;
5 return
6 end
7 i f (nargin < 2)
8 optcache = [ ] ;
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9 end
10 i f ( not ( i s j a v a (W_obj) ) )




14 cache = zeros (W_obj . numInstances ,W_obj . numAttributes
) ;
15 for i =0:W_obj . numInstances−1
16 cache ( i +1 , : ) = (W_obj . i n s t ance ( i ) . toDoubleArray )
’ ;
17 end
18 index = W_obj . c l a s s I ndex + 1 ;
19 f e a tu r e = c e l l (1 ,W_obj . numAttributes ) ;
20 op t s t r i n g = c e l l (1 ,W_obj . numAttributes ) ;
21 for i =0:W_obj . numAttributes−1
22 f e a t u r e {1 , i +1} = char (W_obj . a t t r i bu t e ( i ) . name) ;
23 a t t r i b u t e = W_obj . a t t r i b u t e ( i ) ;
24 nva l s = a t t r i b u t e . numValues ;
25 va l s = c e l l ( nvals , 1 ) ;
26 for j =0: nvals −1
27 va l s { j +1 ,1} = char ( a t t r i b u t e . va lue ( j ) ) ;
28 end
29 op t s t r i n g {1 , i +1} = va l s ;
30 end
31 namestr = char (W_obj . relat ionName ) ;
32 i f ( i s c e l l ( optcache ) )
33 c e l l d a t a = num2cel l ( cache ) ;
34 for i =1:numel ( op t s t r i n g )
35 va l s = op t s t r i n g {1 , i } ;
36 i f ( not ( isempty ( va l s ) ) )




40 cache = c e l l d a t a ;
41 end
42 end
Listing B.12: Trains the classiﬁer
1 function C l a s s i f i e r = t r a i n ( data , type , c l a s s i f i e r_ o p t
)
2 % Trains the c l a s s i f i e r
3 i f (~ va l i d a t e )
4 W_obj = [ ] ;
5 return
6 end
7 C l a s s i f i e r = javaObject ( [ ’weka . c l a s s i f i e r s . ’ ,
type ] ) ; %Create weka c l a s s i f i e r o b j e c t
8 i f (nargin == 3 && ~isempty ( c l a s s i f i e r_ o p t ) )
9 C l a s s i f i e r . s e t c l a s s i f i e r _ o p t ( c l a s s i f i e r_ o p t )
;
10 end
11 C l a s s i f i e r . b u i l dC l a s s i f i e r ( data ) ;
12 end
Listing B.13: Classiﬁes the new instances, then returns the predictions and prob-
ability distributions
1 function [ p r ed i c t i on , p robca l c s ] = c l a s s i f y (
test_data , c l a s s i f i e r )
2 %Returns matrix o f p r ed i c t e d c l a s s e s and p r o b a b i l i t y
d i s t r i b u t i o n s o f t e s t i n s t ance s
3 i f (~ va l i d a t e )
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4 W_obj = [ ] ;
5 return
6 end
7 for t=0: test_data . numInstances − 1
8 probca l c s ( t +1 , : ) = ( c l a s s i f i e r .
d i s t r i bu t i onFo r I n s t an c e ( test_data . i n s t anc e
( t ) ) ) ’ ;
9 end
10 [ prob , p r ed i c t i on ] = max( probca lc s , [ ] , 2 ) ;
11 p r ed i c t i on = pr ed i c t i on − 1 ;
12 end
Listing B.14: Calls and passes instances to training and/or classiﬁer functions, and
outputs fault diagnosis
1 Function d i a gno s i s = Test ( )
2 %Function to t r a i n Bayesian c l a s s i f i e r us ing
s imu la ted data
3 %Function to t e s t Bayesian c l a s s i f i e r us ing
s imu la ted data
4 javaaddpath ( ’C: \ Program␣ F i l e s ␣ ( x86 ) \weka−3−6−10\
weka−3−6−10\weka . j a r ’ ) ;
5 d i a gno s i s = ’ Nothing␣ diagnosed ! ’ ;
6 %Trains the c l a s s f i e r (Done at s t a r t −up only or by
user )
7 Train_data = l o a d_ i n s t f i l e ( ’
Bayes_train_WEWS_new_exp_nl . a r f f ’ ) ;
8 Classifier_WEWS = t r a i n ( Train_data , ’ bayes .
NaiveBayesSimple ’ ) ;
9 %C l a s s i f i e s the curren t in s tance o f the s h a f t
v o l t a g e
10 Test_data = l o a d_ i n s t f i l e ( ’
Bayes_test_WEWS_new_exp_nl . a r f f ’ ) ;
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11 [ pred i c t edClas s_te s t , c l a s sProbs_tes t ] = c l a s s i f y (
Test_data , Classifier_WEWS) ;
12 %Simple re turn o f machine s t a t u s
13 i f pred i c t edC la s s_te s t == 1
14 d i a gno s i s = ’ Healthy ’ ; %Added s e c u r i t y
aga in s t f a l s e alarm
15 end
16 i f pred i c t edC la s s_te s t == 2
17 d i a gno s i s = ’ Ec c en t r i c i t y ’ ;
18 end
19 i f pred i c t edC la s s_te s t == 3
20 d i a gno s i s = ’ Rotor␣ shor t ’ ;
21 end
22 end
B.2.3 Classiﬁer Training Example and Output
The following code is an example of the format used to train the Naive-Bayes
classiﬁer. Thereafter, an example output of a trained classiﬁer is listed. It should
be noted that the test instances are formatted the same as the training examples
- with the exception of the unknown class label.
Listing B.15: Example of the training format for the classiﬁer, using experimental
data without a load
1 @re la t i on fau l tharmonic
2 @attr ibute f i r s t r e a l
3 @attr ibute second r e a l
4 @attr ibute th i rd r e a l
5 @attr ibute four th r e a l
6 @attr ibute f i f t h r e a l
7 @attr ibute s i x th r e a l
8 @attr ibute seventh r e a l
9 @attr ibute e ighth r e a l
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10 @attr ibute ninth r e a l
11 @attr ibute tenth r e a l
12 @attr ibute f a u l t {HEALTHY,ECCENTRICITY,ROTOR_SHORT}
13 @data
14 6 .2548 ,0 . 017768 ,0 . 075349 ,0 . 055791 ,
1 . 1384 , 0 . 045357 , 1 . 9662 , 0 . 015236 , 0 . 74545 , 0 . 00029078 ,
HEALTHY
15 6 .5309 , 0 . 016534 ,0 . 07292 , 0 . 051881 ,
1 . 0989 , 0 . 039723 , 1 . 9298 , 0 . 016411 , 0 . 75776 , 0 . 00031138 ,
HEALTHY
16 6 .1943 , 0 . 018021 ,0 . 07601 , 0 . 057163 ,
1 . 175 , 0 . 044911 , 1 . 8571 , 0 . 01369 , 0 . 7281 , 0 . 00027961 ,
HEALTHY
17 6 .2667 ,0 . 016947 ,0 . 076421 ,0 . 056017 ,
1 . 1688 , 0 . 039288 , 1 . 8168 , 0 . 01556 , 0 . 7364 , 0 . 00032095 ,
HEALTHY
18 6 .4754 ,0 . 018305 ,0 . 074612 ,0 . 054175 ,
1 . 1576 , 0 . 04129 , 1 . 9495 , 0 . 016247 , 0 . 75039 , 0 . 00029426 ,
HEALTHY
19 6 .1451 ,0 . 017112 ,0 . 077412 ,0 . 059602 ,
1 . 2464 , 0 . 04399 , 1 . 9704 , 0 . 017033 , 0 . 77917 , 0 . 0002844 ,
HEALTHY
20 6 .2149 ,0 . 017935 ,0 . 077133 ,0 . 053647 ,
1 . 269 , 0 . 047002 , 1 . 9958 , 0 . 018704 , 0 . 78345 , 0 . 00030273 ,
HEALTHY
21 6 .3275 , 0 . 041729 , 0 . 09853 , 0 . 01483 ,
1 . 7661 , 1 . 6096 , 1 . 2526 , 0 . 10048 , 0 . 81312 , 0 . 020398 ,
ECCENTRICITY
22 6 .4177 , 0 . 039675 , 0 . 10511 , 0 . 01237 ,
1 . 7352 , 1 . 599 , 1 . 3001 , 0 . 10189 , 0 . 82012 , 0 . 021007 ,
ECCENTRICITY
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23 6 . 1025 , 0 . 041922 ,0 . 09636 , 0 . 015711 ,
1 . 7708 , 1 . 6414 , 1 . 1976 , 0 . 10955 , 0 . 81801 , 0 . 019991 ,
ECCENTRICITY
24 6 .6332 ,0 . 039924 ,0 . 098566 ,0 . 016076 ,
1 . 7767 , 1 . 6863 , 1 . 2491 , 0 . 10211 , 0 . 8511 , 0 . 020865 ,
ECCENTRICITY
25 6 .7011 , 0 . 04206 , 0 . 095434 , 0 . 012506 ,
1 . 7801 , 1 . 6095 , 1 . 1226 , 0 . 10665 , 0 . 84162 , 0 . 020944 ,
ECCENTRICITY
26 4 .8991 , 0 . 027791 ,0 . 98852 , 0 . 025825 ,
1 . 3466 , 0 . 076144 , 1 . 552 , 0 . 02141 , 0 . 37992 , 0 . 0021064 ,
ROTOR_SHORT
27 4 .7903 , 0 . 025113 ,0 . 99027 , 0 . 024991 ,
1 . 4191 , 0 . 080131 , 1 . 3398 , 0 . 023 , 0 . 35988 , 0 . 002099 ,
ROTOR_SHORT
28 4 .9294 , 0 . 029844 ,0 . 95911 , 0 . 027351 ,
1 . 3108 , 0 . 07699 , 1 . 7014 , 0 . 02008 , 0 . 39221 , 0 . 002259 ,
ROTOR_SHORT
29 4 .5949 , 0 . 029087 ,0 . 98048 , 0 . 027078 ,
1 . 5869 , 0 . 07567 , 1 . 7836 , 0 . 021079 , 0 . 35402 , 0 . 002339 ,
ROTOR_SHORT
30 4 .8003 , 0 . 02709 , 0 . 9767 , 0 . 028377 ,
1 . 2998 , 0 . 071426 , 1 . 348 , 0 . 020079 , 0 . 37146 , 0 . 0019985 ,
ROTOR_SHORT
Listing B.16: Example of an output from trained classiﬁer
1 Naive Bayes C l a s s i f i e r
2 Class
3 Att r ibute HEALTHY ECCENTRICITY
ROTOR_SHORT
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4 ( 0 . 4 ) ( 0 . 3 )
( 0 . 3 )
5 ======================================================
6 f i r s t
7 mean 6.3186 6 .4239
4 .7653
8 std . dev . 0 .1407 0 .2265
0 .0985
9 weight sum 7 5
5
10 p r e c i s i o n 0 .1316 0 .1316
0 .1316
11 second
12 mean 0.0173 0 .0408
0 .0278
13 std . dev . 0 .0006 0 .0008
0 .0016
14 weight sum 7 5
5
15 p r e c i s i o n 0 .0016 0 .0016
0 .0016
16 th i rd
17 mean 0.0573 0 .1147
0 .9747
18 std . dev . 0 .0096 0 .0096
0 .0096
19 weight sum 7 5
5




22 mean 0.0552 0 .0136
0 .0266
23 std . dev . 0 .0021 0 .0014
0 .0019
24 weight sum 7 5
5
25 p r e c i s i o n 0 .003 0 .003
0 .003
26 f i f t h
27 mean 1.1799 1 .7711
1 .3965
28 std . dev . 0 .0544 0 .0209
0 .0948
29 weight sum 7 5
5
30 p r e c i s i o n 0 .0426 0 .0426
0 .0426
31 s i x th
32 mean 0 1 .647
0 .1029
33 std . dev . 0 .0172 0 .0172
0 .0172
34 weight sum 7 5
5
35 p r e c i s i o n 0 .1029 0 .1029
0 .1029
36 seventh
37 mean 1.9257 1 .2334
1 .5499
38 std . dev . 0 .0697 0 .0557
0 .1746
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39 weight sum 7 5
5
40 p r e c i s i o n 0 .0546 0 .0546
0 .0546
41 e ighth
42 mean 0.0171 0 .1042
0 .0216
43 std . dev . 0 .0021 0 .0029
0 .0029
44 weight sum 7 5
5
45 p r e c i s i o n 0 .006 0 .006
0 .006
46 ninth
47 mean 0.7501 0 .8202
0 .3728
48 std . dev . 0 .0198 0 .0152
0 .0196
49 weight sum 7 5
5
50 p r e c i s i o n 0 .0311 0 .0311
0 .0311
51 tenth
52 mean 0 0.0205
0 .0026
53 std . dev . 0 .0002 0 .0005
0 .0002
54 weight sum 7 5
5
55 p r e c i s i o n 0 .0013 0 .0013
0 .0013
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B.3 Main Function for Online Monitoring
The main function is converted into a Simulink block to directly interface with
the dSpace ADC input block. The input block enables online communication with
dSpace interface card and the experimental synchronous generator board. The
main code is a simple list of calls to fault-detection and fault-diagnosis functions.
Listing B.17: Main function
1 function s t a tu s = main ( sha f t_vo l tage )
2 %Main func t i on cont inuous c a l l e d f o r on l ine
monitoring
3 % Accepts input from dSpace ADC input b l o c k in
s imu l ink
4 s t a tu s = ’No␣problem␣ detec ted ’ ;
5 f a u l t = PCA_compute( sha f t_vo l tage ) ; %Cal l PCA f a u l t
d e t e c t i on func t i on
6 i f ( f a u l t ) %Check i f PCA de t e c t e d an i s s u e
7 s t a tu s = ’ Problem␣ detec ted ’ ;
8 %I f t he r e i s a f a u l t de t e c t i on , c a l l Bayesian f a u l t
d i a gno s i s f unc t i on s
9 Rscr ipt ( ) ; % Bayesian spectrum es t imat ion
10 harmonic = Extract ( ) ; % Harmonic f e a t u r e
e x t r a c t i o n
11 d i a gno s i s = Test ( harmonic ) ;
12 e r r d l g ( d i a gno s i s ) ; % Throw out a d i a l o g o f
the f a u l t
13 end
